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Abstract                288 words 

 

 

Real and Ideal: The Realism of Jules Breton examines the artistic production of 

Jules Adolphe Aimé Louis Breton (1827-1906) in relation to theories of realism, the 

historiography of Realism, and the discursive formation of the “peasant” in the visual 

culture and history of the nineteenth century.  In his cultivation of the persona of the 

preeminent peintre paysan, and through his works which represented his vision of 

country life, Breton, perhaps more than any other French artist of the nineteenth century, 

was involved in an explicit negotiation of two fundamental concepts, which effectively 

constituted the terms of the “realist debate”: the “real” and the “ideal.”  In negotiating 

past and present, rural and urban, the particular and the universal, notions of the real and 

the ideal, which perhaps began as nothing more than what Umberto Eco termed a 

“semiotic enclave,” became an entire discourse on truth, aesthetics, and social welfare in 

the artistic and critical output of the period dominated by Realism (1830-1885) and its 

subsequent historiography.  Rather than reinforce this binary as it has appeared in much 

of the scholarship on Realism, this dissertation aims to restore a productive ambivalence 

to these terms and conceives of this perceived opposition as operatively valuable within 

the discourse of realism itself and as emblematic of its inherent tensions.  By analyzing 

Breton’s paintings, poetry, and prose through an exploration of some primary concerns of 

Realism: truth, type, and the artist’s self, this dissertation proposes that the antagonism 

between the “real” and the “ideal” that has underscored so much of the historiography of 
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Realism is rather more apparent than actual.  It concludes that within this more capacious 

understanding of Realism, as at once antinomical and dialectic, Jules Breton emerges as 

its most typical practitioner. 
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 1 

Introduction 

 

 

“Un idéaliste qui fait réel, c’est l’impossibilité vaincue.” 

— Parisian critic, Salon de 18841 

 

 

While many nineteenth-century artists turned their attention to the preindustrial 

landscape and its cultivators, none became so intimately and perpetually identified with 

its record as Jules Adolphe Aimé Louis Breton (1827-1906), whose expressions appealed 

to the modern penchant for images of rural life on both sides of the Atlantic.  In his 1896 

memoir Un Peintre Paysan, Jules Breton reflected upon the period during which he 

began to articulate his mature aesthetic, confessing, “I was no longer dreaming of 

anything but the grand style.  I was wondering if the rustic genre could lead me to it.”2  

This “grand style,” to which the artist aspired and which he enlisted in his archetypal 

depictions of the peasant, was in truth a form of classicism evolved from the academic 

tradition, infused with the principles of realism to effect something modern.3  In his 

cultivation of the persona of the preeminent peintre paysan, and through his works which 

represented his vision of country life, Breton, perhaps more than any other French artist 

of the nineteenth century, was involved in an explicit negotiation of two fundamental 

concepts, which effectively constituted the terms of the “realist debate”: the “real” and 

the “ideal.”4   
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The critical corpus that emerged in response to the complex of literary and artistic 

practices affiliated with réalisme, a term used by critics and publicists from 1840 and 

made part of the popular lexicon by 1850, were first collected and considered by the 

historian Émile Bouvier in his volume La Bataille Réaliste.5  A project completed for a 

diploma of higher studies and presented to the Faculty of Letters in Paris in 1910, the 

compendium offers a reflection on the historical period of Realism, including the 

formulation of realist theory and its association with literary realism, from a relatively 

slight critical and temporal distance.  What emerges in Bouvier’s text is a consciousness 

of history and a presage of the difficulty which scholars and critics, beginning principally 

with Champfleury, have had in accounting for a style and philosophy whose practitioners 

and advocates struggled to reconcile the desire to see their cause as the culmination of a 

narrative history or grand tradition while emphasizing its inherent contemporaneity.  In 

negotiating past and present, rural and urban, the particular and the universal, notions of 

the real and the ideal, which perhaps began as nothing more than what Umberto Eco 

termed a “semiotic enclave,” became an entire discourse on truth, aesthetics, and social 

welfare in the artistic and critical output of the period dominated by Realism (1830-1885) 

and its subsequent historiography.6  During the nineteenth century as today, “realism,” 

whether as a broad concept presented in lowercase or as a specific movement marked by 

a capital “R,” could be a controversial term, one which has evaded, or even resisted, 

certain levels of interpretation.   

As a representational program that depends upon verisimilitude, the supposedly 

clear sign systems of realism have, according to the literary historian Lawrence Schehr, 
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already traced their own “normalization and readability.”7 Indeed, the critic Peter Brooks 

has similarly argued that the discourse of realism has been normalized into the model 

against which all other forms of representation are judged as variants.8  In much of the 

early art historical scholarship on French Realism, realist representation was defined in 

terms of its difference from what it described and its consistency with the world it 

reflected, and this was often predicated on establishing the opposition between real and 

ideal.  In the work of art historians Linda Nochlin and T. J. Clark, the “ideal,” though not 

necessarily by invoking that term, can be located at the breaking point of the realist 

project, its fidelity to logic, continuity, and reason.9  Within such discussions, a supposed 

binary opposition has operative value, and inevitably, each of these concepts becomes 

invested with political, rhetorical, and even metaphysical significance.  Moreover, a 

definition of realism derived from such oppositions also assumes a historical, or 

periodizing, capacity.  These approaches lay bare not only the limits of such binaries, but 

the contextual variability of these terms as objects.  But what if one were to conceive of 

this opposition as operatively valuable within the discourse of realism itself, rather than 

between realism and some other set of discourses?  Realism, then, in terms both real and 

ideal, is at once antinomical and dialectic. 

This dissertation, “Real and Ideal: The Realism of Jules Breton,” offers a 

historiographic examination of the discursive production of Realism in period criticism 

and the manner in which the works of Jules Breton might be understood both in terms of 

this history and as generative of this history.  It attends to the history and historiography 

of ideas and of objects, and to the ways in which the histories of ideas and of objects 
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compel their historiographies.  A foremost commitment of this project, then, is to the 

documentation and understanding of the critical reactions to artworks in their historical 

moment and in subsequent historical moments.  That the nineteenth century and modern 

art history offer such a rich archive of responses to—and indeed, interpretations of—

Realism and realist artworks certainly facilitates such an undertaking, but also makes the 

aspiration to broad understanding only somewhat more conceivable. 

Because terminology is so critical to many of the underlying assumptions of art 

historical approaches to Realism, and a reconsideration of various period terms is at the 

core of the present endeavor, the role of the critic must also be examined.  In his essay, 

“What Is the Good of Criticism?” published in 1864, Charles Baudelaire declared that 

criticism should be “partial, passionate, and political,” that is, “written from one 

exclusive point of view.”10  The critic often functions more as an observer and advocate 

than a detached evaluator.  As a contemporary of the work and the artist, the critic 

endeavors to secure his place in history, and this initial opinion often becomes the 

characteristic one.  Despite the emphasis on the contemporary moment, a fervent concern 

for history characterized the period debate around “realism” as a concept and “Realism” 

as a movement.  The contested meanings of “real” and “ideal” often related to the 

declaration of Realism as either an interruption to or a continuation of certain traditions, 

and by extension, faith in a narrative history.  This nineteenth-century impulse to “tell 

purposive narratives,” Keith Moxey has argued, was indebted to Hegel’s philosophy of 

history and its coincidence with the rise of nationalist politics in Europe.  Moxey has used 

the term “teleological historicism” to elaborate the belief that events contain an inherent 
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narrative and conversely, that that narrative was always already placed there by the 

historian.11  The critics of nineteenth-century Realism were engaged as much in the 

promotion of realist art as in the production of historical meaning: they worked to define 

realism, comprise a realistic doctrine, and resolve that doctrine to prior concepts of art.  

In considering the literature produced about and around Realism, I will inquire, what is 

the reality effect of such efforts, how might the means and modes of history be 

understood as realist, and how might a reconsideration of the period literature permit a 

recuperation of certain terms and a more capacious understanding of the realist discourse 

and concomitant aesthetic philosophy. 

What is evident in Breton’s rural vision is that realism might involve the 

interrogation of truth, history, subject, and object in terms both real and ideal, or through 

what Schehr has defined as a discourse whose “telos” is the construction of a “type,” 

which as such depends upon ideation for a convincing approximation of reality.12  Thus I 

conceive of the realism of Jules Breton not in terms of the construction of verisimilitude, 

but as the construction of the idea of verisimilitude, and as a historical process: a 

conception which is underscored throughout the trajectory of Breton’s realism, from the 

political to the romantic to the heroic.   

Each of the subsequent chapters explores the manner in which Jules Breton’s 

intonation of the French Rural Genre embodied the internal tensions of realism.  The 

antinomies of which the constitution of realism seems to resolve are apparent in both his 

paintings and his poetry, which might be conceived as particularly conscious 

constructions, with antecedents and investments, informed as much by the politics of the 
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Second Empire and the Third Republic and the proclivities of a modern international 

class of cultural consumers as by his own personal artistic inclinations or investments in 

Realism.  Breton’s work, which appears at once contemporary and timeless, truthful and 

contrived, is emblematic of the complex and often contradictory impulses that informed 

the artistic Realism of the nineteenth century, its critical responses, and the 

historiography. 

Jules Breton was much indebted to his rural origins, and his native village of 

Courrières in the Artois region of Northern France remained the subject, whether explicit 

or referential, of most of his artistic and literary practice.  He was born there on May 1, 

1827 to a prominent family, and the conditions of his childhood endowed him with, in his 

own words, “a liberty almost without limit,” to experience the countryside quite 

independently.13  Although Breton’s early comprehension of Courrières was informed by 

observations of the lives of those in inferior social positions, it is of course important to 

note that he was not raised a peasant, nor was his rural experience that of the peasant’s 

life.  However, the young Breton’s propinquity to a version of rural life did engender in 

him a certain sympathy and tenderness that would characterize his depictions of its 

people.  Breton’s representation as the peintre paysan, both in his own works and in the 

critical and biographical appraisals of others, will be a consistent theme throughout this 

paper. 

Upon leaving the village, Breton received a classical education.  His first attempts 

at drawing impressed the Belgian painter Félix de Vigne, and in 1843 he went to study at 

the Royal Academy in Ghent.  Under de Vigne, himself trained in the Davidian tradition, 
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Breton was introduced to the rigors of academic studio practice and exposed to the works 

of the Old Masters of the Flemish school, images, according to Breton, “at once sensual 

and devout,” the qualities of which he emulated in his first grand compositions.14   

In 1847, he moved to Paris to join the atelier of Michel-Martin Drolling at the 

Ecole des Beaux-Arts, but abandoned his formal training due to the financial strain 

placed on his family in the social upheaval of the Revolution of February 1848 and his 

father’s death in May of the same year.15  Forced to return to Courrières, the grieving 

Breton became reacquainted with the peasant country of his youth, and according to his 

memoirs, felt a renewed sense of fraternity with the people, strengthened by his recent 

observations of the urban plight of the Revolution.16  This new revolutionary attitude 

inspired Breton’s first submissions to the Salon, which were realist in their subject matter 

though academic in style.  And while these paintings earned him official recognition, and 

perhaps most importantly, affiliation with the emerging school of Realism, it was with 

paintings of rural subjects taken up in subsequent years and the establishment of a rural 

studio practice that would effectively install him among the acknowledged master 

painters of nineteenth-century France. 

Breton projected a confident image in his lifetime, an accomplished painter and 

poet, who achieved great critical and commercial success in both occupations.  He earned 

a Third-Class medal at Salon of 1855 with his painting The Gleaners (Les Glaneuses), 

the first of many official distinctions that marked his career.  Thereafter, he had a regular 

presence at the Salons, the consistency of his subject matter and sincerity of his themes 

established his reputation as the nation’s foremost painter of rural life.  Among his 
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awards were several First-Class medals and the Medal of Honor at the Salon of 1872 for 

Young Woman Minding Cattle (Jeune fille gardant des vaches) and The Fountain (La 

Fontaine).  In 1861, he was named a chevalier of the Légion d’honneur and in 1867 was 

made officer.  In 1886, he was elected to the Académie des beaux-arts, and the first 

painter associated with Realism to become a member of the Institut de France.  He was 

also a member of the Fine Arts Academies in Vienna and Stockholm.   

In his later years, Breton distinguished himself as a writer with a collection of 

poetry entitled Les Champs et la Mer (1875), followed by the long pastoral poem Jeanne 

(1880).  As Richard Heath stated in an 1884 biographical essay in London’s Art Journal, 

“few painters have lived in closer union with Nature, and among such it is rare to find 

one who has given us a double opportunity of understanding him, by repeating in verse 

what he sought to express on canvas.”17  His autobiography, La Vie d’un Artiste (1890), 

and memoir, Un Peintre paysan (1896), contain rich descriptions of his childhood in 

Courriéres and reflections on his development as an artist in the context of the social and 

cultural upheaval of his formative years.  His final publications, Nos Peintres du siècle 

(1899) and La Peinture: les lois essentielles (1904), are personal artistic treatises and 

typical, though important, accounts of the artistic values of his era.   

The vocation of the artist was rather specifically circumscribed in nineteenth-

century France, where the conditions for the production and display of ambitious painting 

were predicated upon certain academic, professional, and state institutions.18  Breton 

succeeded in these arenas, and indeed, his long career, which lasted nearly six decades, is 

a testament to a figure resolute in his commitments and greatly respected by his peers.  
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Despite early financial setbacks, which prompted his return to Courriéres, his life 

proceeded without any serious conflict or challenges.  He married Élodie, the daughter of 

his teacher Félix de Vigne, in 1858, and his daughter, Virginie, who was his only pupil, 

became an accomplished artist in her own right.  Throughout his life, he divided his time 

and studio practice between the cosmopolitan capital city of Paris and his native village 

in Artois, with occasional sojourns to other regions, including the Mèdoc and Brittany.  

Both his life and his work, as Hollister Sturges and others have argued, represent the rural 

ideal embraced by the bourgeoisie of nineteenth-century France, and therein lies the 

strength and limitations.19 Though eclipsed by the avant-garde movements that 

dominated the twentieth century and later leveled with severe criticism for a lack of 

social consciousness in treating peasant subjects, Breton’s mediation of reality and 

idealism, I will argue, are critical to understanding the formation, development, and 

dissemination of Realism.  This productive, if complex, contradiction was recognized by 

Breton’s contemporaries who exclaimed, “he is an idealist, but an idealist who depends 

most thoroughly on reality.”20 

This dissertation is not a biography, though my concerns are at least partly 

biographical.21  I consider Breton’s life, career, and artistic theses to be thoroughly 

interconnected.  However, I wish to contextualize and interpret these facets in historical 

terms.  Breton’s realism, characterized by a self-conscious classicizing aesthetic and 

authorial claims for truth and authenticity, was historically determined and historically 

aware.  I assert the historicity of my arguments by drawing on Breton’s own writing, 

including private diaries and correspondence, Salon reviews, and other forms of art 
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criticism.  This literature, no less than the paintings themselves, requires interpretation. 

Through this act of reading and by analyzing and contextualizing Breton’s paintings, I 

will suggest that the antagonism between the “real” and the “ideal” that has underscored 

so much of the historiography of Realism is rather more apparent than actual.  Designed 

as a collection of thematic essays, each of the chapters that comprise this dissertation 

takes its title from a critical response to one or more of Breton’s paintings and utilizes 

these commentaries as points of departure for the consideration of key features of 

Breton’s work and of nineteenth-century French Realism: truth, type, and the self.   

When Jules Breton debuted The Recall of the Gleaners (Le rappel des glaneuses) 

at the Salon of 1859, a painting that appeared at once like an evocation of a pastoral ideal 

and a realistic depiction of the contemporary practice of gleaning, it was immediately 

implicated in the discussion about true painting and the truth in painting.  Truth was an 

important, if somewhat untenable, precept of Realism, and manifold in its definitions, and 

critics were divided as to whether Breton’s “one true painting” was truthful because it 

was a faithful transcription of reality as it actually was or because it was the earnest 

representation of reality as the artist saw it.  The roles of observation and memory in 

artistic representation were also considered as the realist artist aspired to be both of his 

time and of historical time.  The Recall of the Gleaners is contextualized as both the 

culmination of Breton’s early efforts to produce an imposing, contemporary history 

painting and as a departure towards a new type of realism, predicated on an 

epistemological claim for truth and a campaign for an aesthetic ideal. 
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The next chapter focuses on the importance of type, and by extension mimesis 

and verisimilitude, for realistic visual art.  By closely observing individual peasants and 

then generalizing their features to metonymically stand for the whole of rural life, Breton 

created “the prototype of the species.”  Breton’s peasant figures were part a complex of 

artistic, literary, and historical artifacts that constituted the “peasant” as a discursive 

category and instrument of cultural construction during the nineteenth century.  The 

peasant image could be employed alternately as a symbol of traditional order or of 

progressive republican ideals; it was a subject onto which artists and viewers could 

project their visions of rural life.  As the motif that would become his signature, the 

solitary female peasant also serves as a basis for understanding Breton’s aesthetic over 

time, including his reverence for the academic method, his experimentation with other 

modern styles, and his use of photography.  Moreover, these paintings, from The Turkey 

Tender (La Gardeuse de Dindons) of 1864 to The Gleaner (La Glaneuse) of 1877 to The 

Song of the Lark (Le Chant de l'alouette) of 1884, allow the art historian to consider the 

persistence of Realism in the eras dominated first by Classicism and Romanticism, and 

later by Naturalism and Impressionism. 

 Having established an outline of Breton’s realism, I then consider his own 

thematics of self presentation.  The mythos of the life of Jules Breton, established 

principally in his own memoirs and perpetuated in art reviews and biographical literature, 

formed a necessary and consistent background to the critical appreciation of his realist 

vision.  Breton’s (self-)identification as “a peasant painter” became a foundation for the 

appreciation of his oeuvre and was exemplary of the actively willed self that was a 
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hallmark of bourgeois male subjectivity in the period of revolutions in France.  Beyond 

the literature, I propose that these dynamics are most pronounced in several lesser studied 

works that together form a kind of portrait of the artist as the peintre paysan: two 

examples of self-portraiture produced at the earliest and latest dates of his active painting 

career and the 1874 Salon painting, The Cliff (La Falaise), in which the peasant subject 

compelled by nature could well be a stand-in for the artist-observer.  Photographs of 

Breton posing in his studio and excerpts from his written works also contribute to a 

further revision of the real and ideal terms in which his realism has been understood. 

 A brief conclusion considers the legacy of Jules Breton, whose life extended 

several years after the official retrospective exhibitions of the works of his closest peers, 

Gustave Courbet and Jean-François Millet, in 1882 and 1887 respectively, which might 

be considered definitive markers of the end of nineteenth-century French Realism.  

Breton’s oeuvre must, at last, be contextualized within the several phases of Realism, 

from the point at which the political and moral strictures that had attached to the style 

made it all but impossible to concede that a painting could be both realistic and idealistic 

in its pursuit of truth to the point after Realism, when the paintings could be appreciated, 

or deprecated, from a more purely aesthetic standpoint. 

Finally, I wish to clarify my ambitions as they relate to other attempts to 

recuperate artistic reputations in order to expand the nineteenth-century canon and 

augment the dominant historical narrative of modernism.  These positions have been 

taken up and elaborated by the organizers of various museum exhibitions in the 1970s 

and 1980s and most recently in the work of Breton descendent Annette Bourrut 
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Lacouture, who is presently compiling a catalogue raisonné.22  I am the grateful inheritor 

of much of this research and insight, and I agree that Breton is an interesting and 

neglected figure, whose works are still compelling.  They deserve more serious attention 

now, not only because Breton was a talented artist who created impressive images of a 

country and a way of life that were in recession, but because he was engaged in the 

production of a form of realism, which, I believe, epitomized its internal tensions.  If this 

project augments Breton’s legacy by insisting that his art is worthy of a more 

theoretically rigorous examination, not to restore the position he once held, but rather to 

better comprehend it in its own time, then it will have partly served its purpose.  More 

broadly, by reading works of art and art criticism through a dialectic of real and ideal, this 

dissertation aims to restore a productive ambivalence to these terms and to better 

understand the intellectual history of Realism. 
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Chapter 1 

One True Painting  

 

 

“... comme idéal, l'objectivité parfaite et le respect absolu de la vérité.” 

— Gustave Flaubert, Sentimental Education (1845 version)1 

 

 

Jules Breton exhibited The Recall of the Gleaners (Le rappel des glaneuses) 

(figure 1.1) at the Salon of 1859, where it was selected for the Salon d’Honneur and 

greatly admired by the Empress Eugenie, who arranged for its purchase on Napoleon III’s 

Civil List.  Breton dedicated nearly two years to this work—a frieze-like composition 

representing a scene of peasant life on a monumental scale—carefully considering both 

subject and theme and organizing the picture according to sketches of single field 

workers and more dynamic figural groups before expanding the view to include 

additional vignettes and a more refined climate and setting.  Though the artist had 

completed paintings of gleaners before, this specific image of gleaners in retreat was 

conceptualized on an 1857 visit to Bourron-Marlotte, a commune situated at the edge of 

the Fontainebleau forest.  In his 1896 memoir, Breton recounted the long days spent 

drawing in the forest and emphasized the satisfaction he felt at the conclusion of each 

outing, distilled in the moment of emerging from the dark woodlands onto the sunlit 

fields: “The sun had just disappeared behind a copse of willows and poplars on the edge 
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of a wheat field.  Its presence could still be felt.  And then a girl went by, tall and upright, 

in a gloriously cool tone in the tawny evening air, her silhouette bathed in light.  In my 

imagination I was back with my group of gleaners.”2 This poetic reflection underscores 

what the final painting denotes, a conflation of observation and recollection and of 

inflection and innuendo.  A rural policeman leaning against a boundary marker with his 

hands around his mouth calls in the gleaners, robust, young peasant women who stride 

across the field at dusk to retire from the day’s trials.  The characters, like the landscape, 

and the work they undertake, are at once real and epic.   

Le Rappel, which may be translated as “the recall” or “the reminder,” and the 

painting which bears the title might be conceived as both: a transcription of the moment 

at which the gleaners are called back for the day, and thus a depiction of everyday life in 

the countryside, and an image recalled from the artist’s memory with allusions to his 

broader ideas about contemporary rural life.  These registers were combined in pursuit of 

truthful representation, and Breton’s aspirations and methodology were lauded by the 

reviewer for the Gazette des Beaux-Arts who proclaimed, “This is the one true painting of 

summer, and it is clear that Monsieur Breton makes his paintings, not in an atelier, but in 

the countryside.”3   The influential critic Théophile Gautier, who preferred Jules Breton’s 

depictions of French rural life to those of his contemporaries, Gustave Courbet and Jean-

François Millet, remarked that The Recall of the Gleaners proved “the truth is not always 

ugly.”4  These declarations about Breton’s work and the markers of truth belie, to some 

degree, the hybridity of realism, as a concept in which an epistemological claim for truth 

campaigns as an aesthetic ideal, as Frederic Jameson has suggested.5   
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True painting and the truth in painting became persistent, and increasingly 

complicated, preoccupations for Breton during this period, as truth was an important, if 

somewhat untenable, precept of Realism, and manifold in its definitions.   How was the 

modern historical reality to be accurately represented?  This discourse of historicism and 

representation was the subject of the realist debate and at issue was the periodization of 

the present.  As Peter Zusi has argued with respect to the relationship between realism 

and history, the claim to access the real through art functioned along two temporal 

registers, the chronological (reality as it actually was in the then-contemporary moment) 

and the epochal (reality as the truth of the then-contemporary moment).  Consequently, 

Zusi concludes, “What was at stake was not a style, an artistic technique, or an aesthetic 

strategy, but rather the identity or very physiognomy of the present.”6  The expectations 

and demands projected onto realist art of the nineteenth century were various, and often 

contradictory, and have persisted in the historiography of the movement.  These concepts, 

I will argue, have limited the possible interpretations of Breton’s contribution to the 

realist debate with works that expose multiple temporalities and which existed in the gap 

between the two temporal registers outlined above, between two stylistic approaches, real 

and ideal, and between two theoretical paradigms, realism and historicism. 

In the final sections of his autobiography, which drew on notebooks, diaries, and 

lectures, Breton offered his own theses on art, beginning with a declaration about its 

relationship to truth.  “The true is not material reality only,” he wrote, a position that 

seems to encapsulate an ideated and historically conscious approach to realism and 

representation, one which did not tether itself exclusively to the concrete or to the 
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temporal fragment, but rather reconciled traditional moral and even metaphysical values 

with a dedication to memorializing the everyday.7  These concepts were first worked 

through in several early multi-figural compositions that recorded certain contemporary 

social realities and perhaps even contributed to an awareness of these social realities.8  

These canvases, when regarded successively, demonstrate in form and content an attempt 

to bring a vision (as distinct from perception) of reality into being through implied 

narrative and scenic elaboration.  They also evidence a gradual suppression, or perhaps 

absorption, of melodrama into a type of realism in which the real and the ideal, as a 

collection of signs, coalesce in a new configuration of space and time—what might be 

termed “daily life” or the Barthesian “referent”—a strategy that effectively culminates in 

The Recall of the Gleaners.  The typical readings of this painting have emphasized its 

simplicity and consequently, I believe, offered a passive characterization of its realism as 

either reflection, or more problematically, idealization, but the painting is neither neutral 

reproduction nor calculated fiction, but an evocation of lived experience and of memory.  

Instead, I will propose that its seeming simplicity is really a feat of style, and that the 

picture does indeed endeavor to convey, in Hegelian terms, the “world-historical forces” 

particular to its context, though perhaps less concretely than some critics would demand.9 

It is also worth stating that this trajectory was almost certainly influenced by the 

positions of the cultural ministry of the Second Empire, whose spokesmen championed 

the reconciliation of the beau idéal with Realism’s demand for truth and 

contemporaneity, and we will see a correlation between Breton’s negotiation of reality 

and idealism and his success at the Salons.  Indeed, these early works and their critical 
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receptions evidence a shifting perspective on history and the historical as well as a 

transformation of realism as a methodology for social concern to one of personally 

ideated recollection, and ultimately a kind of abstraction, appropriated as a universal.  But 

first I wish to establish the context for these more political works, which constitute a 

rather small interest of Breton’s oeuvre but are quite significant as examples of the 

grande peinture that established the artist’s reputation.  In what follows, I will necessarily 

situate these works within a broader understanding of Breton’s theory and philosophy of 

art and Realism, but I will also consider their evaluation in their own time.  The most 

significant aspects of this discussion will be the concept of truth as it operates between 

realism and idealism and the concept of time as it functions in the artist’s memory or 

vision and in the scenes depicted on canvas.  I will attempt to bring these ideas together 

to underscore the meaningfulness of Breton’s gestures for identifying reality with history. 

 

Making a Revolution 

Breton had gone to Paris in 1847 to complete his training in the atelier of Michel-

Martin Drolling at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.  When the revolutionary events of 1848 

commenced in February, Breton was as yet uninformed about the political tensions in the 

capital.  Indeed, by his own admission, he was but a spectator.  Despite his close 

relationship with an ardent revolutionary, the architect Ernest Delalleau, and his casual 

engagement with journals like the National and the Reforme, the young artist was 

disinterested in politics, “always engrossed in [his] affections and [his] art.”10  In his 

memoir, Breton recalled an intrusion into his quarters by Dellalleau, fitted in his National 
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Guard uniform, on the 22nd of February whence he announced, “We are making a 

Rrrrevolution!” to which Breton replied, “as usual,” and shrugged his shoulders.11  

Indeed, at the outset, Breton’s detachment was characteristic of the bourgeoisie of the 

time.  He made only one attempt to portray the revolution, though, as we will see later, its 

effects did inspire his treatment of the poor, first in urban and then in rural settings.  In 

the subsequent days, Breton witnessed the exchange of gunfire at the Palais-Royal that 

would result in Louis-Philippe fleeing the capital and abdicating his rule on the 24th of 

February.  Breton walked along the barricades to see the “tragic horror” of injured 

soldiers and blood-stained streets.  He found it very difficult to articulate his feelings 

about these experiences, writing to his uncle Boniface the following day, he described the 

spectacle: “The houses are riddled by bullets; the pavement has been torn up for almost 

the entire length of the street, which is in places covered with blood.  This evening almost 

all the guard-houses are on fire.  The emotions I have today experienced are so numerous 

and so varied that it would be impossible for me to describe them.  In them horror and 

enthusiasm are confusedly mingled together.”12  This statement no longer reflects the 

same level of detachment as the previous anecdote, although the panic mixed with 

enthusiasm seems, in fact, a typical middle-class reaction to the events.  Breton’s words 

do not convey a reactionary state of mind, but neither do they suggested an engaged or 

even truly empathetic revolutionary.  What perhaps stands out most prominently is 

Breton’s relief, although he was not yet himself ready to exhibit, that the Salon would 

proceed as planned, which he noted at the close of the same letter. 
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In the early spring, just before the bloody uprisings of June 1848, Breton returned 

home to Courrières to tend to his father’s illness and the family’s worsening financial 

circumstances.  At his father’s death, the family property was sold, leaving Breton in a 

new and precarious position.  According to his memoirs, however, Breton made peace 

with his new station and enjoyed a sense of fraternity with the peasants, whom he had 

always loved but whom he now met more intimately: “Thus it was that there grew up in 

my artist-heart a stronger affection for nature, the obscure acts of heroism, and the beauty 

of the lives of the peasantry.”13  This renewed sympathy for the impoverished in his 

native Artois was bolstered by his interpretation of the consequences of the 1848 

Revolution, which inspired him towards a new subject matter to be treated in a style that 

was appropriate to the times, and yet faithful to tradition.  Reflecting on this revolution in 

the arts, Breton wrote, “There was a deeper interest in the life of the street and of the 

fields.  The tastes and the feelings of the poor were taken into account, and art conferred 

honors upon them, formerly reserved for the gods and for the great.”14  Breton committed 

himself to a “serious attempt toward the new movement,” though he would later conclude 

that in these early pictures he had not yet succeeded in realizing “a truth too evident to be 

at once accepted as such.”15   

What was this truth that Breton sought to realize and which was so much a part of 

the contemporary discourse on art and its value?  The philosopher James K. Feibleman 

argued that truth in art is principally a matter of correspondence and coherence, that is 

correspondence between representations and the objects to which they refer and 

coherence or consistency within the representation itself.16  And yet, beyond these 
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conventional definitions, Feibleman also insisted that artistic inference is extra-logical, 

and the true as it relates to art is extra-material and therefore the province of affect, a 

position which has been similarly invoked by Frederic Jameson.  Jameson has 

emphasized the critical role of the so-called “reality of appearance” and the degree to 

which belief in the veracity of reference governed both daily life and the realist aesthetic 

in the nineteenth century.17  According to the literary historian Lawrence Schehr, “acts of 

realist representation are predicated at their origin on the readability of the work and the 

belief that an act of mimetic representation is occurring,” a description which effectively 

repeats Roman Jakobson’s initial formulation of realism, which split the onus of 

verisimilitude between artist and observer.18  Schehr argues that realism has resisted, or 

even evaded, certain types of interpretation because its discourse has been normalized 

into the model against which all other forms of representation are judged as variants or 

deviants.19  In short, realism as a mode of representation may occlude the pictorial, 

historical, and even theoretical complexity of the work of art, a reduction that describes 

the tenor of much of the criticism and literature on Breton.  

These references to Marxist and post-modernist theories of realism are not as 

anachronistic as they might seem, for the contemporary discourse on realism addressed 

many of the same concerns, tensions, and paradoxes. The political unrest of the February 

Revolution had been an impetus for intellectual as well as cultural upheaval.  Radical 

challenges to the aesthetic establishment were manifest in forms both subjective, as 

anxiety over urban industrial growth prompted a renewed interest in rural life and a 

nostalgic and reverential attitude towards its customs, and stylistic, as the elevation of so-
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called common themes demanded a new medium of expression.  Realism, as later 

invoked by Courbet in a prologue text concurrent with his exhibition at the Salon of 

1855, was imbricated in an ideological debate about the nature of painting and of 

representation.  In a frequently quoted statement, Courbet outlined his realist project: “To 

be capable of translating the customs, ideas and the aspect of my period, according to 

how I see them; to be not only a painter but a man; in a word, to make living art, that is 

my aim.”20  However, the new style did not dominate the display of art in the early 1850s, 

as traditional history painting remained in critical and popular favor.  For his part, Breton 

was enthusiastic, but measured.  He wrote, “the causes that led to this revolution and the 

consequences that resulted exerted a powerful influence, as I have said, on my mind, and 

on that of every other artist, as well as on the general movement of art and literature.”21  

Yet this movement, in his estimation, would not come at the expense of tradition; the 

accomplishments of the past would continue to inform artistic practice within the 

Academy and ateliers: “tradition, that beacon from the past which serves as a light to 

guide the future, was respected.”22   It is within this dialogic of the traditional and the 

contemporary that Breton endeavored to make his Salon debut with works inspired by the 

events and conditions of 1848, realist in their subject matter, if academic in style. 

Though Breton’s foray into contemporary history painting was quite brief, 

resulting in just two completed compositions, both now since lost, the attempts were 

fundamental in his achieving a more nuanced approach to temporality as an evocation of 

daily life in which the present moment is realistically denoted and yet compatible with 

historicity.  In his 1949 essay, “Time in the Plastic Arts,” Étienne Souriau thoughtfully 
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schematized time in the visual arts into two aspects: the time of the work of art and the 

time of the beholder, that is, time represented and time experienced.23  Souriau’s 

theorization proves especially useful for approaching realism as both subject and style.  

As Marnin Young has suggested in his analysis of late Realism and Naturalism, apart 

from the time represented, the works coming out of these schools were also typified by 

rendering so detailed and finished that they compelled sustained contemplation by the 

viewer.24  Breton, I argue, experimented with these aspects throughout his career in 

mediating the real and the ideal.  The earliest works that suffered indictments as confused 

and melodramatic gave way to later paintings that evidence a more sophisticated 

understanding of representation and historicism. 

These efforts began with Misery and Despair (Misère et Désespoir).  The painting 

was later destroyed in the Paris studio he shared with Delalleau, so we must rely on the 

artist’s own description, Salon reviews, and a photogravure in Marius Vachon’s 1898 

biography of Breton (figure 1.2).25  The painting also figures within another Breton 

painting of the same period, the unusually introspective The Studio of Jules Breton and 

Ernest Delalleau (L’atelier de Jules Breton et Ernest Delalleau) (figure1.3).  Submitted 

to the Salon of 1849, Misery and Despair was a meditation on a topical subject, to which 

the artist dedicated himself for the better part of a year.26  The scene is a garret in great 

disrepair decorated only with a humble wooden cross.  There, an emaciated woman in 

tattered clothes affects a desperate expression with hollow cheeks and narrow, weeping 

eyes.  The pallor of her skin offers only the slightest contrast to the white bed sheet that 

appears twisted at her waist.  With one arm she clutches her poor child and with the 
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other, she grasps at the tails of her husband’s blouse.  She has interrupted his pursuit, and 

he turns back towards her, but gives no indication of tenderness or reluctance in his 

course.  He is dressed as a revolutionary and clutches his musket.  He is bound for the 

barricade, which can be seen through the small window of their mansard 

accommodations, a bullet hole has already grazed the frame.  The result is a highly 

emotional, yet legible illustration of a domestic scene that alludes, through gesture, 

garment, and the distant landscape, to broader historical events.  It is certain that the artist 

wanted the painting to resonate with the circumstances of February, because although he 

finished the work in the spring of 1849, the Salon submission bore the amended date of 

1848.27 

In spite of his aspirations to produce a realist work responsive to the times and to 

the new artistic currents with which he had become acquainted and inspired, the final 

production appears conspicuously comprised of elements inherited from Classicism and 

Romanticism.  The pyramidal composition, punctuated at its peak by the bayonet, repeats 

the requisite structure of traditional history painting, and the positioning of the man, his 

face seen in three-quarter with his left knee bent and turned in a direction opposite his 

gesture recalls so many heroic figures of Romantic paintings.  Indeed, it is quite possible 

that in his first attempt at a kind of grand history painting, the young Breton would have 

looked to Eugène Delacroix’s representations of the Revolution of 1830.28  Breton held 

Delacroix in high esteem, calling the master a true genius whose works personified the 

heroic expression of the Revolution.29  The entry on Delacroix in his 1899 treatise, Nos 

peintres du siècle, proclaims Liberty Leading the People (La Liberté guidant le peuple) 
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(figure 1.4) and Boissy d’Anglas at the Convention (Boissy d'Anglas à la Convention) 

(figure 1.5) to be “superb dramas of an infinite power.”30  Of the latter he added, “no 

other painting in the history of art may be compared to this work in its evocative 

power.”31  While one can draw visual similarities between Breton’s revolutionary 

statement and Delacroix’s canonical work—Breton has substituted a working class figure 

for Delacroix’s Marianne and the tip of a bayonet replaces the flag at the pinnacle of the 

composition—the result was static and overwrought.   

Misery and Despair, which the artist also reproduced in a lithograph, received 

only a few citations in the Salon reviews.32  Appraisals were rather unfavorable, as one 

critic chastened, “it does not rise above sentimental anecdote,” while several others 

disparaged the image for its recourse to melodrama.33  The literary historian Peter 

Brooks’s now well-rehearsed definition of melodrama as a quintessentially modern, 

though not modernist, form is relevant here.  According to Brooks, melodrama entails an 

implicit acknowledgment that something original, sacred, or ideal has been lost.  As 

deployed in nineteenth-century art, melodrama was an illustrative, morally legible mode 

in which narrative was instantly conveyed.34  Melodrama, in this instance, might also be 

conceived in terms of theatricality, as theorized by Michael Fried.  Throughout the long 

nineteenth century, there was sustained effort, particularly within the Realist school, to 

produce images that appeared uncontrived by depicting figures that have turned inward 

and are so “absorbed” in their activities that they crucially foreclose any direct 

engagement with the viewer or acknowledgement of such a relationship.  This mode of 

representation and the pictorial temporality it affected are, of course, opposed to the 
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theatrical and to melodrama, which rely on rhetorical appeals to emotion.35  To pursue 

truth through the orchestrated fiction that the representation is real and extant 

independent of the viewer is one of the greatest tensions of realism, one which Breton 

would more ably negotiate in later works.  The prevailing academic theory of the time, 

however, demanded pictorial unity above all else, as the influential critic Charles Blanc 

inveighed, “in painting, the setting is immutable, the time indivisible, and the action 

instantaneous.”36  With Misery and Despair, Breton endeavored to capture action and a 

heightened emotional state, but the figures appear rigid and inert.  There is ambivalence 

with respect to each of the temporalities theorized by Souriau.  Though conclusions must 

be rather speculative about a work that can only be evaluated through secondary 

representation and accounts, one senses that the moment represented is neither 

convincingly instantaneous nor durational, and that the handling of the subject would 

have prompted rapid judgment rather than protracted consideration.  Breton’s figures 

appear as performers outside of time, and the painting, despite its timely subject, appears 

insincere and insufficiently revolutionary.  

 

Realism at the Salon of 1850/51 

In his Salon of 1850-51, Théophile Gautier offered the following assessment of a 

history of art which had led to the current moment and which had perhaps foreshadowed 

the challenges of representing modernity: “For all time there has existed in painting two 

schools, that of the idealists and that of the realists... The former has soul the latter has 

life.”37  Gautier was an influential critic, whose artistic inclinations were remarkably 
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broad and whose positions, consequently, have often been misunderstood or 

characterized as contradictory.  The Salon of 1850/51 was significant for the politics and 

aesthetics of Realism, but Gautier’s commentary provides valuable insight into the 

experience of the Salon attendee, who on their visit to the galleries of the Palais Royal 

would have encountered Courbet’s Stone Breakers  (Les Casseurs de pierres) (figure 1.6) 

alongside canvases by Delacroix and Jean-Léon Gérôme.  Within this context, Breton’s 

Hunger (Le Faim) (figure 1.7) may well have appeared as a kind of compromise by a 

young artist attempting to reconcile his academic training with his impressions of the 

revolution and the surrounding calls for a new form of artistic representation.  This 

second and final picture undertaken in his earliest mentality evidences greater pictorial 

and narrative unity than Misery and Despair, though when imposed on an even more 

wretched subject, the result is a discontinuity between form and content.  Nonetheless, 

the exhibition of Hunger at the Salon of 1850/51 was critical in establishing Breton as an 

artist affiliated with the emergent school of Realism. 

It was at the Salon of 1850/51 that a theory of Realism was simultaneously 

illustrated and articulated through the works on exhibit and the critical reactions to them.  

Though intimations of realism had existed throughout the 1840s, the collective display of 

ambitious paintings of social themes by Courbet, Millet, Philippe-Auguste Jeanron, Jean-

Louis Ernest Meissonier, and Jean-Pierre Alexandre Antigna suggested something of a 

Realist school.  It is worth noting, however, that many critics would continue to insist that 

this perceived coherence was just that, certain shared tendencies that did not really 

constitute a school.38  Nonetheless, the Salon reviews indicate an awareness by 
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contemporary critics that they were witnessing a kind of revolution in representation, and 

yet this dense archive of responses cannot easily by synthesized into a prevailing theory 

of realism, an accepted realistic doctrine, or a universal sense of how the new realism 

conformed to, or contradicted, prevailing conceptions of art.  As other historians of 

nineteenth-century art have insisted, the significance of the public, whether the 

cumulative mass of the general Salon audience, the community of critics, or 

representatives of the government, must not be underestimated.   What Fried has 

described as the “primordial convention that works of art are made to be beheld,” is a 

condition of this concept of a public and one that refers to the artist’s intention and to the 

broader social, historical, and political conditions for the production and reception of 

works of art.39  That the Salon of 1850/51 should be remembered as the venue for a new 

understanding of Realism, in the context of the diversity of styles on view, and that it 

prompted such a large body of literature around the concept, suggests a complexity of 

these ideas, which has resulted in a full and rich historiography.  It is Breton’s 

relationship to this historical event that is of interest here, so I intend to focus on some of 

the criteria for Realism that emerged from the discourse, inevitably in contrast to the 

underpinnings of the other schools represented at the Salon, in order to understand the 

artist’s perceived, and self-perceived, position at this time. 

The poet Théodore de Banville, a late disciple of the Romantics, heralded the 

Salon of 1850/51 as a triumph in the pursuit of truth.40  This generalization was also 

articulated in the review penned by the conservative critic Clément de Ris, who 

summarized that truth was the principal preoccupation evident in the most outstanding 
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works on view, noting somewhat derisively that style and convention were lesser 

concerns for the Realists.41  Judging by the works displayed in the grand Salon Carré, it 

was a more ostensibly political exhibition than that of the previous year or the next 

several years.42  The historical paintings in this gallery would, in the tradition of the 

Academy, attract the greatest attention, and indeed, installation there already signaled 

official recognition.  By most accounts, Charles Muller’s The Roll Call of the Last 

Victims of the Terror (Appel des dernières victimes de la Terreur dans la prison de Saint-

Lazare) (figure 1.8) dominated the room.  A monumental meditation on the French 

Revolution, Muller’s painting was praised for its picturesque merit in spite of its horrible 

subject, a scene in the prison of Saint-Lazare.43  Indeed, several other paintings that 

treated the Terror and the Revolution also received commendations.44  The elevation of a 

particular stretch of time to the status of history is a peculiar process, dictated as much by 

subsequent events as by the simple lapse of time.  In the wake of the 1848 Revolution, 

the first French Revolution was made historical.  Revolutions, individually and 

cumulatively, had become a part of popular consciousness.  This new psychology also 

included a new conception of citizens en masse, though the matter of representing the 

populace remained unresolved in traditional history painting.  Muller’s large-scale 

painting and others like it were praised for their verisimilitude and historicity.  This 

history as spectacle, it seems, was a type of classicism appropriate for 1851.   

However, it was Courbet’s large-scale genre scene of a provincial funeral, A 

Burial at Ornans (Un enterrement à Ornans) (figure 1.9) that attracted the most attention.  

The adverse reactions to Courbet’s statement are well documented, as are the 
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admonitions that this new type of painting would have significant consequences for the 

history of art.45  Indeed, Courbet too seemed to embrace spectacle, but as the appropriate 

framework for treating a seemingly banal subject.  Though Courbet’s work did not 

directly reference the events of 1848, its depiction of humble people and lack of a 

protagonist hero or overt symbolism, suggest a continuity with the contemporary trends 

in naturalist writing, such as that of Émile Zola, Honoré de Balzac, and Gustave Flaubert 

as well as with the socialist philosophies of Pierre Proudhon and Karl Marx.  The events 

of 1848, now definitively concluded, were not history as yet, but the material of a history 

in the process of being defined and represented.  Thus the word “pursuit,” stands out as 

much as “truth” in Banville’s assessment of the Salon of 1850/51: both truth and the 

course of attaining it were diverse and inchoate. 

What is perhaps most intriguing, however, about the critical responses to this 

Salon are the questions that emerged: what should modern art represent?  why should 

artists be of their time?46  In reviewing this considerable archive, in fact, there were more 

than forty Salon commentaries—three times the number published in 1849—certain 

criteria emerge for modern painting, and for realism more specifically.47  The principal 

concerns, I believe, may be summarized under three priorities or values: sincerity, 

truthfulness, and significance.48  In evaluating realism, this might be elaborated as the 

belief that the artist has the appropriate reverence for nature and has painted what he sees, 

that the representation may be considered verifiable in relation to its subject, and finally, 

that it rises to the status of history painting.49  In identifying reality with history, Realism 

could, according to some more progressive critics, be a means to introduce the public to 
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higher art.  This was Paul Mantz’s position, whose review advocated for realism’s 

humanist appeal, while lamenting the loss of idealism.50  This ambivalence has been 

identified by theater historian Martin Meisel as a signature of the arts of the nineteenth 

century: “The nineteenth-century artist… had a double injunction laid upon him.  He 

found himself between an appetite for reality and a requirement for signification.  

Specification, individuation, autonomy of detail, and the look and feel of the thing itself 

pulled one way; while placement in a larger meaningful pattern, appealing to the moral 

sense and the understanding pulled another.”51  Meisel has further suggested that these 

poles, the specific and the legible, are analogous to the real and the ideal. 

When Breton began work on Hunger, a continuation of the “lugubrious line” 

inaugurated with Want and Despair, he once again faced the problem of narration, that is, 

how to adapt traditional pictorial conventions (the ideal of coherence) he held in such 

high regard to a homely subject (his vision of reality).52  A representation of poverty in 

the wake of the horrors of 1848, the scene is a garret, filled with life-sized figures whose 

proportions in relation to the small room emphasize the misery of their accommodations.  

A woman with her youngest child is laid out on a mattress on the ground, while the other 

members of the family rush towards the father, who has returned with only a single loaf 

of bread.  As in Want and Despair, the male protagonist is positioned at the peak of the 

composition, and the figures are arranged in order to explicate the series of relationships, 

which constitute the story contained within a situation.  Although the characters have 

been given a great deal of expression, they are not marked by individuality, instead, it is 

the ensemble that produces the subject.  And while the subject is ostensibly 
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contemporary, the treatment is such that it has become a rather generalized, almost 

eternal paradigm of poverty, wherein the recently past Revolution, the present condition, 

and the bleak outlook of the future are all distilled within a single scenario and elaborated 

in a single pictorial space.   

  The exaggerated, though unspecific, horror solicited responses that can mostly 

be attributed to the political leanings of each respective author or journal.  Without 

reference to an actual event or to charity or religion, the prominent critic Delécluze 

wondered about an appropriate context for the work, which he likened to Antigna’s The 

Fire (L’Incendie) (figure 1.10) in its obscurity and inability to move the viewer.  He also 

cited Breton as representative of the new school’s thoughtlessness in allowing the idea of 

a “vulgar truth” to be communicated solely through an arrangement of accentuated 

figures without adequate consideration for unity, composition, or style.53  In contrast, 

Sabatier Ungher of the more liberal La Démocratie pacifique defended the picture as a 

timely reminder of the current reality.54  Following the Paris Salon, Hunger was exhibited 

in Ghent and in Brussels, where it received similarly diverse reviews, reflecting the 

continuing debate about Realism. 

Hunger, as I have stated, was Breton’s final attempt at what the critic for the 

Belgian paper Le Messager des Chambres described as a subversive painting in the same 

mode as Courbet.55  If the Salon contributions by Muller and Courbet are to be regarded 

as the exemplars of classical and avant-garde approaches to history painting, then 

Hunger may be appraised as a conventional response to the events of the time, 

monumental in scale, but not in subject or treatment: an attempt to accommodate the 
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ideals of traditional history painting to the reality of common poverty, which yielded an 

unfortunately tepid result.  One of the most salient conundrums of visual art, and of 

realism in particular, is whether the artist endeavors to relate the story of a specific 

moment or to enlist a specific moment to tell a story.56  As with Misery and Despair, 

Breton had selected a poignant moment for representation in Hunger, one from which the 

viewer might reasonably construct an idea of preceding and succeeding events, and yet 

the final image is not one that aligns comfortably with either of the approaches outlined 

above.  The generalized depiction does connote, at least to some degree, both 

phenomenalism and humanism, but the artist’s attempt to universalize suffering reads, 

instead, as genre.  Indeed, the tension between universalism and particularity is a 

dialectical process that can be observed in much of the visual art of the mid-nineteenth-

century, one that Jameson, following Georg Lukács, has described as an aesthetic of 

repetition, where the genre is eventually identified with the universal.57  Hunger was 

neither respectably classical nor especially innovative, but it was significant that the 

young artist’s second painting was honored in the Salon Carré, permitting comparison 

with the works that would constitute an early canon of Realism.  By 1852, Breton 

abandoned urban subjects to study the landscape outside of Paris, though many of the 

same concerns would persist when he began to approach agrarian subjects with a similar 

social consciousness and established a rural studio practice. 
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Everyday Life in the Countryside 

 As Salon entries by Courbet and Millet had already demonstrated, urban industrial 

growth and the political revolution coincided with an interest in rural traditions as a 

theme for art.58  Although the rural regions also underwent some change and 

modernization in the nineteenth century, villages remained locally self-sufficient and 

traditional peasant culture intact, with over half of France’s workforce still working the 

land.  With the persistence of peasant customs and institutions, rural heritage was figured, 

in art and in literature, as a point of stability and continuity.  Breton’s turn to peasant 

subjects was the result of a confluence of circumstances and interests.   

While he had had certainly been impressed by the new realist style of painting, he 

also became deeply invested in the development of landscape painting.  In 1850, he 

informed his uncle of his intention to observe the landscape in the woods of Meudon and 

Clamart, where he believed he might “approach a type of painting more suited to [his] 

imagination than the frightful scenes which politics had inspired,” and in 1852, he made 

such a trip.59  His admiration for the Barbizon painters would become evident in his first 

rustic paintings, but it was likely a treatise by the Swiss writer Rodolphe Töpffer that 

helped him to resolve his views about art and encouraged his insistence on the primacy of 

landscape painting.  Töpffer’s Réflexions et menus propos d’un peintre genevois; ou 

Essau sue le Beau dans les Arts adopted Plato’s concept of ideal beauty, and the author 

concluded that this absolute must manifest itself in the artist’s experience and imitation 

of nature: “From the charm of a certain spectacle is born the desire to reproduce it, but 

imitation amounts to more than this: for man it means creation.”60  This thesis reprised 
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what Breton’s academic training had instilled in him with regards to the beau idéal, 

promoted the subject he most desired to paint, and served as a basis for the formulation of 

his own ideas about truth, beauty, and the everyday.  This outlook was also compatible 

with the “Official Realism” advocated by the government of the Second Empire.  Achille 

Fould, a financier and politician during the tenure of Louis Napoleon, who was also an 

artist and member of the Academy, distributed the prizes at the Salon of 1853 in his 

position as Minister of State.  In his remarks on the occasion, he opined, “It is regrettable 

in some ways that our young artists should pursue the beau idéal with so much less 

energy than they bring to the study of reality.  How admirable it would be if, following 

the example of the old masters, they would seek to reconcile the ideal with reality by 

combining the contemplation of the beautiful with intelligent study of the forms and 

scenes that nature provides in such abundance.”61  It is not surprising then that the young 

Breton was encouraged to pursue rustic subjects while remaining faithful to his academic 

style, and that these works were met with positive accolades from certain official bodies.  

Reflecting on the first pictures made at home in Courrières, he would later write, “the 

Beautiful is not only the splendor of the true, but also its intensity, and it is for this reason 

that it is to be met with even where the vulgar see only ugliness.”62  

 Breton left his studio in Paris in 1853 to establish himself in Courrières, where he 

complemented his classical education with the study of nature.  At home, he became 

increasingly familiar with village life and executed several pleasing pastoral scenes and 

portraits, which met with some success.63  This gave the artist confidence to once again 

undertake monumental painting and to treat the everyday life of the countryside as a 
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serious theme.   With two major works about rural community, The Fire in the Haystack 

(L’Incendie), 1856 (figure 1.11) and The Blessing of the Wheat in Artois (La bénédiction 

des blés en Artois), 1857 (figure 1.12), Breton attempted to elevate this version of 

ordinary life and to imply a sense of its space and time by adapting a polished academic 

style to quotidian moments.  The putative realism of these images has been attributed to 

their supposed authenticity, that is, their adherence to material reality and/or their 

communication of the inherent dignity of rural culture, depending on the critique.  This 

dualism is a manifestation of what Martin Meisel has theorized as the central paradox of 

realism.  Meisel embraced G. H. Lewes’s formulation that art should be a representative 

rather than an imitative project, and thus a process of selection, documentation, and 

interpretation, a position that echoes Töpffer’s theories and Breton’s ambitions.64  Meisel 

also recognized the internal tensions of realism that are, I suggest, so pronounced in 

Breton’s inflected rural vision: “[Realism] aspires to a union of inward signification, 

moral and teleological as well as affective, with a weighty, vivid, detailed and 

documented rendering of reality.  In its own terms it is an art seeking the technical means 

and structural matrices for what was surely the most paradoxical of aesthetic 

enterprises.”65   

Worked on concurrently, The Fire in the Haystack and The Blessing of the Wheat 

in Artois exemplify Breton’s new approach to realism and to the theme of the everyday; 

they are representations of rather unremarkable moments in the lives of marginal people, 

but imbued with a grandeur and respect then ordinarily reserved for the events and 

figures of history painting.   Previous scholarship has rightly drawn comparisons between 
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these two works, and the biographical accounts have situated the pair at a decisive 

moment in the development of Breton’s career as a rural painter.  While others have 

posited that the significant divergence between these two pictures has to do with their 

subject matter, a religious genre painting and a scene of man’s collective confrontation 

with nature, I would like to stress their similarities as secular paintings of aspects of daily 

life, with inferences of virtue and simplicity (the latter characteristic in spite of the 

complexity of the compositions, which comprised landscape and figure studies as well as 

motifs quoted from other realist works of the time).  Rather, it is the manner in which the 

concept of daily life is illustrated, that is, both denoted and connoted, that is of 

consequence, particularly in the context of nineteenth-century concepts of time and its 

representation.  Temporality was a theoretical and practical concern for the Realists, and 

the relationship between things perceived as instantaneous and the infinite presentness of 

the canvas would also occupy the Naturalists and the Impressionists, many of which were 

influenced by Breton.  In representing the truth of everyday life, the proper form and 

degree of representational realism required of the artist was a matter of some contention.  

In the paintings under consideration, Breton ventured to represent this truth, but wavered 

in which pictorial time best described the peasant experience.  In one image, daily life is 

epitomized by a moment of action, and the instantaneousness of the fire is made 

emblematic of the typical.  In the other image, the cadence of daily life is markedly 

different, not least because of the lessened drama.  In The Blessing, the typical is 

suggested in what is durational: a processional, which appears effectively (and 

affectively) endless. 
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Fire in a Haystack is one of Breton’s most dramatic peasant scenes.  It recalls, in 

many ways, his earliest melodramas of urban plight, but with many significant 

innovations beyond the difference in locale.  Rather than despair, the painting’s central 

theme, as Madeleine Fidell-Beaufort has indicated, is the value of rural solidarity.66  As a 

countryman, Breton was familiar with the natural disasters that had significant 

implications for the rural community: harvests negated by a single storm and fires that 

could ravage crops.  In the mid-1850s in the region, official emergency response teams 

existed in only a few towns, but Courrières had established its own volunteer brigade in 

1832, of which Breton was a member.67  According to biographers, Breton was impressed 

by the childhood memory of a serious fire he had witnessed in 1834, and he often 

referred to village fires in letters to his wife, including one in July 1856 that he helped to 

suppress.68  His recollection of the event is also an eloquent description of the picture:  

 

In 1856 I executed a picture representing the burning of a haystack, which I had 

also witnessed directly in nature.  I had seen this flaming stack, in full ominous 

sunlight, at which groups of people were desperately rushing in order to save the 

sheaves which the fire had not yet reached; next I observed the pile of black 

reddishness which the fire soon left, exhaling in places streams of sulfurous 

colored smoke, where, at the slightest breeze, embers glittered anew with 

crackling sparks or when flaming torches of straw were carried off to neighboring 

stacks.69   
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The subject was a challenge to Breton, who attempted to convey narrative action in a 

composition that combined classical convention, direct observation, and memory.  In this 

panoramic scene, the agrarian community of Courrières—villagers of all ages, both men 

and women—are mobilized around the central pyramidal form of the burning haystack.  

There is a sense of urgency implied by both the subject matter and the gestures of the 

figures, and yet whatever sense of time is implied, it is almost unmistakably keyed to the 

billowing smoke, which foreshadows the eventual engulfment of the harvest. 

While Breton based this picture on an actual event and on a general awareness of 

the fact of such events in agrarian daily life, his process of execution is difficult to trace, 

as the related early drawings and studies were destroyed in a studio fire.  As Dewey F. 

Mosby and some others have suggested, the references to other contemporary Realist 

paintings are both obvious and curious.70  The man pushing the wheelbarrow in the 

foreground appears as a quotation of one of the figures from Courbet’s The Stone 

Breakers.  The figure at the far left carrying a water tub seems to repeat the pose of 

Millet’s Winnower of 1847-48, while the woman and children at right evoke similar 

characters as treated by Honoré Daumier.  These individual figures are precisely rendered 

with expressions that convey both fear and stoicism, and yet they also appear posed, 

stylized, and separated from one another.  Breton may have struggled to illustrate such a 

breadth of actions, especially those that required poses from outside the classical 

repertoire.  The painting was included in a show of Breton’s rural paintings at the French 

Gallery in London in 1856, and one account in the catalogue summarized it as “a 

transcription of real country life that was certainly worth painting.”71  Indeed, in the 
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variety of figures and actions and the great attention to detail, Breton achieved a degree 

of realism unmatched in many of his other compositions.  And yet, these carefully 

modeled figures clustered at the foreground do not resolve easily with the landscape or 

with the effects of weather and smoke, all of which are characterized by looser 

brushstrokes, suggestion rather than articulation.  There is, consequently, an apparent 

tension between the finished quality of the figures and the plein air aspect of the 

landscape.  Moreover, there is a disjunction between this academic polish and the 

supposedly instantaneous moment of action depicted.  What Jameson has described as the 

“absolute heterogeneity of the elements,” in an open-air scene, here remain divided 

between the highly realistic figures utterly absorbed in their tasks and the landscape and 

events that should envelop them, but instead appear quite discrete, compositionally and 

stylistically.72  

At an 1888 exhibition of the painting, one critic described this as the “painful 

earnest efforts of a serious experimentalist,” an apt explanation for a picture that seems to 

illustrate many aspects of the realist debate.73  Following this line, one might conceive of 

Fire in a Haystack as a kind of summary of realist tendencies, as well as Breton’s own, at 

the time.  His intentions, beyond recording such an event, in creating this canvas are 

unknown.  There is no record that the painting was ever exhibited at the Paris Salon, and 

he rarely, if ever, pursued other themes that required the depiction of dramatic action or 

an evocation of the instantaneous in painting.74  Instead, it is likely that this experiment 

prompted Breton to consider other themes to illustrate everyday life and peasant 

solidarity. 
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The second open-air scene of this period, The Blessing of the Wheat in Artois, is 

also characterized by a high degree of realistic detail, but in this less complex 

composition and wide format, time seems to endure in a manner in which the artist’s 

latent historicism is not necessarily disjunctive from the present.  Hayden White has 

explored the theoretical affinity between nineteenth-century realism and historicism, but 

these terms remain difficult to define in the realm of aesthetics.75  The ways in which 

time is both evoked and summarized in Breton’s religious genre painting bring many of 

these issues to light: realism and historicism serve as interpretive lenses for considering 

the artist’s conceptual and formal aesthetics.   

Exhibited at the 1857 Salon, The Blessing of the Wheat in Artois depicts a specific 

rural custom and portrays the various orders of the village population on a grand scale 

that invites comparison with Courbet’s A Burial at Ornans.  As Linda Nochlin has 

explained, such rural pictures evidence an almost sociological approach to regional 

religious subjects.  Though they focus on religious customs, these genre paintings are 

decidedly secular.  Rather than communicate any ecclesiastical doctrine or history, or the 

faith of the artist for that matter, both Courbet and Breton were interested in documenting 

provincial reality.76  Courbet’s Burial has been described as unsentimental and 

unselective.  When it was exhibited at the Salon of 1850/51, critics framed their 

opposition not to the subject matter, but to its treatment.  Louis de Geoffroy defended the 

peasant funeral as a worthy enough, but insisted that the artist should “avoid localizing 

the subject” and endeavor to “emphasize the interesting portions of such a scene.”77  

Champfleury protested this condemnation and accused such conservative critics of 
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censuring Courbet for his egalitarian representation of bourgeois and peasants, and this 

interpretation of form and content as expressions of democratic ideals has persisted in the 

historiography of this work.78  Intriguingly, Breton’s work has received almost inverse 

appraisals.  Celebrated at its unveiling for its sympathy and authenticity, modern scholars 

have described The Blessing as a sentimental and idealized depiction conditioned as 

much by observation as by the artist’s social position in relation to his subjects.  Indeed, 

Breton’s description of the humble peasants with “their minds lost in vague mysteries 

that disturb them not at all,” emphasizes a rustic simplicity that belies a much more 

complex rural social history and the discourse which generated a wealth of meanings 

projected onto the peasant class, concerns that will be taken up more seriously in Chapter 

2.79  For now, the juxtaposition of Courbet’s and Breton’s realism and the critical 

reactions is intended to highlight some intractable aspects of the realist debate.  

Advocates of each approach claimed to portray the reality of everyday life, with subject 

matter and style in service of communicating some essential truth.  Concurrently, both 

realists and idealists insisted that the other represented only superficial and merely 

apparent reality.  This rhetoric inflected the realist debate, though without patent criteria 

for truth in representation, the real and the ideal remained irresolvable and integral to 

Realism. 

Breton’s realism was consistently explained in terms of an inherent poetry that 

revealed a truth more profound than verisimilitude or coarseness, the latter often used to 

describe Courbet’s representations.  While both artists chose the theme of a local 

religious custom and applied rich detail to the various classes represented, the differences 
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in treatment and arrangement resulted in their respective receptions as radical versus 

acceptable.  With its apparently informal arrangement and lack of selectivity, the Burial 

at Ornans appeared to some as vulgar and debased.  Though the subject is clear, there is 

no sense of narrative action or ceremony; this is a frank and secular depiction of death.  

There is also little attention devoted to the landscape, which appears less a context for 

everyday life than a stage for the large figural group.  Conversely, The Blessing, though 

also a secular picture, nonetheless suggests through its use of the procession as an 

organizing device that Christian faith and ancient ritual remain hallmarks of village life; 

the statement is both contemporary and nostalgic.  The annual tradition of the blessing 

was intended to secure the abundance of the harvest.  The priest carried the host through 

the fields followed by the congregation, and in Breton’s iteration, village notables join 

the group while peasants kneel piously along the path.  This arrangement emphasizes the 

social harmony of the village community and of agricultural life, and corresponds to a 

vision that T. J. Clark has called a bourgeois myth of rural society.80   

The other subject of the painting is the landscape, which includes the plain of 

Courrières, the open sky, and the village in the background.  These elements, particularly 

the flowers and the wheat, are treated with similar reverence and detail as integral to the 

narrative.  The classical composition, careful selection of details, and highly finished 

quality, all perhaps inherited from the Flemish tradition, could be conceived as an idealist 

aesthetic employed in order to integrate a new realist subject within an existing classical 

or academic visual language, thereby asserting the relevance of that visual language.   
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And yet, the procession, which moves across the entire elongated picture plane, 

suggests the real time of the present as representative of the annual ritual, which will 

endure and repeat.  The temporality represented is neither instantaneous nor fragmentary, 

but slow and continuous in a way that intimates a relationship between the everyday and 

the historical.  Breton’s historicism is two-fold, as the term describes his adaptation of 

historical styles and conventions to a contemporary, if traditional, subject as well as a 

more theoretical historicism, whose context, as Jameson might describe it, is the reality of 

a given moment of nationality and history.81  Breton’s realism, as demonstrated in The 

Blessing, is derived from an idealist aesthetic, which privileges the artist’s selection and 

mediation of details as the methodology for representing the real and making the truth 

evident and comprehensible.  This formulation of realism and historicism amounted to an 

inflected rural vision that would distinguish Breton’s depictions of peasants and rural life 

throughout the remainder of his career.  The alignment of present time and historical time 

in The Blessing of the Wheat at Artois also set the precedent for the artist’s handling of 

temporality in his more mature compositions, and furthered the possibility of claims, 

without contradiction or inconsistency, that these rural scenes could be both local and 

universal, contemporary and timeless. 

 

The Recall of the Gleaners 

 The Recall of the Gleaners was the most ambitious and most celebrated of the 

four paintings Jules Breton contributed to the 1859 Salon.  A popular and critical success, 

the representation of dignified peasant women returning from the fields at dusk quickly 
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came to signify a style of realism that was distinguishable from the other prominent 

figures of the Realist School, namely Courbet and Millet, and to establish Breton, at least 

among the Academy and orthodox critical opinion, as the most sincere interpreter of 

nature and of rural life.  Within the context of the now well-established realist debate, the 

canvas seemed to resolve the tensions of realism by combining observed reality with 

ideal beauty, a dedication to nature that was not limited to its imitation, as one reviewer 

summarized.82  At its debut, The Recall of the Gleaners seemed at once a model for the 

evolution of realism and a revival of classical ideas.  It was also very timely, in that it 

took up the subject of gleaning, the practice and rights of which had recently been 

debated in the Senate.  “Breton knows how to define the meaning of things,” Henri 

Delaborde proclaimed in his laudatory review, “and to explain to us what we have seen, 

and in what sense it should be seen.”83 

 The critic Paul de Saint-Victoire, who succeeded Théophile Gautier at La Presse 

in 1855, was enthusiastic in his support of Breton as a modern artist.  He emphasized 

Breton’s traditional education and formal rigor as well as his consciousness and 

originality.  In order to ground his approval of The Recall of the Gleaners, he suggested a 

connection to the Swiss artist, and by this date recognized master, Léopold Robert: “the 

place that Léopold Robert once held at the Luxembourg is today filled in a superior 

manner by Jules Breton.”84  With its academic foundation, The Recall of the Gleaners 

appeared to suggest the manner in which both genre types and landscape could be 

accommodated within certain classical tendencies.  Saint-Victoire perceived the painting 

as “rustic without ugliness… realistic and poetic.”85  Similarly, Paul Mantz enumerated 
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the work’s refinements and concluded that Breton had achieved “the relative ideal which 

is appropriate to his rustic epics.”86  However, there were notable exceptions to the 

largely positive response to the painting, including Jules-Antoine Castagnary’s 1864 

assessment of the work that had been exhibited five years earlier as “stamped by 

inconceivable sentimentalism.”  According to Castagnary, the “ideal” had become a kind 

of recess into which the classicists could retire and a pretext for the deformation of reality 

and the correction of nature. 87  While Gautier stressed the authenticity of the treatment of 

the peasants’ garments and their relationship to their work and the land, the Marquis de 

Belloy criticized the painting for a lack of unity between the figures and the landscape.88   

That critics were divided on the merits of Breton’s painting at the time of its 

exhibition can be tied to the debate over the meaning of Realism—and the relationship 

between the real and the ideal—an issue that would continue to shape the critical reaction 

to Breton’s artistic career and its treatment in art historical literature.  With respect to The 

Recall of the Gleaners, this argument effectively pivoted around the perceived truth of 

the female figures and their placement (and activity) within the landscape.  Were they 

humble, hard-working peasants whose bodies were rooted to the land and to the 

contemporary reality of peasant labor or were they classical idylls effectively added to an 

Acadian landscape?  Had Breton captured a particular, if inconsequential, moment at the 

close of the workday or conveyed an idea (or memory) of the sensorial experience of a 

warm evening in the fields?  Was this the “one true painting of summer” or a calculated 

abstraction?  And what was the meaning of truth for Realism and for the rural genre?  

These questions affected the artistic production of the time, the complex and often 
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contradictory definitions of realism, and the legacy of the Realist movement.  As the most 

monumental of Breton’s 1859 pictures, and it is thought, the most thorough 

demonstration of his realist aesthetic and rural vision, The Recall of the Gleaners has 

maintained a special place in his oeuvre.  This is an appropriate classification, but 

perhaps more significantly, it should be accorded such status as exemplary of certain 

ambivalences in Breton’s art and in Realism more generally. 

 

From Bourron-Marlotte to Courrières 

Breton spent the summer of 1857 at Bourron-Marlotte, sketching scenes of the 

Fontainebleau forest in an attempt to understand the landscape, which he described as 

wilder than Courrières.  He took lodgings at an Inn where fellow painters Eugène 

Desjobert, Adolphe Appian, and Charles-François Daubigny were also guests as well as 

the poet Théodore de Banville.89  The origins of The Recall of the Gleaners can be 

located in sketches the artist produced beginning in 1857 and contextualized by the 

artist’s observations, communicated in letters to his young fiancée and recounted later in 

his memoirs.  “There is nothing more delightful than the sense of physical well-being and 

mental exhilaration which the artist feels in outdoor study; he enjoys at the same time the 

pleasures of art and of nature,” he wrote in 1896, reflecting on his summer at 

Fontainebleau, and reveling in the joy of sketching outside he further emphasized the 

“satisfaction of seeing the image of what one admires take shape and perfect itself.”90 It 

was on this sojourn that Breton developed his sensitivity to the conditions of weather and 

light and a particular fondness for the crepuscular effects of dawn and twilight.  When he 
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returned to Courrières, the vivid impressions of these transitional times inspired his first 

efforts towards The Recall of the Gleaners. 

The various preparatory works can be divided into two stages.91  An early version 

of the composition can be found in an oil sketch, likely executed in late 1857 (figure 

1.13).  In this study, the vigorous brushstrokes and the dynamic manner of the 

composition emphasize the figures’ brisk movement across the field and suggest an 

aspect of spontaneity in the everyday.  The central peasant girl, with her face upturned, 

appears to be singing as she bears two sheaves of grain under her arms.  The women most 

immediately surrounding her cast their gazes downward, with the exception of the two 

girls engaged in conversation just behind.  The remaining gleaners, all women and 

children, hasten to depart the field as the guard, leaning on his staff, is present to enforce 

that they take their leave before dark.  The bundles of grain and general collection at the 

edges of the field suggest the end of the workday, though the effects of light upon the 

clouds and earth have not yet been sufficiently worked out so as to indicate the evening 

hour.  A larger oil study (figure 1.14) and an ébauche (figure 1.15), each probably 

produced in late 1858 or very early 1859, exemplify the second stage of preparatory 

work, where the composition was reconfigured and more tightly organized around three 

silhouettes.  The central figure, now more pronounced, bears a single sheaf of grain and 

appears increasingly classical compared to the older woman at her left and the young girl 

at her right.  Indeed, the dispositions are much more clearly articulated in these works, 

with the artist choosing to represent a variety of types, portraying both young and elderly 

women.  The guard remains at the left of the composition, but is now shown leaning 
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against a field marker, his hands raised to his mouth to suggest calling, and accompanied 

by a dog.  The consolidation of the figures, their proportionality to the landscape, and the 

coloration, which suggests the time just after sunset, in this iteration contribute to a much 

calmer, quieter scene.  As the sketches developed, it is evident that Breton prioritized 

individual portraits, the observation of figures in natural light, and their arrangement 

within the landscape. 

The final composition of The Recall of the Gleaners was determined at the start of 

the year, with the Salon opening on April 15, 1859.  Consistent with the second stage of 

studies, the several groups of figures move in a lateral direction across the picture plane, 

though not uniformly, in a dutiful though unhurried manner.  The longer format of the 

final painting also fosters the feeling of slow, continuous retirement, despite J. H. Duvier 

and others’ recognition of the “episodic dimension of the composition.”92  The dignity of 

the tradition and sense of harmony are further underscored by the humble stature and 

position of the field guard, whose presence is notable, but not pronounced.  The 

landscape in the background has been filled in with grazing sheep, regular harvesters who 

have completed their work and formed the traditional haystacks, and an enormous field 

bound only by a rolling hill and line of trees.  This background is rendered in freer 

brushstrokes and in half-tint, creating a convincing impression of the environment while 

insuring the viewer’s attention remains with the central figural group, which is handled 

with a high degree of detail.  Some early critics recognized the apparent disparity 

between the fully modeled and finished appearance of these figures and the plein air 

treatment of the surrounding landscape.  The Marquis de Belloy wrote, “The fault which I 
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reproach in the most important of Breton’s paintings, the unity is not clearly affirmed if it 

is too insensible in the disposition of the figures.”93  In an otherwise favorable review, 

Émile Cantrel questioned the artist’s understanding of perspective.94  Perhaps most 

incredulous of the realism of the painting, Ernest Chesneau described the central figures 

as “positively cut out, illuminated, and pasted to the background.”95  This curious 

comment undermined the putative realism of the scene by emphasizing its very real status 

as a production or fabrication.  Indeed, what later historians of realism have described as 

an additive mode of composition, that is, an arrangement devised from the placement of 

discrete forms within the picture plane without any sincere relation to one another, was a 

charge often addressed to Courbet’s paintings at the time.96  This contrast between the 

techniques enlisted in rendering the landscape and the figures is redoubled in the thin 

brushstrokes that make up the grass of the foreground and the broader strokes at the feet 

of the figural group at the far right.  What seems to have been understood by some critics 

was the combination of traditional academic methods and the plein air effects Breton had 

admired in the Barbizon School’s landscapes.  Zacharie Astruc commended Breton’s 

naturalism as “pleasant and instructive – taking advantage of modern trends and the 

direction of his own spirit.”97 

Divergent assessments of landscape and figures notwithstanding, the majority of 

critics and viewers responded positively to the narrative conveyed, prompting many 

comparisons to the anonymous gleaners of Millet’s 1857 painting, who appear weighted 

to the land by their exhaustive labor (figure 1.16).  Astruc, whose ekphrastic exercise 

became a prominent description of the painting and was included in Maurice Aubert’s 
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Souvenirs Du Salon de 1859, a summary of critiques, appreciated the implicit story and 

recognized the poignancy of the time of day selected for a major painting about gleaning:  

 

It is evening; the sun will soon disappear on the horizon behind a dense curtain of 

trees.  To the right, the sun burns the sky with a red flame; to the left it casts a 

dying reflection on the hills and the herd of sheep moving away.  The timid disk 

of the moon is already showing.  The gnats are massing in the background, 

billowing on the clear sky in black troops.  The guard arrives; he leans his back 

against a boundary marker, he makes a trumpet with both hands and cries: ‘Ho!  

Down there, you gleaners, leave, it is time.’  At his feet his dog, turning its head 

towards the one who lingers and growls: ‘Well, you have heard!...’  The gleaners 

arrive; their load is not heavy, but the poor need so little, and the ears are so 

beautiful this year.98 

 

The sense of the temporal, as divined by nature and governing the workday, emerged as a 

key trope in The Recall of the Gleaners, and one which was later evoked by Breton in his 

poem, “Le Glaneuses,” written in 1872 and published with his first collection of poetry, 

La Champs et la mer, in 1875.  The final stanzas describe the moment chosen for the 

painting: 

 

Le grand ciel s’illumine 

Et déjà la soleil, 
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Dans le couchant vermeil,  

Tombe sur la colline. 

 

Tout défile à la fois; 

Les mains sur chaque joue, 

Le garde qui s’enroue,  

S’est fait un porte voix; 

 

Il sonne la retraite; 

On l’entend retentir: 

Allons! Il faut partir 

Car la journée est faite. 

 

Et courant en avant, 

Les enfants sont superbes 

Couverts de grosses gerbes 

Qui s’agitent au vent. 

 

Sous l’immense coupole,  

Eternel ostensoir, 

L’orbe rouge du soir 

Éteint son auréole; 
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Le groupe vague et noir 

Monte vers le village 

Dont le clocher surnage 

Dans la brume du soir; 

 

Et dans le ciel que borne 

Un long nuage d’or 

La lune, pâle encor, 

Luit sur un grand bicorne.99 

 

The grand sky is illuminated 

And the sun already, 

In a vermeil sunset, 

Falls into the hill. 

 

Everything proceeds at once; 

With his hands at his cheeks, 

The guard who makes his rounds, 

Has made a voice for himself; 

 

He rings the retreat; 
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He hear the sound: 

Come on!  We must go 

Because the day is done. 

 

And running forward, 

The children are beautiful 

Covered with large sheaves 

That rustle in the wind. 

 

Under the immense dome, 

Eternal monstrance, 

The red orb of the evening, 

Its halo has faded; 

 

The vague and shadowed group 

Climbs to the village 

Whose bell tower floats 

In the mist of the evening; 

 

And in the sky outlined by 

A long cloud of gold, 

The moon, still pale,  
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Gleams like a cocked hat. 

 
 

Breton’s verses certainly contributed to the work’s public reception, as critics welcomed 

these efforts from an artist whose paintings were frequently applauded for their poetic 

sensibility.  Richard Heath, writing for London’s Art Journal suggested that the paintings 

and poems were testaments to an artist who had “devoted himself to that part of humanity 

which remains scarcely separated from Nature,” and added that Breton’s poems were the 

best commentary it is possible to have on his pictures.100  The Recall of the Gleaners 

seemed to exemplify a relationship between man and nature that viewers ascertained as 

both authentic and heartening, but very few extended their critiques to the more serious 

aspects of the subject of gleaning that the artist only implicitly conveyed. 

 

Le Droit de glanage and the Image of the Gleaner 

 The scene of poor women and children moving on the fields to glean the remnants 

of the harvest was one Breton had witnessed many times in Courrières, but apart from 

this familiarity, his paintings of gleaners appeared at an especially relevant moment in the 

nineteenth century, when the subject of the rights of the gleaner in relation to revised 

rural codes had come before the French Senate.  The debate lasted over two years, a 

period during which, the longstanding tradition of gleaning was discussed as much in 

parliamentary procedure as it was in the press.  While the practice of gleaning, conceived 

as the patrimony of the poor, originated with the founding of the country, controversy 

over gleaning and land ownership had recurred regularly since the eighteenth century.101  
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Traditionalists upheld the privileges of gleaning as the minimum entitlement of the 

lowest orders of the population, while landowners increasingly objected to gleaning as an 

infringement on their own proprietary rights and argued the custom encouraged theft 

under the pretext of exercising certain inalienable rights.102 

 The rights of the gleaners were upheld in 1856, though the practice was strictly 

governed by a series of codes, which required that gleaning be undertaken only on 

unenclosed fields between sunrise and sunset, and that the gathering of remnants be done 

only by hand; gleaners were permitted to enter a field after the harvest had been collected 

by landowners or their workers.  Generally, entitlement to gleaning was reserved for the 

poor, the handicapped, and women and young children under the supervision of the 

garde-champêtre (field-keeper).  Gleaning was tiresome work, and collectible remnants 

were becoming less plentiful with agrarian reform and mechanization in the second half 

of the century.  As the number of private landowners increased, open fields declined and 

so did communal gleaning.103   

 In its basic theme and construction, Breton’s painting illustrates the reality of 

gleaning in the 1850s, from the presence of the guard to the setting sun signaling the end 

of the legal gleaning period to the relatively modest rewards of the day’s work.  

Moreover, despite the almost romantic atmosphere of the scene, the meticulous rendering 

of several elements of the picture underscore that this is indeed a painting about labor and 

agricultural life.  The soiled bonnets and faded clothing of the women with rough, bare 

feet and reddened cheeks are details that mark them as having worked a long day under 

the summer sun.  These supposedly “insignificant notations” occasion what Roland 
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Barthes termed a “reality effect,” descriptive features which by denoting only “this is 

real,” encourage the viewer to accept what is intelligibly real as reality itself.104 In the 

context of The Recall of the Gleaners, the quality of these details are, perhaps more 

importantly, compelling aspects of a very particular narrative of fieldwork epitomized by 

Gautier’s reaction: “The clothing of these gleaners, worn-out, threadbare, and faded from 

usage and inclement weather do not have, however, the sordid quality of rags; they are 

not gratuitously soiled or disgusting.  They are the humble liveries of work and not the 

depiction of beggary.”105  Indeed, Breton found Gautier’s interpretation so sympathetic to 

his intentions that he thanked him in a letter two years later.106  The contribution of these 

details to the overall definition of the principal figures is also an aspect of signification.  

As Roman Jakobson has theorized, description in realism functions metonymically: the 

women retiring from their work, noble (and even beautiful) despite their arduous labor 

represent an entire way of life.107 

 Critics obviously recognized the labor of gleaning, but this knowledge need not 

have come from direct observation or an awareness of contemporary political debates, 

because the biblical story of Ruth and Boaz had inspired a rich iconography of gleaning 

in France, from Nicolas Poussin’s seventeenth-century painting of Summer (L'Eté, ou 

Ruth et Booz) (figure 1.17) to Charles Gleyre’s Ruth and Boaz (Ruth et Boaz) of 1853 

(figure 1.18).  Breton had also gained recognition only a few years earlier with the simple 

Little Gleaner (La Petite Glaneuse) of 1853 and then with his first truly ambitious rural 

painting set in Courrières, The Gleaners (Les Glaneuses) of 1854 (figure 1.19).  This 

initial treatment of the theme is typical of contemporaneous images of rural life, which 
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presented peasants absorbed either in their labor or their social interactions, maintaining 

the illusion, as Michael Fried has outlined, of a world contained within the picture.  The 

poses of the disparate figures are precise and economical, frozen, as the peasants of The 

Fire in the Haystack, in a single moment and affixed in their present gesture.  The 

influential critic Eugène Véron was especially critical of this tendency in certain forms of 

Realism, which he likened to the rigidity of Neoclassicism.  Following G. E. Lessing, 

Véron championed what he termed a “multiple attitude” in the representation of gestures 

that could imply temporal duration.108  In The Recall of the Gleaners, the slow and 

deliberate retreat of the gleaners affects a sense of duration.  The narrative of the picture, 

a departure from the fields at the conclusion of the workday, is preceded in the pose of 

the figure at the right middle-ground, who has turned to look back towards the field, 

shielding her eyes from the last lights of the setting sun, and followed in the gaze of the 

elderly woman to the left of the central figure, who looks beyond the viewer, almost 

meditatively, and most likely towards the village to which they will return.  Such 

“protracted temporal effects,” again, following Fried, afforded pleasure and fostered an 

apprehension of a way of life, perceived not in a single moment, but in a fully realized 

idea, and moved critics to proclaim The Recall of the Gleaners a true painting.109  

Moreover, by shifting his approach to temporality from the single moment in The 

Gleaners to the extended concept of The Recall of the Gleaners, Breton could more 

effectively draw out the continuity of gleaning as a tradition that was emblematic of rural 

life. 
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Realism and Recollection 

 The Recall of the Gleaners was undeniably a painting about rural labor, 

specifically, about an established rite of the poor: gleaning.  This theme was rooted in a 

rich iconographic tradition and contextualized in 1859 by agrarian reform and political 

debate, which challenged the sustainability and the legality of the custom.  Breton was 

aware of these histories, and he had also observed the practice of gleaning at home in 

Courrières and while on his sojourn at Fontainebleau, consequently, his “choice of an 

idea, more expressive in its execution” was, from its inception, implicated in multiple 

aspects of time.110  Not simply past and present, but the lived time of daily experience 

evoked in the selection of genre, the time of memory imputed in the work’s very title, and 

finally, historical time.  Elizabeth Deeds Ermarth has forwarded an insightful theorization 

of historical time as a medium, construct, and representation.  This “history,” she argues, 

is a “specifically modern achievement”: “Without the production of history by modern 

culture, that is, without the production of a neutral time analogous to the neutral space 

evident in realistic painting, we would be without that temporal medium that makes 

possible an activity unknown in classical times.”111  Nineteenth-century practitioners and 

advocates of Realism were almost certainly invested in the idea of historical time, for 

much of the debate over the legacy of the Realist school, even in its own time, was 

whether it should be considered a break from history and historical styles or their 

culmination.  A reconsideration of the complexities of Realist painting does suggest, 

however, that in representation and perception, time and space were not so patently 

neutral.  With regards to Breton and his Salon paintings, what remains, finally, to be 
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concluded is how content and form could be resolved in The Recall of the Gleaners, how 

a picture of everyday life with historical precedents—and perhaps historical aspirations—

could accommodate the temporal aesthetics of Realism.   

If one moment in French cultural history could have made these ambivalences in 

Breton’s art, as well as what I have previously referred to as Realism’s internal tensions, 

legible, it was 1859.  In modernist art history, the Salon of 1859 is most commonly cited 

in connection to Baudelaire and his theory of la reine des facultés, which he formulated 

on its occasion.112  The publication of Gautier’s correspondence and 1859 Salon in the 

late twentieth century and more recent scholarship on French painting of the Second 

Empire has done a great deal to shift the attention from Baudelaire’s aesthetic theories 

increasingly towards the more general conditions of art and public debate at the time.113  

The Universal Exhibition of 1855 and the Salon of 1863 (with its associated Salon des 

Refusés) were the most significant events in the evolution of French art of the period, and 

the Salon of 1859 might be understood to mark the turning point for certain nascent 

tendencies.  In 1855, the regime had permitted the award of Medals of Honor in a range 

of categories that had grown in favor in the 1850s, but which the academic tradition had 

always regarded as inferior to history painting.  By 1859, at a Salon that for the first time 

included a pendant show of photography, the shifting boundaries between categories of 

subject matter and the implications for the hierarchy of genres, which was foundational to 

the academic system, was well underway.  Reviewers were almost unanimous in their 

belief that the exhibition marked the ascension of landscape and genre painting over 

history painting.  “The true force of the French School,” Maxime Du Camp contended, 
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“is in the landscape, which after several years has manifested the tendency to replace 

what was once called the grand painting.”114  This upending of genres, one can presume, 

increased the profile of the Realist school.  Moreover, as is well known from Baudelaire’s 

comments on the subject, photography, at that time, was often likened to realism.115  

As Barbara Wright has suggested, this setting advanced the revelation of the  

inherent contradiction of the academic dictum, specifically the incommensurability of the 

“empirical observation of the visible with the innate sense of the archetypal idea in 

art.”116  And yet, one could argue that Breton’s success as a modern artist precisely at this 

moment was predicated upon his ambivalence about these precepts and his ability to deal 

with landscape and genre within a single painting.  Du Camp concluded “genre painting, 

in concept and in execution, is nowadays so intermingled with landscape painting that it 

is difficult to distinguish one from the other… The results are very complete and often 

excellent.  Breton is still the master of this double genre.”117 

In his 1859 Souvenirs du Salon, Maurice Aubert offered the following 

observations of Breton’s work: 

 

M. Breton is one of the painters whose compositions are notable for their intimate 

feeling rather than for the action they represent.  Some gleaners in a field, a 

village procession, have nothing in and of themselves that is likely to arouse great 

interest.  There must be something else, therefore, beyond the merit of the 

arrangement of the figures and the skill of execution that the crowds should so 

easily stop and so often return to the works of this artist.  It is that one senses a 
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soul beneath the form and that these canvases make one think.  They awaken a 

feeling of melancholy and vague sadness whose charm cannot be defined, but is 

nonetheless irresistible.  And yet, the works of Breton have had the bad fortune to 

recall the realism of the Burial at Ornans, The Stone Breakers, and The Wheat 

Sifters.  But between this materialistic realism and that of Breton, there is all the 

difference between death and life, between matter and spirit.  Realism or not, the 

success of his work was one of the greatest and least contested of this 

exhibition.118 

 

No other commentary from the Salon raises more suggestively the most appealing aspects 

of Breton’s rural vision—his realism—and its relationship to Realism.  The temporal 

aspects of The Recall of the Gleaners, manifest in the choice of the subject, the 

arrangement of the composition, and the technique enlisted in the service of style are a 

testament to his aesthetic and realist sensibilities. 
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Figure 1.1 
Jules Breton 
The Recall of the Gleaners (Le rappel des glaneuses), 1859 
Oil on canvas 
35 3/8 x 69 1/4 in. 
Musée d’Orsay, Paris 
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Figure 1.2 
Jules Breton 
Misery and Despair (Misère et Désespoir), 1849 
Photogravure in Marius Vachon, Jules Breton (Paris: A. Lahure, 1898) 
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Figure 1.3 
Jules Breton 
The Studio of Jules Breton and Ernest Delalleau (L’atelier de Jules Breton et Ernest 
Delalleau), 1849 
Oil on canvas 
18 1/8 x 21 7/8 in. 
Private collection 
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Figure 1.4 
Eugène Delacroix 
Liberty Leading the People (La Liberté guidant le peuple), 1830 
Oil on canvas 
40 5/16 x 50 3/8 in. 
Musée du Louvre, Paris 
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Figure 1.5 
Eugène Delacroix 
Boissy d’Anglas at the Convention (Boissy d'Anglas à la Convention), 1831 
Oil on canvas 
40 15/16 x 31 1/8 in. 
Musée de Bordeaux 
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Figure 1.6 
Gustave Courbet 
The Stone Breakers (Les Casseurs de pierres), 1849-50 
Oil on canvas 
65 x 101 in. 
Destroyed  
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Figure 1.7 
Jules Breton 
Hunger (Le Faim), 1850 
Oil on canvas 
91 3/4 x 111 7/16 in. 
Destroyed 
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Figure 1.8 
Charles Muller 
The Roll Call of the Last Victims of the Terror at the Prison of Saint-Lazare (Appel des 
dernières victimes de la Terreur dans la prison de Saint-Lazare), c. 1850 
Oil on canvas 
30 x 51 in. 
The Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago 
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Figure 1.9 
Gustave Courbet 
A Burial at Ornans (Un enterrement à Ornans), 1849-50 
Oil on canvas 
124 x 260 in. 
Musée d’Orsay, Paris 
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Figure 1.10 
Jean-Pierre Alexandre Antigna 
The Fire (L’Incendie), 1850-51 
Oil on canvas 
103 1/8 x 111 in. 
Musée des Beaux-Arts, Orléans 
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Figure 1.11 
Jules Breton 
The Fire in the Haystack (L’Incendie), 1856 
Oil on canvas 
55 x 82 1/2 in. 
Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit  
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Figure 1.12 
Jules Breton 
The Blessing of the Wheat in Artois (La bénédiction des blés en Artois), 1857 
Oil on canvas 
50 3/8 x 125 3/16 in. 
Musée d’Orsay, Paris 
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Figure 1.13 
Jules Breton 
Study for The Recall of the Gleaners (Le rappel des glaneuses), 1857 
Oil on panel 
8 1/4 x 15 9/16 in. 
Private collection 
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Figure 1.14 
Jules Breton 
Study for The Recall of the Gleaners (Le rappel des glaneuses), 1858-59 
Oil on canvas 
30 1/2 x 20 in. 
Private collection 
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Figure 1.15 
Jules Breton 
The Recall of the Gleaners (Le rappel des glaneuses), ébauche, 1858-59 
Oil on canvas 
35 1/2 x 57 in. 
Private collection 
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Figure 1.16 
Jean-François Millet 
The Gleaners (Les Glaneuses), 1857 
Oil on canvas 
33 x 44 in. 
Musée d’Orsay, Paris 
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Figure 1.17 
Nicolas Poussin 
Summer, or Ruth and Boaz (L'Eté, ou Ruth et Booz), 1660-64 
Oil on canvas 
45 11/16 x 63 in. 
Musée du Louvre, Paris 
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Figure 1.18 
Charles Gleyre 
Ruth and Boaz (Ruth et Boaz), 1853 
24 1/2 x 32 7/10 in. 
Private collection 
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Figure 1.19 
Jules Breton 
The Gleaners (Les Glaneuses), 1854  
Oil on canvas 
36 5/8 x 54 5/16 in. 
National Gallery of Ireland, Dublin
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Chapter 2 

The Prototype of the Species 

 

 

“Le paysan est le moins idéaliste des hommes.  Plongé dans la réalité.”  

— Pierre Joseph Proudhon, De la justice dans la Révolution et dans l’Église1  

 

 

Jules Breton’s successful presentation at the Salon of 1859 was redoubled with 

the entry of four large paintings at the Salon of 1861.  The Weeders (Les Bineuses) 

(figure 2.1), The Rapeseed Harvest (Le Moisson de Colza) (figure 2.2), and The Fire (Le 

Feu) (figure 2.3) appear, in many ways, contiguous with the subject matter and stylized 

naturalism of The Recall of the Gleaners.  These scenes, according the artist, were 

personally observed, as he reflected, “there are sometimes occasions when nature gives 

the painter a ready-made painting.”2  Indeed, several studies made from life found in the 

artist’s sketchbooks of this period demonstrate his interest in accurately rendering the 

movements associated with specific tasks of agricultural labor, and his correspondence 

often makes reference to his patient observation of the effects of light at particular hours.  

Breton had eschewed picturesque visions of rural life to focus more intently on the theme 

of work in the fields and to convey the moral grandeur and nobility of his subjects.  

Consequently, the products of this next iteration in his artistic development appear more 

austere, marked by an increasingly muted color palette and simplified compositions with 
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fewer details, or what one might consider distractions from the principal subjects.  With 

respect to these works, Jules Castagnary commended Breton for his pursuit of style 

without abandoning nature.3   

It was with the fourth canvas exhibited in 1861, however, that Breton established 

the motif that would become his signature.  Another crepuscular picture, Evening (Le 

Soir) (figure 2.4) also depicts the end of the workday as a transitional moment of 

tranquility, absorption, and perhaps even pathos.  Despite the appearance of two distinct 

figural groups, the women who have joined hands in a dancing ring and two women 

engaged in conversation, it is the seated figure in the foreground that commands the 

viewer’s attention.  Her delicate features and earthy complexion animate the dual 

presence of classicism and naturalism, or said another way, idealism and realism, in 

Breton’s conception of the peasantry.  Breton referred to this figure as his “Solitary,” and 

in fact lent the title Solitary when it was exhibited in Brussels in 1860.  Such solitary 

female figures punctuated the artist’s output for the next three decades, and there was 

consensus among the critics that these monumental peasant women, a form of 

generalized portraiture, constituted the truest demonstration of the artist’s talent, and that 

these efforts reached their fullest expression with The Gleaner (La Glaneuse) (figure 2.5). 

The impressive Gleaner, known as La Glorieuse and exhibited at the Salon of 

1877 and the Universal Expositions of 1878 and 1900, portrays a single female gleaner 

bearing a sheaf of corn and striding across the field as dusk approaches.  The accuracy 

and detail, the attention to temporal and climate conditions, and the specificity of 

costume and countenance all heighten the illusion of reality.  Simultaneously, the careful 
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manipulation of proportions to affect a heroic stature and the ambiguity of the locale 

make it a compelling archetype.  According to Henry Houssaye, who supported the 

painting for the Medal of Honor, Breton succeeded in finding “the prototype of the 

species through the individual,” suggesting that it was the artist’s close observation of a 

real peasant woman that permitted him to create a legible type and universal symbol.4  

Although the subject’s identity remains unknown, she was certainly a woman of 

Courrières, recognizable in other paintings of the period when, according to the artist’s 

memoir, he “went to the fields to look for subjects and effects.”5  When The Gleaner was 

purchased by the state for installment at the Luxembourg Museum, it attracted 

considerable attention and was hailed as both a culmination of Breton’s series of peasant 

women and a departure towards something even more iconic.  And as I will later 

describe, both the production and reception of the image were part of a broader 

contemporary desire to cement an image of the peasant, and by extension, the country.  

While some applied a biblical or classical reading to the painting, others insisted that the 

subject was a real peasant, encountered by the artist in the fields and reproduced to great 

effect.  Gabriel Marc rebuked some reviews that had claimed this was a model posing as 

a peasant, and declared, “the gleaner is a genuine peasant of the Pas-de-Calais.”6  This 

appraisal was repeated by several other prominent voices in the press, including Judith 

Gautier who described the figure as “painted with total honesty in her rustic simplicity, 

without embellishment or idealization.”7   

But to rehearse these accounts, including even the artist’s recollection, is to 

propose the existence of an original scene that effectively demanded its own 
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transcription, an insinuation that denies the painter of all but modest responsibility for his 

own painting even as it testifies to the success of a certain kind of realism that Breton 

aspired to execute.  This argument for perception and reality suppresses, in an opposite 

but parallel manner to other critiques that indicted the artist for a recourse to idealization, 

the fact that Breton chose to represent this woman and this scene within a well-

established classical visual language, appropriating aspects of the particular and the 

universal, the real and the ideal, realism and historicism.  How are we to understand the 

relationship—both a distinction and a dialectic—between these modes and these terms?  

Indeed, one could argue that each side of the realist debate is a component of a dialectical 

unity that necessarily conjures up the diametrically opposed position, and an implicit 

acknowledgment of this interdependence can be detected in the critical responses to 

Breton’s pictures as well as his own writing.8   

On his attitude towards nature, Breton wrote in 1865, “it is not enough to portray 

the superficial character of things; it is necessary also—and this is the most important 

point—to interpret their meaning.”9  Some years later, he reprised these convictions, and 

the same tension between observation, selection, and interpretation is evident in a pair of 

his theses: “Nature, then, is not to be corrected by making it conform to a conventional 

type.  The artist must have the intention of rendering what he sees and conceives as he 

sees and conceives it” and “If the artist is penetrated by his subject, he will see in reality 

only those traits which adapt themselves to his thought.”10  These theories describe the 

artist’s process, or at the least, his aspirations, and effectively open up that patent concept 

that the realist artist paints only what he sees to a wealth of interpretations.  That these 
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aspects seem at first irreconcilable evidences how overdetermined the concept of realism 

had become.  The political and moral strictures that had attached to the style made it all 

but impossible to concede that a painting could be both realistic and idealistic in its 

pursuit of truth, however defined, and yet the period criticism seems to suggest that 

viewers perceived both.   

These various positions, I contend, invite further commentary if not explanation, 

as I argue that we have not yet adequately accounted for Breton’s peasant women in all 

their seriousness and complexity nor really attempted to reconcile their purported 

timeliness, as truthful representations of contemporary peasants, and timelessness, as 

enduring symbols of rural life.  This chapter focuses on three paintings of arche/proto- 

typical peasant women (though at the same time referencing the range of Breton’s 

oeuvre) in the context of the formation of the “peasant” as a discursive category and 

instrument of cultural construction during the nineteenth century, while also giving 

weight to biographical considerations.  Art historians have long argued that the bourgeois 

values of the urban public principally conditioned artistic representations of the 

countryside during the nineteenth century, and Breton’s imagery could certainly be 

figured within this arrangement.  As recent scholarship on rural France within the fields 

of history, geography, and anthropology has revised many long-held beliefs about the 

course of peasant nationalization and politicization, one can now reasonably claim that 

archives and social histories were also actively producing a peasant discourse.  Drawing 

on the art criticism of the time, I wish to consider to what degree Breton’s monumental 

peasant images, and historical responses to them, participated in this conversation.  From 
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a contemporary perspective, I will argue that Breton mobilized mimetic representation 

and typification to create compelling images that functioned on multiple associative and 

interpretive levels.  I will also endeavor to represent the ambiguity of mimesis itself and 

the ways in which Breton’s use of verisimilitude should be considered in light of history, 

style, and genre.11 

Viewed in the context of earlier realist art, these rural or peasant genre paintings 

could ostensibly be aligned with what Michael Fried has characterized as an absorptive 

tradition in which the connection between absorption and realism was almost certainly 

functional.12  As was outlined in the previous chapter, the highly finished quality of these 

canvases and the effects of modeling and atmosphere contributed as much to a sense of 

tangibility as to continuity, which engendered prolonged attention from the viewer.  

These aspects were compounded when applied to figures that appeared utterly focused on 

the objects or activities of their immediate concern, affecting a sense of the completeness 

of the world of the painting and denoting the “real.”  By the 1860s and 1870s, however, 

this tradition was waning.  Manet’s inventions around 1860 introduced a new conception 

of realism—less illusionistic, more instantaneous—that radically diverged from the 

academic foundations of what had come to be called Realism.  This revolution was even 

more profound with the development of Impressionism, which offered a novel 

formulation of the visual event, establishing, as Frederic Jameson has said, a “pure 

present” of paint and reality.13  On the work of Manet and the Impressionists, Breton 

remarked,  “Are not all who seek the Ideal in the Real, impressionists?”14  While Breton 

has been memorialized in the literature as a stalwart of traditional (and conservative) 
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realism, he in fact experimented with impressionist techniques, often combining them in 

the landscapes of his works, and with more naturalist approaches to compositional 

arrangement, almost certainly influenced by photography.  As more recent scholarship on 

the period of late-Realism has demonstrated, there were many confluences between 

Realism, Naturalism, and Impressionism in the visual arts, which can be ascertained by 

close looking at individual paintings and by attending to nuances in the period criticism.15  

Indeed, as I will describe, Breton’s mature paintings of peasant women introduced 

selective focus and painterly or impressionistic passages that call attention to the 

artwork’s construction and surface, effectively promoting a different viewing experience 

at odds with the empathetic engagement cultivated by absorptive realism. 

These instances of what I have previously referred to as the inherent tensions of 

realism become at once more pronounced and more resolved in Breton’s long series of 

peasant women.  It is not the subject matter of these paintings that distinguishes them 

from the artist’s earlier works or from contemporaneous Salon paintings, for by this time 

the peasant woman pausing from work had become a recognizable and oft repeated trope, 

but rather the quality of the absorptive strategies deployed and the treatment of the 

landscape.16  In each of the paintings under consideration, the protagonist is clearly 

executed, drawn out from the landscape as a “solitary,” and turned toward though not 

directly engaged with the viewer.  The postures, costumes, and implements appear more 

conspicuously as attributes of a defined peasant type, because the figures are absorbed 

neither in labor nor in community (as in the earlier multi-figure compositions), but in 

something more difficult to define or qualify.  While the figures read as realistic, whether 
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by virtue of their portrait quality or typicality, the landscapes, and therefore the contexts, 

seem more abstract.  In what follows, I will attempt to explicate these apparent 

contradictions, relating them, as before, to some of the underlying conditions of and for 

realism as well as to changing iterations of the peasant type.   

Employed alternately as a symbol of traditional order or of progressive republican 

ideals, in art, the peasant was frequently a beautiful, young woman living and working in 

harmony with the landscape, while in literature and history, the representative peasant 

was almost always male, often described as inseparable or indistinguishable from the 

land itself.17  Indeed, as James Thompson has argued on the subject of “peasant art,” “the 

peasant who is being represented himself also always represents other things.”18  

Following this line and my own conjectures, contemporary politics, gender, theories of 

typicality, the academic tradition, the use of photography, and the state of modern 

European painting all figure prominently in this exercise.  Necessarily, this is a history 

that is both social and formal.  The argument that emerges in this chapter does so from an 

acknowledgment of the requisite, if irreconcilable, awareness that works of art “are both 

irreducible to the conditions of their emergence as well as inextricable from them.”19  I 

believe that key aspects of The Turkey Tender (La Gardeuse de Dindons) (figure 2.6), 

The Gleaner, and The Song of the Lark (Le Chant de l'alouette) (figure 2.7) can only be 

understood by parsing their supposed dependence on the reality of the scenes they claim 

to represent and their suspected idealization to consider their overall realism of effect.  

Through this analysis and contextualization of Breton’s paintings, I will suggest that the 
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antagonism between realism and idealism present in so much of the historiography of 

Realism is rather more apparent than actual. 

 

A Peasant’s Republic 

In a speech delivered in 1884, the year that Jules Breton painted and exhibited 

The Song of the Lark, the republican statesman Jules Ferry proclaimed, “The Republic 

will be a peasant’s republic or it will cease to exist.”20  Though the history of nineteenth-

century France is perhaps most obviously punctuated by a succession of revolutions and 

régimes and by the pace of industrialization, rural society was an important feature of 

economic, political, and cultural life.  Cementing the French nation, which was so much 

the focus of nineteenth-century French politics, meant, in part, imagining the place of 

rural people, conceiving of both peasant and French identities, and incorporating le 

peuple into la nation.  In the developing historiography of the Great Revolution of 1789, 

there was a concerted effort to describe it as both an indication of the inevitable triumph 

of the Republic and the work of the people.  Foundational works of history by Alphonse 

Aulard, Albert Mathiez, and Jean Jaurès explicitly incorporated the peasantry into the 

narrative of the French nation.21  In the early years of the Third Republic, a myth about 

the natural moral order of an immutable and singular countryside was crystalized 

alongside an official French history in which the defeat of the ancient régime by the 

Revolution of 1789 effectively established a new nation where, nearly a century later, all 

people saw the fulfillment of the values of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity.22  While 

most historians of rural France agree that the intervening years entailed the integration of 
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country dwellers into the French nation, the politicization that, as Eugen Weber 

theorized, turned peasants into Frenchmen, is now better understood to have been gradual 

and varied.23  The supposed virtues of the rural population could be praised even as 

nationalizing ideologies sought to eliminate its particularities.24   

Significantly, the peasantry became a critical constituency between the uprising of 

December 1851 and throughout the early years of the Third Republic, amidst tensions 

between republicans and monarchists.  The triumph of universal male suffrage made rural 

people electorally dominant at a time when nationalizing initiatives, the erosion of 

regional cultures, and migration into urban areas were profoundly transforming rural life 

and politics.  After the great upheaval at midcentury, authoritarian rule and economic 

stability mitigated the potential for contestation throughout the 1860s.  The Second 

Empire relied upon a controlled rural vote, and rural loyalty to the Empire could be 

attributed to the economic and agricultural expansion under Napoleon III.  The emperor’s 

capture and the proclamation of the Republic in September 1870 were met with 

inconsistent reactions in rural areas, and the years between 1871 and 1877 were 

characterized by shifting rural allegiances between the Empire and the Republic.25  Both 

sides enlisted electoral campaigns, popular festivals, and political symbolism that 

appealed to rural constituencies and appropriated their image to convey a range of values. 

 

The Peasant Image 

“They cannot represent themselves; they must be represented,” Karl Marx wrote 

in 1852.26  Though Marx was opining on political representation, one might extend this 
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commentary to artistic representation, insofar as the impression of rural life for the urban 

public was conditioned and reinforced by the image of the peasant.  Realist art, which 

could seem at once vanguard and entirely reconcilable to the ideological positions of both 

the Bonapartist regime and the Republicans, was necessarily implicated within the 

debates about the status of the peasantry during the Second Empire and the Third 

Republic.27  The “peasant,” according to historian James Lehning, was a historically and 

discursively constructed category or designation realized as much through literary and 

artistic works as through political speeches and administrative reports.28  Conceived as 

geographically and temporally remote from the modern French nation, the peasant was 

also imagined as a repository of important national values.  This is epitomized in the 

Third Republic founders’ adoption of the female figure Ceres-Liberty as its symbol to be 

imprinted on coins and postage stamps.  She, like the peasant women of contemporary 

Realist paintings, could evoke traditional values whilst promoting political modernity.29 

Traditional peasant culture and the rural landscape were also objects of interest 

for visual art and literature because they provided a simplified antithesis to modern, urban 

life: rural heritage could be figured as a point of stability and continuity.30  The urban 

public who attended the Salons knew that peasants were different, and the loss of 

particular Breton, Burgundian, Norman, Provençal, or other ways of life to a unified 

French culture could be seen as both the progress of the natural order and a tragic loss.31  

What remained consistent in historical, literary, and artistic representations of the peasant 

was the belief in the essential differences between rural and urban dwellers, often 

eclipsing any regional differences.  While audiences and critics attributed a certain degree 
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of authenticity to the specificity of these representations, their reality and truthfulness 

predicated on supposed close observation, empathy, and understanding, it is unlikely that 

bourgeois, urban viewers were particularly well attuned to recognize such differences. 

Significantly, the meanings occasioned by rural imagery changed between 

midcentury, during the formative years of Realism, and the first decade of the Third 

Republic, when the genre enjoyed a revival.  Initially perceived as instruments of social 

concern and manifestations of a revolution in subjectivity, artistic representations of the 

country were increasingly understood as offering insight into a disappearing way of life 

that was both distinct from modern French culture and authentically French, effectively 

infusing the image of the peasant with multiple ideological and symbolic meanings.32  

The most compelling images of the peasant, and Breton’s stand out among them, embody 

this ambivalence and evidence the great potential for meaning in the French rural genre. 

Breton’s paintings from the 1860s through the 1880s, a period during which the 

style has since been called “later Realism,” were simultaneously apprehended as 

convincing depictions of the realities of rural life and, almost contrarily, as evocative 

pastoral ideals.33  That critics and viewers could hold both of these concepts in their 

minds and in their appraisals of Breton’s canvases is exemplified in the conclusion of a 

bibliographic essay by François Monod: “His Gleaner remains a noble type, healthy and 

eternal, of a French village beauty and one of the symbolic figures of modern art.”34  That 

types are basic to realistic (or mimetic) representation is a commonplace proposition.  For 

Roland Barthes, the notion of the type was central to mimesis in that the type is a 

reduction of form to that which is recognizable, and as Christopher Prendergast has 
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summarized, mimesis deals in familiarities accepted as truths in their time.35  The high 

regard for mimesis and frequent deployment of types were, in fact, part of a broader 

standardization of visual imagery that characterized the nineteenth century.36  These 

concepts, and their nineteenth-century context, are thus a useful lens for seeing Breton’s 

figures and an entry into the discourse about the peasant and the rural, in which images 

played a notable part. 

In The Mirror and the Lamp, M. H. Abrams posited that a literary text could be 

understood in terms of four “relations”: the “expressive” (the relation of text to author); 

the “pragmatic” (the relation of text to audience); the “mimetic” (the relation of the text 

to the world); the “objective” (the relation of the text to itself as a purely autonomous 

object).  He argued that attention to one or more of the relations varies according to tastes 

and historical conventions.37  One could maintain the significance of each of the cited 

relations for realism and describe each relation in terms both real and ideal.  Indeed, this 

line of analysis would fit comfortably with Frederic Jameson’s definition of realism as a 

dialectic of storytelling and affect.38  And yet, realism is conventionally understood to 

prioritize mimetic representation.  That mimesis itself harbors a great deal of ambiguity, 

both in its history and in its expression in nineteenth-century art, complicates any analysis 

of realism as a style.  In many early definitions, mimesis seems to depend upon the 

stability of an outside reality and the stability of a system of representation.  For 

Aristotle, for example, mimesis is said to actualize a coherence in nature, which is not 

fully realized until it is articulated in the work of art.39  But as Prendergast and others 

have insisted, the mimetic has long since been exposed as an illusion.  The mimetic in the 
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visual arts is salvaged, therefore, not as a representation of the real, but of the truth, a 

discursive category that is socially and historically determined.40  The context for 

mimesis is thus a basis of shared knowledge, comprehended by the viewer through a 

representational methodology that depends upon types, which resolve the particular and 

the universal, and realistic details or effects, which conceal the absence of a stable 

referent.41   

Critical to the historical accuracy of a realist work of art is what Georg Lukács 

termed “typicality,” a concept which he derived from one of Max Engel’s letters on 

characterization in literature: “each is simultaneously a type and a particular 

individual.”42  For Lukács, the “artistic reflection of reality” depends significantly on 

typification, whereby a specific figure bearing characteristic or essential features 

concentrates a much more general reality.43  Jules Breton’s version of peasant painting 

can be described in these terms: a concretely realized figure with individual traits and 

features, affectively invested with representative values that are recognizable by the 

viewer, who thereby embraces the image as sufficiently representative of reality at a 

given historical moment.  The image can be both portrait and symbol, and truth, insofar 

as it is a discursive category, is predicated upon a dialectic of the real and the ideal.   

And yet, this reduction to type belies the complexity of Breton’s imagery during 

this period.  Indeed, Breton’s peasant women appear alternately classical and naturalistic, 

refined and monumental.  In the context of the formation of the new Republic, his work 

can be seen as an attempt to install the peasant as a symbol of the nation’s values.  

Admiring a painting of a Brittany woman carrying a rosary and devotional candle (figure 
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2.8), Castagnary remarked, “Is it not already a great sign of democratic progress to see a 

painter take a peasant for a model and by the force of style as well as the elevation of 

sentiment make of it the characteristic representation of an entire race?  There is in this 

idea the stamp of the Republic of 1870.”44  In the context of the revival of the peasant 

subject in painting, the pictures may also be regarded as affirmations of the relevance of 

later Realism.  “It is through reality well interpreted that modern art will rediscover all of 

the allegories originally inspired by nature,” the progressive critic Théophile Thoré 

wrote, “this gentle Breton shows us in what sense art could develop today.”45  The 

peasant of Jules Breton’s painting can, as three of his great Salon pictures demonstrate, 

be approached as a sign of both the image of the peasant and of realism itself. 

 

The Turkey Tender 

The Turkey Tender is perhaps the greatest example of Breton’s desire to unite 

realism and historicism within a single image, casting a rustic figure into an established 

classical mold.  Indeed, descriptions of the work on the occasion of the Salon of 1864 

highlighted its classicist tendencies, including “a nobility of gesture, an elegance of 

contour, a majesty of line.”46  And there was the sense, according to Pierre Gauthiez, that 

the image was invested with the values of the past, even as it portrayed a contemporary 

rural woman: “The sturdy peasant, the noble Gallic maiden who figures on his canvas, is 

an idealized type of our race, as he beholds her in the past with the eyes of enthusiasm, in 

the present by the light of faith, in the future by his belief in progress and beauty.”47  The 

style impressed upon viewers that the painter was also a poet, as the critic Louis Auvray 
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saw The Turkey Tender as evidence that Breton revered nature and was a realist, “in the 

good and poetic sense of the word,” and Gauthiez suggested that the artist’s dual 

occupations had necessarily influenced one another such that “in his pictures we see how 

the poet’s mind has guided the painter’s hand.”48 

Against the blue tonal sky of late afternoon and the faintest indication of the sea, a 

statuesque young woman sits atop a rock.  Her pose is relaxed, as her arms rest against 

her thighs and her stick held between two fingers has slipped to the ground.  The very 

weight of her body, evident under folds of clothing, is a contrast to her fine features seen 

in profile and outlined in a version of the brownish pink of her headscarf.  The expression 

is pensive, or even melancholy, recalling many classical images of symbolic figures 

representing those sentiments.  The low vantage point positions the viewer to look up at 

her against the horizon line.  Despite its remarkable plein air quality and sense of the real 

moment of contact, this image of a young woman at rest set against a Mediterranean 

landscape is a picture that was carefully devised by Breton in southern France and in 

Courrières, out of doors and in the studio.  The contrast between naturalism and 

classicism that characterizes Breton’s images of the 1860s is nowhere more evident. 

Theophile Thoré insisted, “I believe the noble critic must recognize some ideal in 

the painting of Jules Breton, although he paints only peasantries,” but in the same breath, 

maintained that this portrait of a girl minding turkeys was indisputably the product of 

observation and not fabrication: “One does not invent a beautiful and good turkey keeper 

in the ateliers of the Academy.  To see is to know.”49  But Breton had, after a fashion, 

invented this turkey keeper.  The model was in fact a peasant girl from the village of 
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Courrières, Augustine Flanquart, whom the artist affectionately called “Crotte” and who 

had appeared in The Wine Shop Monday (Le Lundi) (figure 2.9) in 1858 and would 

feature in The Close of the Day (La Fin de la journée) (figure 2.10) in 1865.50  While 

Breton observed the scene of a young woman resting from her work of herding turkeys 

while on his sojourn in southern France, The Turkey Keeper, finished at home, features a 

woman of Artois fashioned as a classical archetype.  As Chesneau quipped, “Jules Breton 

has made a rapid success with his paintings of French peasants that look like Romans.”51  

This raises questions about the nature of Breton’s style, which in the case of The Turkey 

Keeper may align more comfortably with the essence of truth advocated by Naturalism, 

than any putatively descriptive realism.  It also manifests the concept of the peasant as 

type rather than individual, and the rural as an idea rather than a specific place.  From this 

perspective, Maxime Du Camp’s remarks are perhaps the most insightful: “the artist took 

away the memory and composed a painting which would reproduce the impression he 

had received.”52  How did this constructed image of a turkey keeper appear 

simultaneously as a “real peasant” and as a “prototype of the species” to the Salon visitor 

of 1864? 

Breton submitted another work to the Salon of 1864, the more ambitious Grape 

Harvest at Château-Lagrange (Vendages à Château-Lagrange) (figure 2.11).  

Commissioned by the patron and collector Comte Duchâtel, a former minister to Louis-

Phillippe and the owner of The Weeders, the Grape Harvest at Château-Lagrange was 

intended as a record of the harvest at the Duchâtel estate at Lagrange, near Bourdeaux.  

Breton accepted the charge with great enthusiasm and dedicated himself to studying the 
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landscape at different times of day and to the close observation of the people of Bourdeux 

and the agricultural labor of the vineyard.53  He stayed on at Lagrange during the fall of 

1862 and again in the fall of 1863, during which time he produced numerous sketches 

and compositional studies and also took photographs of groups of models in costumes, 

poses, and arrangements that can be found in the final painting.54  These drawings and 

photographs provide insight into the artist’s practice, which was very much indebted to 

the academic tradition; he did not begin work on the final canvas until the compositional 

scheme was determined.55   

A trip to the south of France and Italy in the summer of 1863, before returning to 

Lagrange, may also have influenced the final painting, and it most certainly had an 

impact on The Turkey Tender.  “This is the true land of art; here is the real magic of light 

and color!” he proclaimed.56  His poetic descriptions of the landscape are punctuated by 

classical allusions and of the people, he wrote, “noble beings, with pure profiles, firm, 

rounded necks, and olive complexions, of dignified and unaffected mien—beings 

endowed not only with the beauty of the Greeks, but also with their love for and their 

comprehension of the Beautiful.”57  A classical sensibility is most explicitly felt in the 

figure of a young peasant girl balancing a basket on her head, though treated much more 

naturalistically in the final painting than in a preparatory sketch (figure 2.12), as well as 

in the contrapposto of the man standing on top of the ox cart, a departure from the 

alignment of the figure in an earlier compositional study (figure 2.13).  Despite these 

classical inflections in pose and composition, the painting is imbued with an earthly 

quality.  And although the work on the final canvas was undertaken in the artist’s studio 
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in Artois, his long preparation and careful studies insured that the light of the Midi and 

the unique character of its people are present in the finished painting. 

Castagnary praised the painting for its “charming naturalness,” adding “it is all 

charming and delightful, because it is all real.”58  He later named Breton as an inspiration 

to “all the young idealists and realists (for Naturalism comprises both).”59  In his review, 

Charles de Moüy offered a detailed description of the painting, highlighting the artist’s 

close attention to detail, an important feature of naturalism in his estimation, as well as 

the balanced construction, for which he credited Breton’s classical training.  He 

summarized the artist’s efforts: “To find poetry in nature seen at close range, rather than 

in more conventional areas, is to emulate the great masters and to enter into the right 

road.”60  The laudatory comments on the Grape Harvest were fewer than those for The 

Turkey Tender.  Indeed, the latter proved more popular with the critics and the public.  

Maxime Du Camp thought it was “one of the best paintings the artist has ever submitted 

to public judgment.”61  The Comte and Comtesse Duchâtel also preferred the image of 

the solitary figure, as Breton recounted to Élodie: “They are very pleased with the Grape 

Harvest but I can see that they like The Turkey Tender even more.  I think that the latter 

is going to be the one of the great successes of the Salon.  Draughtsmen and colorists 

alike have been charmed.  Jules Sandeau [the French novelist and playwright] is mad 

about her.  He talks about her all the time.”62  In this letter, Breton anticipated the 

classical and romantic aspects that viewers would find so appealing, naming those who 

favored line and color among the admirers.  Castagnary, the great champion of 

Naturalism and one of Breton’s most ardent defenders, saw the 1860s as a period in 
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which Naturalism would claim its place in the history of the nineteenth century, refining 

select aspects of the two great schools, Classicism and Romanticism.63 

Both the Grape Harvest and The Turkey Tender were undertaken during a period 

of self-reflection, when the artist wondered how he might best achieve grand painting.  

He wrote, “I was gripped by an exhausting moral crisis – the thirst for the impossible, the 

search for the famous masterpiece.”64  The works represent two distinct approaches: one 

a privately commissioned, complex multi-figural composition depicting the people and 

the landscape of the Médoc, the other a more incidental picture, conceived during the 

same sojourn in the south of France, but ultimately modified with aspects of his native 

Courrières.  Though Breton had long since committed himself to realism and to pastoral 

painting, it is telling that at this historical moment he paused to consider both style and 

genre.  Breton, who made frequent visits to Paris, corresponded with critics, and was very 

self-conscious about the reception of his work, was well attuned to the discourse about 

realism in artistic and intellectual circles.  By the end of the short-lived Second Republic, 

realism and the so-called Realist school had certainly risen in prominence, though debate 

about distinctions within the school and its place in the Salons and in the history of 

French art continued.  

 

Realism and Naturalism at the Salon of 1863 

 By the early 1860s, realism had become something of an accepted, and even 

conventional, style.  While discussion about the place of Realism amidst the established 

schools of Classicism and Romanticism arose at the Salon of 1863, the tone had shifted 
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considerably from that of the Salons of 1850/51 and 1859.65  The reactions to realist 

works of art were more tempered.  What did it mean that offerings from the Realist 

school, whose works were once considered acts of social and artistic upheaval, were now 

acceptable alternatives to Classicism and Romanticism in popular, critical, and juridical 

opinion?  Albert Boime effectively outlined a theory that the Bonapartist regime worked 

to establish a visual style to complement its ideological positions, and this style was in 

fact realist.  It was the government’s penchant for realism, he argued, that promoted it 

into the mainstream of French culture.  By forcing official and academic outlets to 

accommodate new models and influencing progressive artists to conform to more 

traditional expectations, the Second Empire administration effectively inaugurated an 

“official realism.”66  According to Boime, the promotion and reward of Jules Breton is a 

prominent example of the government’s impact.67  Whether Breton catered his subject 

matter and style to appeal to these expectations can be debated, but positive placement 

and reception at the Salons was always of concern.  In considering the significance of a 

painting like The Turkey Tender for Breton’s oeuvre, for Realism, and for the French 

rural genre, it is constructive to understand the dynamics at play between Louis 

Napoléon’s government, the Academy, and modern artists.  

 In 1860, Alexandre Colonna-Walewski replaced Achille Fould as Minister of 

State and was quick to announce his vision for the Salons and for the forthcoming 

Universal Exposition.  Under his direction, the government would remain committed to 

the balance of “tradition and invention, order and progress, discipline and originality.”68  

The Salon of 1863 instated many new policies, including a renewal of the limitation on 
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admissions by an individual and the establishment of the Salon des refusés.  Perhaps the 

most significant official decree was that which brought the Administration of Beaux-Arts 

under the Maison de l’Empereur.  This reorganization reduced the autonomy of the 

Academy with respect to its pedagogy and effectively muted its status as the arbiter of 

French art.  The result was that academic classicism would no longer be regarded de facto 

as the highest in stylistic achievement.  The Emperor’s Intendant des Beaux-Arts Émilien 

de Nieuwerkerke’s remarks at the Salon awards ceremony implicitly endorsed realism as 

the style of the day and encouraged modern artists to follow this current: “Each epoch 

yields to a unique movement, to an extremely dynamic pressure on minds and on taste.  

What is important is that in all of the directions pursued, talented people attain the height 

of their endeavor.”69  Chesneu’s influential article in the Revue des deux mondes 

articulated a similar position, making the case that Realism was part of a long French 

tradition that embraced materialism and idealism.70  He asserted that contemporary 

Realism was historically essential, as it was particularly well suited to the “reproduction 

of the beauties of modern life.”71  In the historiography of Realism, one could read 

Chesneu’s statements as a modified version of the manifestos of Courbet and 

Champfleury and an indication of the transposition of realism between 1855 and 1863.72 

 The Salon of 1863 was also a decisive one for the exhibition and definition of the 

emerging school of Naturalism.  In his Salon of 1863, Castagnary championed a new 

generation of painters and endeavored to distinguish their efforts from the established 

Realists.  That his essay concentrated, rather intently, on describing Naturalism in 

contrast to Classicism and Romanticism reaffirms that the two older schools were still 
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very much present at the Salon and in the art viewing public’s imagination.73  Castagnary 

emphasized that painting was “part of the social consciousness,” and therefore its 

objective should be “to express, according to the nature of the means at its disposal, the 

society that produced it.”74  In his estimation, the schools could best be enumerated 

according to their relationship to nature: the Classical school asserts that nature should be 

corrected or conventionalized according to ancient or Renaissance models, the Romantic 

school freely interprets nature through imagination, while the Naturalist school 

reproduces nature at its most powerful and intense—putting “truth in balance with 

science.”75  Invoking rationalism and morality as the promises of naturalism, he also 

claimed Courbet and Millet as practitioners.  And in 1868, he further defined naturalism 

as a tendency that was not new in the history of art, but rather a term preferable to realism 

in accounting for tendencies in contemporary painting.76 He summarized, “You see that 

naturalism is not exclusive.  Everything that bears the stamp of observation and that 

seems to want to lift a part of the curtain that hides human life, it accepts.”  Castagnary 

admired Breton, and in this essay in which he proclaimed the triumph of naturalism, in a 

paragraph immediately following that above, he declared, “It accepts Jules Breton, but 

this must be explained.”77 

 

Un souvenir du Midi 

When The Turkey Tender debuted at the Salon of 1864, several critics made note 

of its poetic quality.  The recourse to poetry may well have been inspired by the romantic 

aspect of this ostensibly realist painting, though a sketch of the painting reproduced in 
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L’Autographe (figure 2.14) and accompanied by a verse penned by the artist was also 

foremost in their minds.  The journal had requested a sample of Breton’s writing to 

caption the drawing, and the artist was pleased to oblige: 

 

Elle était immobile, assise sur un morceau de rocher, le regard perdu dans le ciel.  

Un peu plus loin quelques dindons picoraient dans l’herbe, et, à travers des 

touffes de tamaris, la Méditerranée dessinait une ligne bleue.  Je passai à côté de 

cette étrange fille sans qu’elle daignât me regarder.  Je la contemplai quelque 

temps, mais, comme la chaleur était extrême, je revins au village par le chemin 

des oliviers. 

 

She was sitting motionless on a rock, looking fixedly at the sky.  Nearby, some 

turkeys were pecking at the grass; in the distance, beyond some tamarisk bushes, 

the Mediterranean drew a straight blue line.  I passed by this strange young 

woman and she did not deign to notice me.  I looked at her for a while, but as it 

was extremely hot that day I came back to the village along the olive grove.78 

 

In his review of the contributions of Breton in his reflections on the French school, 

Chesneau selected The Turkey Tender for close examination and commented on both 

painting and poem: “Inspired by Madame Sand, this figure appears taken from her 

beautiful pages on Provence.  Breton even wrote under a sketch of The Turkey Tender 

lines that would not be unworthy of the illustrious writer.”  He quoted the verse in its 
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entirety.79  Théophile Gautier also told the artist that the lines reminded him of the 

pastoral novels of George Sand, and a critic at Le Figaro was astonished to learn that the 

painter had such aptitude for poetry.80  Writing in the English language Magazine of Art, 

which included an engraving of The Turkey Tender, Garnet Smith described Breton’s 

paintings as “stanzas in a harmonious hymn to the sun, or ‘Chants du Crépuscule,’ poems 

of the mysterious twilight hour when toil in the harvest field is at an end, and man and 

nature rest.”81 

 In addition to inspiring critics to recognize a poetic sensibility in Breton’s portrait 

of a peasant girl, the poem quickly became a pendant to the painting and shaped the 

work’s public reception: in a sense, the lines were the painting’s first published 

description.  However, no one seemed to read the poem as an explanation for the 

painting, instead, virtually everyone interpreted it as a narrative account of the scene that 

had inspired the painting.  That Jules Breton presented the poem as a natural companion 

to the work led viewers to see the painting as a literal and sincere transcription of a scene 

that had impressed the artist, “an idealist who depends most thoroughly on reality.”82  

Maxime Du Camp devoted three pages to describing the painting in great detail, 

convinced that the artist had not embellished his subject, but represented only what he 

saw: a peasant girl native to the region, discernable from her complexion and costume, 

and the particular atmosphere of the Mediterranean, with its dry ground, blue sea, and 

azure sky.83  Critics discerned many real details in the painting, a highly finished surface 

that glossed a complex process of development and execution.  Years later, one 
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biographer would commend Breton, for “his art that presented results without too harsh a 

revelation of their processes.”84 

In his memoir of 1896, Breton described the lines published in L’Autographe and 

referenced in so many Salon reviews as “an expression of memory.”85  Breton observed 

the scene described in the poem and represented in the painting on his passage through 

Languedoc and Provence in 1862, when he was traveling from the Duchâtel estate at 

Lagrange to his home in Courrières.  This journey coincided with a period during which 

Breton had become enamored of classical and Renaissance sources.  A sketchbook dating 

from 1862 to 1864 includes a number of classically inspired figures and compositions, 

from heads of Christ to a gathering for a pagan sacrifice presided over by a sickle bearing 

Druid, Corinthian columns, and female nudes.86  These informal sketches testify to the 

artist’s desire, in 1862, to expand his subject matter beyond the rural genre.  Woman 

Bathing (Une Baigneuse) (figure 2.15) was the only fully realized product of these 

contemplations.  This large painting of a young woman in an Acadian landscape was 

rendered in a highly academic style; she holds a sheer drape that reveals her nude body 

even as it modestly covers her femininity.  The work enjoyed only moderate success, and 

the experience of working with a professional model in Ghent made him long for the 

village women of Artois.87   

And yet, the female nude continued to inspire Breton, and adjacent sketches of a 

nude woman in loose drapery and a peasant girl in her work clothes, each wearing a 

headscarf, seated on a rock, and holding a walking stick provide insight into the 

conception of The Turkey Tender (figure 2.16).  In a reversal of one writer’s assessment 
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of Breton, perhaps he was, in fact, a realist who depended on the ideal.  Each figure study 

can be understood in terms of type, for what is a classical nude if not a recognizable type, 

just as this limited outline of a woman in a rural costume already reads as a peasant 

image.  The type, as Lukács defined it, is historically and socially structured, and it 

depends upon a continuum of knowledge that touches past and present.  The “real” and 

“noble” peasant that viewers and critics would see in the final painting, would function as 

both a timeless and a modern symbol of those values. 

These pages are followed in the same sketchbook by several additional studies, 

including one in which he has considered the inclusion of a large tree that may have 

shaded the woman and a dog, who looks out over the rafter of turkeys (figure 2.17) and 

one in which the tree has been replaced by the bell tower of a church in the distance 

(figure 2.18).  Breton held the qualities of the sketch in high regard, and believed its 

purpose was to fix the compositional arrangement as well as the intensity of emotion the 

artist wished to convey.88  The progress of the sketches documents a protracted period of 

conception, which very likely continued when the artist returned home to Courrières.  

While he had sought out new landscapes and new models to revive his enthusiasm for the 

rustic genre, his consciousness was nevertheless penetrated by visions of a more familiar 

country.  Exhausted at the end of his journey, he recalled, “I shut my eyes in order to see 

again my native village and its pleasant marsh, where the alders were bleeding from their 

wounds.  At last I saw again, indeed, its peaceful belfry, towering above the elms… 

Never before had I so fully understood the tenderness, the peace, and the humble majesty 

of this scene.”89  The elm and the belfry, which figure so poignantly in this meditation, 
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are the same that appear in the experimental sketches.  If the lines authored for 

L’Autographe were an expression of memory, the final painting was an expression of 

ideals: ideals of the female figure and of the landscape.  His souvenir of the Midi would 

ultimately be an ideal of peasant life, drawn from the realities of that place and of 

Courrières.   

Breton completed The Turkey Tender in his studio in the spring of 1863.  He 

found that the emotions that had been provoked by the scenery of the South could not 

easily be transferred to canvas.  Instead, with renewed appreciation for his own country, 

he reimagined the Mediterranean girl who guarded turkeys as the statuesque Augustine 

Flanquart.90  Among a group of photographs likely taken during that same spring, is an 

image of a young woman seated at the base of a tree, her walking stick resting across her 

lap (figure 2.19).91  Captured at close vantage, the figure dominates the frame, and the 

landscape is indistinguishable, aside from the slightest indication of brush along the 

ground.  The photograph is not, as the mechanical process might at first connote, a 

mimetic representation of the real.  Rather, by the choice of subject, carefully staged 

pose, and deliberate composition, the photograph functions like an academic model – 

offering an artful rearrangement of reality.  It seems plausible that Breton employed this 

photograph in much the same manner as many Naturalist painters in the later nineteenth 

century.92  An additional study, the photograph served as a complement to life drawings 

and landscape sketches.93   

Breton’s approach to the final canvas must have involved installing the posed 

figure within a Mediterranean landscape, effectively combining two distinctly observed 
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and recorded scenes.  The horizon line, which is absent from the initial sketches to the 

photograph, is markedly low in the final composition, forcing the viewer’s attention 

upward.  The woman’s gaze, cast downward in the photograph, is lifted in the painting, 

suggesting she is lost in thought.  Finally, the contrast between the finely detailed figure 

and the unfinished quality of the foreground, something the critics noted, further serves to 

direct focus towards her form.94  Though the patiently modeled drapery creates a sense of 

weight and solidity, it is not difficult to recall the academic female nude of the 

sketchbook, with its fine profile and sculptural body.  The subtle classicism lends the 

painting the appearance of a historical image, but to accept it as such, is to miss its true 

nature as an image of contemporary life and of modern artistic practice: this distinction 

may be the work’s content. 

 

Realism and Historicism 

In the estimation of critics, and in the artist’s own assessment, with The Turkey 

Tender Breton recognized, revealed, and represented the ideal in real rural existence.  His 

work relied on typification on multiple registers, historical precedent and contemporary 

convention, and produced a symbol that aligned with each.  The result was something 

that bourgeois, urban viewers saw as an ideal woman and a real peasant, believed to be 

authentic because of the artist’s proximity to his subject.  A close reading of the 

contemporary discourse on peasants and on peasant paintings reveals that emphasizing 

universal human qualities was a routinely deployed strategy, and as Griselda Pollock has 

argued, these values, underscored by references to classical art, were more easily 
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projected onto beautiful, young women.95  Marius Vachon, Breton’s first biographer, 

suggested that Breton was inclined towards the representation of female peasants because 

they afforded opportunity for decorative motifs owing to their natural grace and beauty.96  

Such correspondences between female beauty and nature could be found in other forms 

of material and popular cultural that depicted country life at that time.97  Indeed, 

gendering was a significant aspect of rural life, from ceremonies to sociability to the 

division of space.  Just as country dwellers were a repository of aspirational French 

values, so too did images of rural women reinforce models of womanhood and the 

organization of gender relationships.98  The urban viewer’s affection for these images 

may well have been bolstered by their sense that an ideal of womanhood—youthful, 

beautiful, and intimately tied to nature—was represented because the artist himself had 

observed these qualities in real peasant women and these dynamics in real village life.99  

Reactions from progressive and conservative critics are exemplary.  Thoré wrote, “Ideal 

in a turkey keeper!  It is possible!  Why does Breton elevate to grand art the simplest 

rustic compositions?  It is because he is inspired in the middle of the countryside, he lives 

in the village of Courrières, he frequently uses its people as models, he loves them, and 

he knows how to reveal the human qualities of a vulgar existence.”100  Chesneau’s 

description reveals an admiration for painter and subject: “His Turkey Tender is really 

very beautiful, simple, grave.”101 

While progressive critics increasingly deplored historicism, viewing it as a recess 

from the realities of the present, the same voices celebrated Breton’s ability to “disengage 

the ideal” from real subjects and to find something of historical caliber in the present.102  
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This disjunction reproduced the disparate understandings of what precisely constituted 

realistic and truthful artistic representation, even at a date when Realism had become the 

predominant style.  It may also be evidence of what Lukács described as a “modern 

historicist consciousness” that emerged after the 1848 Revolution, and which manifested 

in the arts with historicism as a characteristic of modern art.103  In The Turkey Tender, 

Breton’s aesthetic was both realist and historicist.  And while his ambition to produce 

contemporary paintings with historical resonance within the same rural genre would 

continue into the 1870s, he would adapt his style significantly. 

 

The Gleaner 

 Critics recognized The Gleaner at its debut at the Salon of 1877 as an indication 

of a new stage in Breton’s treatment of the peasant subject, marked by a grander manner, 

a different articulation of space, and a more imposing figural scale.  Allusions to the 

classical took on a different tone, invoking sculpture more often than painting, epic 

personages more than ideal graces, and traditionally masculine rather than feminine 

attributes.  For Charles Bigot, the painting distilled the “poetry of the harvest” and the 

“strength of an industrious and honest race of the North.”104  The relegation of the poetic 

to a descriptor of the environment rather than the peasant herself, who is instead 

identified with more robust qualities, is characteristic of responses to The Gleaner.  

Henry Houssaye wrote that the landscape was “imprinted with a sovereign calm,” while 

the gleaner boasted an “austere grandeur.”105  Mario Proth and Pierre Gauthiez each 

remarked on her sculpturesque aspects.106  Once more, the painter’s verse provided an 
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early description of the work.107  These lines from a poem entitled, “L’Artois,” written in 

1871 and published in 1875, effectively narrate the scene of the painting and likely 

contributed to its interpretation: 

 

Le sol fume, et c’est l’heure oú se revient, superbe, 

La glaneuse, le front couronné de sa grebe, 

Et de cheveux plus noirs qu I’aile du corbeau. 

 

C’est une enfant des champs, âpre, sauvage et fière 

Et son galbe se fait bien sur ce simple décor, 

Alors que son pied nu soulève la poussiére, 

Qu’agrandie et mêlée au torrent de lumière, 

Se dressant sur ses reins, elle prend son essor. 

 

C’est elle, sur son rein tombent des pils de toile; 

Entre les blonds épis rayonne son oeil noir. 

Aux franges de la nuit ainsi brille une étoile. 

Phidias eût rêvé le chef-d’oeuvre que voile 

Cette jupe taillée à grands coups d’ébauchoir.108 

 

 

The sun burns, and this is the hour when it is most beautiful, 
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The gleaner, her head crowned with her sheaf, 

And her hair blacker than a raven’s wing. 

 

She is a child of the fields, austere, savage and proud 

And her profile fits well in this simple setting, 

While her bare feet raise dust, 

Aggrandized and mingled with the torrent of light, 

Standing up from her loins, she takes off. 

 

It is she, and down her body fall folds of canvas; 

And between the fair ears of corn, radiate her black eyes. 

At the edge of night, so shines a star. 

Phidias would dream of the masterpiece veiled 

By this skirt, cut with grand strokes of a chisel. 

 

Both artist and viewer saw the gleaner, first in the fields and then in paint, as 

already a work of art.  In Breton’s description, the gleaner’s costume conceals a body that 

would have inspired the great Athenian sculptor, while critics applauded the artist for 

penetrating reality and revealing its most impressive and artful characteristics and 

symbolic potential.  One can sense in the reviews, a subtle upending of what was 

identified as real and ideal.  Summarizing the paintings exhibited at the Universal 

Exposition of 1878, an American special correspondent for the New York Times wrote, 
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“she is admirably modeled like the forms which sculptors choose to represent fortified 

cities,” and Louis Énault compared the figure to a caryatid of a Greek temple, while 

Bigot insisted Breton had imitated nature and not the antique.109  Houssaye declared, 

“This important work proves how far the true artist pushes subjective power.  Jules 

Breton has neither copied nor sought out plastic beauty by painting this peasant woman.  

And yet he found this beauty because he had it in him and he unconsciously imprinted it 

on that body and face.  Where a painter who has only the gift of objectivity would have 

shown us a vulgar peasant woman, conventional for the point of view of The Gleaner, 

Breton has shown us the peasant woman in her general character.”110  This sense of a 

generalized portrait underscores the currency of a peasant type, while the titular emphasis 

on The Gleaner as opposed to a gleaner, imbues the subject with an archetypal or even 

mythic quality.111  Indeed, there was a veritable chorus of commentators who, in the 

persona of the gleaner, recognized the Roman goddess Ceres, a figure that in 1877, stood 

for both agriculture and the Third Republic government itself.112  Houssaye’s essay 

continued, “By an admirable alliance of the real and the ideal, this girl of the fields is 

indeed a gleaner, but she could also be the personification of the harvest.”113  Philippe 

Burty admired the substantial impression made by this painting of a girl of the fields, 

noting it was one of Breton’s “most masculine paintings.”114  These assessments suggest 

not only a noticeable reformation of Breton’s style, but a pronounced reorganization of 

the expectations for realism and the signification of the peasant image in the early years 

of the Third Republic.115   
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The Universal Exposition of 1878 

While rural life remained Breton’s preoccupation throughout his career, his 

impressive showings at the Salons during the first decade of the Third Republic 

positioned him as a standard bearer during a revival of a realist style of painting and a 

renewed interest in peasant iconography.  The nine pictures he exhibited at the Universal 

Exposition of 1878 stood out among the contributions by younger artists, such as Léon 

L’hermitte, Julien Dupré, Jean-François Raffaëlli, and Jules Bastien-Lepage, who were 

involved in a later Realist turn that reflected the influence of the art of Breton, Courbet, 

and Millet, critical discussions about naturalistic philosophy, and new technological 

innovations.116  That images of peasants should once more dominate gallery walls and 

popular imagination in the precarious political and ideological context of the year 1878 is 

significant; the fair punctuated a transitional period in nineteenth-century French history. 

The year 1878 constituted an interruption in the development of the Republic. 

Described by historians Jacques Chastenet as a “pause and détente” and Daniel Halévy, 

notably, as a “zone of silence,” it was an uncertain yet calm interim between the elections 

of 1877 and those of 1879.117  While the country had recovered from the defeat of the 

Franco-Prussian war and the Commune, and had begun to devise a government for the 

new republic, tensions between the monarchists and the republicans persisted throughout 

the post-ware decade.  Ambiguities in the constitution drawn up in 1875 meant that the 

presidency could be converted into a kingship, and this very real possibility epitomized 

the country’s indecision over the form its government should take.  The elections of 

October 1877 ultimately delivered a victory for Republicanism and a significant defeat 
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for the conservative President Patrice MacMahon and his ambitions for the monarchists.  

A real end to the monarchist régime did not occur, however, until the elections of January 

1879, which shifted control of both houses to the Republicans and prompted 

MacMahon’s resignation.118  While the intervening months might best be described as 

politically static in terms of any comprehensive effort to resolve official policies, there 

was a campaign for stability and calm occasioned by the Universal Exposition, which the 

Republicans organized as a testament to the country’s renewal and a reassertion of its 

national character.  The carefully orchestrated consensus atmosphere was illustrated in 

the Fine Arts section of the fair, where any references to the recent war or political 

disruption were banned under regulations set out by the Ministry of Fine Arts.   

Many surveys of the Universal Exposition have noted the minor representation of 

Courbet, the absence of works by Manet and the Impressionists, and the preponderance 

of works accepted from artists who served on the jury as evidence that the Realist and 

Naturalist paintings on view amounted to merely a sanitized history of political and 

aesthetic developments.119  But to generalize the display as a reprisal of the Salons of the 

Second Empire overlooks a great deal about the broader state of modern European 

painting, including the modern aspects of styles that persisted alongside Impressionism.  

This argument relies on a tacit acceptance of the irreconcilable characters of the present 

tense gesture of Impressionism, the hyper-mimetic actuality of Naturalism, and the 

epistemological claims for truth made by Realism, but there is visual and textual evidence 

of many shared techniques and iconographies in the common commitment to represent 

modern life.   
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The “antinomies of realism,” to adopt Jameson’s phrase, were never more evident 

than in the time of Naturalism and Impressionism.  Could later Realism be understood as, 

all at once, the faithful transcription of nature and reality, the elicitation of a higher truth, 

and the evocation of the experience of the present?  The critical responses to The Gleaner 

suggested as much, highlighting the roles of subjectivity, idealization, and interpretation 

in the production of an image they nonetheless maintained was taken from nature.  While 

these antinomies would eventually lead to the end of Realism’s exclusive purchase on the 

most truthful and compelling representations of modern life, in the complex political and 

artistic climate of the 1870s, these inherent tensions made realism the most appropriate 

stylistic means of expression and Breton its most typical and capable practitioner. 

 

Realism and New Painting 

 In 1876 on the occasion of the second Impressionist exhibition, Edmond Duranty 

distributed a pamphlet entitled La Nouvelle Peinture, in which he outlined the 

characteristics of the avant-garde painting of the 1870s and enumerated his ambitions for 

modern art.  Not surprisingly, La Nouvelle Peinture reiterated many of the realist and 

naturalist convictions of Duranty’s periodical Réalisme, including the dictum to represent 

modern life and the encouragement of individual approaches and new methods to 

communicate experience.120  Neither study, however, was an indictment against history, 

only historical mentalities.  For Duranty, the period required an ambitious and epic 

painting style that would animate the realities of the contemporary moment.  “The 

strength of Renaissance and earlier artists,” he wrote, “came from the fact that under the 
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guise of the antique, or even a classical label, they described the customs, clothing, and 

décor of their own time, revealing their lives and recording their era.”121  In Duranty’s 

estimation, the capacious term “new painting,” was a more appropriate label than the 

reductive terms, Realism and Impressionism.  Indeed, he resisted stylistic definitions of 

both.  As perhaps the first comprehensive account of the state of modern French painting 

in the 1870s, La Nouvelle Peinture brings the artistic milieu into relief and provides a 

useful context for further consideration of The Gleaner.  

 Breton’s work drew comparisons with an 1876 painting by Gustave Jean Jacquet, 

a student of William Adolphe-Bouguereau, and an 1865 drawing by Millet (figure 2.20), 

each depicting a female gleaner.  Seen against these contemporary images of the peasant 

type, it is clear that Breton aggrandized both real and ideal aspects of his subject by 

accentuating the course details of her features and increasing her stature in relation to the 

environment.  In one of the most assiduous accounts of The Gleaner, Mario Proth offered 

a thorough reading of this antinomical representation of the peasant: 

 

Of the Gleaner of Jacquet we said: it is an eclogue.  Of this we shall say: it is an 

ode.  An ode to the hardest, and perhaps the most valiant, labor of women, 

celebrated by the poets of every age and consecrated in the immortal book of the 

Bible.  Tall and robust, boldly proportioned, and firmly planted on her bare feet, 

she advances, a woman of Picardy, the left hand at her hip and the right holding 

across her shoulders a vast sheaf, the product of a long day.  His attitude, his 

sculptural approach, to this rough and brown beauty with burning black eyes and 
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accentuated features, impresses upon this serious face a strange charm, and an 

almost virile character.  There, on the horizon, the sun sets, and other workers 

hasten to gather their gleanings.  And so, lit as if haloed by the red rays of 

twilight, dressed in a simple shirt and short underskirt with her blue apron tied up 

at the corner, one would swear that this beautiful girl awaits statuary.  And why 

not?  When she appeared to the artists of Greece, was the divine Ceres ever more 

imposing than this great lady of the fields?122 

 

This extended description, printed alongside a simple line drawing of the figure, intimates 

nearly every significant element of the painting.  The poetically inspired archetype, the 

sculptural quality and imposing scale of the body, the tension between movement and 

fixedness, the masculine and feminine features of the face, the signs of a long day of 

work, and the symbolic potential of the suffused light of the background: these constitute 

the essential components of the painting, which seem at once contradictory and 

manifestly of their time. 

The gleaner occupies the majority of the canvas.  We are impressed by her 

dominance of the picture.  Her dynamic posture, with the weight concentrated on the 

forward leg and upper torso twisted towards the viewer, suggests movement across the 

field, which recedes into the background.  At the same time, the firmly planted and 

exaggerated bare feet give the impression of a body held down and fixed in the present 

moment.  There is a great sense of corporeal weight, which Breton likely intended the 

viewer to feel; in particular the thick folds of the skirt that recall a column and the dark 
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shading above the furrowed brow and along the tightened neck highlight the burden of 

carrying the large bundle of cornstalks. 

While this could be described as a scene of absorption with the gleaner looking 

out intently, because we cannot see what the gleaner sees and share in her contemplation, 

the opportunity for empathetic engagement is somewhat compromised.  Instead, the 

viewer surveys the surrounding landscape for insight into the subject. The crepuscular 

light, the upright and bundled cornstalks, and the few remaining peasants adding to their 

collected gleanings, signal the end of the day.  Other finely rendered visual details 

confirm this reading.  A few golden cornhusks fall over the folded edge of her apron, dirt 

is visible along her cheek and neck, and locks of dark hair stray out from under her 

bonnet.  These details signify the real, but as Frederic Jameson has pointed out, such 

seemingly “insignificant notations” also signify realism itself.123  A comparison with a 

related oil study (figure 2.21) shows that the exaggerated scale, the roughness of the 

features, and several of the realistic details were arrived at through a process of 

interpretation. 

The tension between the projection of the figure out into space, her advance, and 

the sense that she is posed and awaiting treatment in statuary may be attributed to 

Breton’s use of photographs as a reference or guide.124  In three subtly composed 

photographs of women posing in peasant costume outside, one can begin to reconstruct 

an aspect of the process of selection for the posture of the final painting (figures 2.22, 

2.23, and 2.24).  Attention to the models’ poses, in fact, bestows a particular character on 

the photograph, distinct from the finished painting.  Examined for themselves, which 
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would never have been the case at the time of the painting’s execution, they reveal 

something of the artist’s desire to evoke the gleaner by summarizing the effects portrayed 

by different stances and placement within the landscape.  The subtle black and gray of the 

photographs emphasize a graphical acuity that is lacking in the final painting, and the 

contrast highlights that Breton’s realism was indeed a combination of effects. 

However, the use of photographs, or perhaps more broadly the influence of a 

photographic aesthetic, may also explain the relationship of the figure to the landscape 

and the lack of real spatial coherence.  The carefully modeled figure of the gleaner, 

pushed up against the picture plane, appears outsized in relation to the background, which 

is rendered as a sequence of receding planes almost in miniature.  The crouched gleaner 

at the middle ground, rendered with shadows and highlights that would normally imitate 

volume, appears rather flat and ungrounded in the surrounding landscape, and a 

photograph of gleaners in a field may have served as a reference (figure 2.25).  The 

primary figure, too, appears only superficially placed in the landscape, as the feet, which 

look so substantial, seem more rooted to the bottom line of the picture than to the grassed 

over land as it is represented.  Indeed, the viewer’s eyes do not apprehend the entire field, 

but rather focus alternately on the experience of separate areas.  Jonathan Crary has 

compared this kind of modern compositional arrangement in certain nineteenth-century 

paintings to stereoscopic imagery as similar experiments in realism.125 

Indeed, these different sections of the canvas enact a different mode of 

visualization than the more consistent and prolonged viewing traditionally engendered by 

realism.  The distinct painterly manner of certain passages of the painting’s surface 
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effectively breaks such an illusion by calling attention to the work as not only a realistic 

scene but also a real material object.  This contrast is particularly palpable in the distinct 

handling of paint in the sky and the ground.  Before beginning work on The Gleaner, 

Breton had resolved to adjust his technique: “Perfect finish does not contribute very 

much, and detracts considerably from the impression.  Henceforward I shall try to paint 

more rapidly, with more energy.”126  The evening hour, the rendering of which Breton 

was a recognized master, gave him the opportunity to demonstrate his abilities as a 

colorist and to recreate the optical experience of that special light.  In The Gleaner, he 

used several tones to achieve his result, blended into one another to produce an overall 

effect.  In his treatment of the foreground grasses, however, he has placed complementary 

tones alongside one another.  Short strokes of yellow and green suggest the placement of 

pigment from the artist’s brush as much as the stirring of grass blades in the wind. 

Following Jameson’s proposal for a self-presenting painting, these gestures where paint 

imitates paint might be read as signs of Impressionism.  The result of these techniques is 

the incite to tension between two fundamentally different modes of seeing, one which 

preserves the illusion of the representational field, inviting the viewer into the world of 

the painting to accept the reality of the figures and their environment, and another which 

requires viewing the painting from a distance to comprehend its pictorial qualities.127 

With respect to subject matter and style, The Gleaner reflects the ambivalence of 

later Realism.  By elaborating the peasant type into an archetype, Breton was able to 

produce the kind of history painting that was compatible with the New Painting and with 

the ideological aims of the Third Republic.  The Gleaner was both a real peasant of the 
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time and a timeless symbol of the national values that France sought to promote.  It was 

of a scale and competency that insured pride of place at the Salons, even as it introduced 

certain contemporary pictorial innovations and complex viewing experiences.  After the 

Universal Exposition of 1878, paintings of the peasantry became increasingly more 

responsive to photographic models for portraying reality, while paintings of the rural 

landscape more often attended to atmospheric effects and experience.  Each might be 

understood as privileging the arbitrary or the fugitive, rather than the representative, to 

evoke the present: a moment, rather than the moment.  Breton aspired to convey the 

meaning of the reality he observed, rather than merely his perceptions: “looking at a 

twilight scene, it matters little that my eye should receive the impression of the view, if 

my spirit does not at once experience a feeling of repose, of tranquility, and of peace.”128 

 

The Song of the Lark 

 Paintings of rural life continued to line the walls of the Salons in the final years of 

the nineteenth century.129  Under the auspices of scientific observation, a new generation 

of esteemed painters treated the subject in a purportedly more objective manner, whether 

by depicting the figure in minute detail or by animating the landscape through 

concentrated effects of light and atmosphere.  Breton, however, increasingly emphasized 

the emotive content of his art.  While many critics continued to laud the artist’s 

accomplishments of realism, others opined that he had given over to sentimentality.  Of 

the later peasant paintings, a contributor to the illustrated review Arts and Letters offered, 

“when the artist is great and powerful, and loves his art, he will create types after the 
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images of his own dreams, beautiful and noble, but frequently unreal.  All his sincerity 

and all his love of nature will not prevent him from fashioning them unconsciously, 

involuntarily, in accordance with the ideal.”130  The Song of the Lark, exhibited at the 

Salon of 1885, is characteristic of this aestheticization of the peasant type, and it prompts 

the question of whether the peasant was any longer the real subject of Breton’s realism.   

 The Song of the Lark depicts a young peasant woman standing in an open field at 

dawn.  Barefoot, clothed in a simple blouse and skirt, and holding a sickle, the woman is 

metonymically identified with a type of labor belonging to traditional harvesting 

practices.  However, she is not working the land, but is seen arrested mid-stride, her eyes 

cast upward in awe of nature, or more specifically, as the title informs, the birdsong of 

the skylark.  The standing figure, silhouetted against the plain and the sky, rendered 

under the light conditions of a transitional hour, recalls The Gleaner of 1877.  But while 

the gleaner signified strength and resolve, this harvester signified sensitivity and 

innocence.  This important distinction may be attributed to the canvas’s smaller 

dimensions and to several pictorial and stylistic elements that articulate the peasant’s 

relationship to the land.   

Breton’s paintings of the 1880s were marked by a new emphasis on the landscape 

as a significant subject.  Viewer’s admired the subtlety of light and the sense of an 

expanding space.  The reviewer for La Paix proclaimed in front of Morning (Le Matin) 

(figure 2.26) at the Salon of 1883, “the illusion is so complete that the spectator imagines 

he is walking in the field.”131  Charles Bigot described a viewing experience that 

rewarded prolonged attention and a sensitivity to effects: “The more you look at the 
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painting, the brighter it gradually grows, the warm light filters through the vapor, infuses 

the atmosphere, gilds the fields.”132  The figures of Morning, appear almost diminutive 

against the radiating sunlight and broad field.  The stream that separates the young 

woman tending her cows from the approaching young man discreetly implies an innocent 

new love, even as it also emphasizes the individuals’ subordination to nature.  In many 

ways, Morning inaugurated a revised treatment of the rural subject in which the 

overwhelming impression of the landscape and the more modest scale of the figures 

affected a sense of an overall more integrated picture.  Even in the generalized portraits 

of solitary gleaners, the figures were rescaled to appear within rather than dominated by 

their surroundings.  This reorganization of the figure and the landscape reiterated the 

peasant’s identification with the earth, a frequent convention in nineteenth-century 

literature and histories. 

In The Song of the Lark, the harvester too is defined by nature.  Just as the 

morning light delineates her form, circumscribed in a blue halftone, so too her reaction to 

the lark’s song defines her piety and receptiveness to natural beauty.  Throughout the 

summer of 1884, Breton worked to refine his treatment of back lighting at the moment of 

transition between day and night.  In fact, he positioned his model, Marie Bedoul of 

Courrières, on a terrace during morning and evening hours, before ultimately elaborating 

the narrative of reverence at dawn.133  The lark, known for its sudden flight from the 

furrows to the sky at the first sign of morning light, was introduced as a device to signify 

the hour of day and the peasant’s capacity to appreciate beauty.  As a pictorial detail, the 

bird features rather inconsequentially, seen only at a long distance in the background.  
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And yet the harvester’s pose, forward facing with eyes upturned, suggests the titular lark 

that has captured her attention may well be beyond the picture plane.  In this sense, the 

lark is but a pretext for Breton’s pastoral vision, a realistic detail of the sort that would 

ordinarily mark the painting as realist, but which is significantly outside the frame.  

Most accounts of The Song of the Lark attended to the naturalistic pose of the 

figure and the vibrancy of the landscape, especially the sophisticated handling of light to 

evoke the atmosphere at dawn.  Joseph Noulens summarized, “at an hour when the 

horizon is still under crepuscular light, bent on the first gleams of the rising sun, a young 

harvester stops in the middle of the landscape to listen to the song of the lark that seems 

to fall from the sky to salute the night as it goes away or to greet the day as it arrives… 

this composition, so picturesque and so simply arranged, summarizes all the qualities of 

this leader of the rural school, discerned in the figure by the delicacy of line and color and 

by a certain firmness in the landscape.”134  Henri Chantavoine reminded readers of La 

nouvelle revue that Breton was a painter and a poet, and he commended the artist for his 

equal emphasis on the ideal and the truth.135  While André Michel, writing for the Gazette 

des beaux-arts, praised Breton’s talent while critiquing his unrestrained sentimentality: 

“Jules Breton calls upon the aid of poetry to celebrate his old friends, the peasants of 

Artois.  He loves them so much, these old companions of his first success, that he seems 

to sometimes fear that we will not understand their beauty; it is not enough to understand 

and admire beauty, one must also proclaim the moral qualities of these good people.  If 

we believe Breton, Artois is better than Acadia, an asylum of virtue.”136  Michel’s 

indictment of Breton’s exaggeration, however insightful, was not typical of the Salon 
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reviews.  However, the commentary on the painting certainly differed from responses to 

Breton’s earlier solitary figures.  Critics no longer emphatically proclaimed the reality of 

the scene or insisted that the peasant was a “real peasant,” instead, those who extended 

their description to consider the painting’s meaning, did so with recourse to ancestral or 

religious references, traditional formulations of the peasant’s relationship to nature, and a 

contemporary understanding of the peasant type in visual and literary representation.  In 

short: the work was described in terms that suggested a symbolic romanticism more than 

realism. 

 

Ces deux paysans 

 Interpretations of The Song of the Lark, and its believability, hinged, at some 

level, on whether the open mouth of the harvester indicated she was lost in a thoughtful 

and peaceful contemplation of the majesty of nature or singing a hymn to accompany the 

sound of the bird.  Noulens saw the harvester, “ears attuned, eyes fixed an pensive, mouth 

half open,” as inspired equally by the bird’s song and the prospect of a new day.137   

Théodore Véron suggested that the young peasant responded, like the lark, to the scene of 

the alma parens under spectacular light.138  For Michel, however, the prospect of a young 

peasant contemplating the natural world seemed contradictory to the image of the 

peasant, who was herself, so much a part of the natural world that she should hardly 

recognize it.   This portrayal, he insisted, was a self-conscious calculation on the part of 

the artist and the model, who he perceived as performing for the audience: 
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The young peasant who walks barefooted and with her eyes and her head lifted is 

very beautiful.  Dare I say that she is too beautiful or that she seems to suspect too 

much the splendor of the spectacle that nature gives every morning to peasants 

and larks.  It looks like she wants to point it out to us, and that while going to 

work, she thinks especially of us who look at her. 

The Peasant may be beautiful, but he does not suspect it. His beauty 

comes from things that he does not know, from the sky that covers his head to that 

which grows out of this earth, which he fertilizes with his labor, the nature that 

envelops him, without him ever having asked for its secret.139 

 

Less critical appraisals of the painting’s sincerity took the subject to be much more 

simply, the peasant appreciating the lark’s song.  Descriptions by Charles Ponsonaille and 

Henry Fouquier elucidated the ancient and spiritual resonances of the imagery, 

connecting the young peasant and the lark to a Gaulish heritage and implying continuity 

between contemporary rural life and the religious practices of the nation’s ancestors.140 

 Attempting to outline Breton’s intentions in depicting the peasant as both 

beautiful and coarse, a spectator to nature and a part of it, Henri Chantavoine summarized 

the contradictory ways of seeing the harvester: 

 

In The Song of the Lark, a girl from the fields, standing barefoot in the furrow, 

and holding her sickle with her right hand, raises her eyes above and, like the lark, 

sends her dawn serenade to the sun.  It could be called the first song, a song and a 
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salute, which the little girl and the lark, these two peasants, address with a happy 

and grateful heart to the light.  The innocence and the peace of rustic life, the 

contentment of simple existences and the joy of mother nature smiling at this 

peaceful happiness, is deliciously expressed…”141 

 

Chantavoine circumvented the question of whether the young peasant had the capacity 

for poetic or intellectual thought by intimating well known associations of the lark with 

morning prayer and then by suggesting a parallel between the bird and the girl.142  This 

comparison was not without precedent, and his suggestion of “these two peasants,” 

recalls an evocative description in Jules Michelet’s treatise on the birds of Europe.  By 

1885, Michelet was an established and admired intellectual figure, recognized for his 

published histories of France and his fervent support for the Republican opposition 

during the conservative Second Empire.  In 1856, however, he had receded from politics 

and taken up the study of natural history.143  In L’Oiseau, the lark is explicitly associated 

with harvest workers, who heed its song as a call to the fields.144  The lark also figures as 

a symbol for the peasant, it is “the bird of the plowman,” just as it figured as a symbol for 

their Gaul ancestors, who had taken the humble lark as their national bird.145 

Perhaps the synonymous resonance of the peasant and the lark served as the 

inspiration for Breton’s statement on the harvest laborer.  The lark of the title may well 

refer to both the object of the peasant’s adoration and the peasant herself who sings a 

song of the morning.146  And while something of Michelet’s republican ideals might be 

detected in his union of lark and peasant, and indeed, the image of the harvester was 
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commonly employed as a symbol of the early Third Republic and its campaign of 

renewal, not a single review of The Song of the Lark at the Salon made any such 

identification.147  Instead, the new nationalism of the period had effectively incorporated 

the image of the peasant into a more general and less politically charged vision of a 

shared rural past, with which Breton’s picture certainly resonated.  In this context, the 

symbolic union of lark and peasant conjured up a simpler way of life predicated on a 

connection to nature and to tradition, broadly defined.  Ironically, the same nationalizing 

initiatives promoted by the Third Republic that made use of the peasant image, were also 

eroding that peasant difference.  Jules Breton boasted of his respect for republican values 

and wrote that he had attended Michelet’s lectures in 1848 and was acquainted with Léon 

Gambetta and Jules Ferry, republican leaders who had come to power in 1879, while he 

also lamented that new programs and modern intrusions were destined to change the 

countryside and its customs in irrevocable ways.148  

 

La Liberté de l’Art  

 While Modernist accounts of nineteenth-century painting that characterized the 

French State and its cultural institutions as singularly conservative and resistant to 

individualism or any avant-garde tendencies once prevailed, revisionist histories have 

offered a more nuanced view of what was, in fact, a rather multifaceted effort in the 

1880s to articulate and develop Naturalism as at once a new aesthetic and the official 

style of the Republic.149  This was not, however, a monolithic vision, as is evident in the 
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disparate political and ideological agendas of the arts administration leadership in the 

decade following the Universal Exposition.150 

 At the Salon of 1879, Jules Ferry, in his capacity as the Minister of Fine Arts, 

introduced the concepts of a new cultural program: there would be no official doctrine or 

aesthetic, instead, the administration would resolutely support liberty, independence, and 

individualism in the arts.  Ferry was critical of the Academy’s aesthetic criteria, which in 

his view, limited creative expression.151  Despite this outward encouragement of 

diversity, the State was also determined to foster a “National Art,” and to this end, 

emphasized the inherent French character of contemporary French art that diverted from 

Academic tradition.  In this sense, the embrace of certain avant-garde tendencies that 

constituted a new liberal ideology also ushered in a new official aesthetic.  Though he 

had proclaimed that all styles would be welcomed under the liberal administration, Ferry 

explicitly encouraged artists to pursue Naturalism.  His definition of Naturalism was 

predicated on the primacy of scenes drawn from national history and of a visual style that 

appealed to emotions, terms that, in fact, maintained the Academic hierarchy and its 

values.152 

 Ferry’s successor, Antonin Proust, appointed by Léon Gambetta, was similarly 

committed to creating a coherent cultural program.  While Proust’s tenure was rather 

brief, his positions had significant implications for the arts, particularly through his 

efforts to modernize arts education and further undermine the Academy.  By introducing 

a policy that included temporary faculty at the École des Beaux-Arts to be selected by an 

independent body, contemporary techniques could displace Academic ones.153  Proust 
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also believed that the subjects of modern painting should be drawn from contemporary 

life, and that artists should represent truth through direct observation.154  These positions 

effectively distinguished his vision of Naturalism, in line with that of Castagnary, from 

Ferry’s more moderate positions.  As head of the commission for the centennial 

exhibition of French art at the 1889 Universal Exposition, Proust organized an exhibition 

that offered a chronology beginning with David and culminating with Manet, thereby 

insisting on Naturalism as the ultimate development of modern French painting.155  When 

Gambetta’s ministry ended, Proust’s initiatives were abandoned and cultural programs 

were recapitulated along more traditional lines.  However, by this time, Naturalism had 

gained currency with art critics.  Significantly, these diverse but concentrated efforts to 

construct a national art failed, as Michael Orwicz has insightfully argued, to produce a 

definitive Republican aesthetic.156   

 Indeed, the Salons became increasingly eclectic.  Recounting this history and the 

state of the Salon of 1885, one critic summarized:  

 

From this came the hustle and bustle and incoherence of the present Salon of 

painting, where all the tendencies of the present, all the reminiscences of the 

past, all the foreign influences, all the cosmopolitan currents, meet side by side.  

A school of painting, truly French, with a peculiar, national character, would 

be searched in vain in the midst of all this by the best-intentioned art critics.  

No overall thought, no general view, no principle, no ideal connects the various 

works hung along the walls of the Palace of Industry.  "Every man for himself" 
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seems to be the only motto common to all authors, which, from the largest to 

the thinnest, from the one who covers thirty meters of canvas to the one whose 

works can only be judged by the magnifying glass, all abandon themselves to 

the intoxicating pleasures of unbridled individualism.157 

 

This was the context for the first exhibition of The Song of the Lark.  The Salon attendee 

could see examples of Classicism, Romanticism, Realism, Naturalism, and 

Impressionism.  That critics were divided on the relevance of more Academic styles in 

the midst of examples of the New Painting, which the government had by different turns 

sought to bring within its institutions, can be detected in the responses to The Song of the 

Lark, which celebrated the painting even as they struggled to locate any latent Realism. 

 

After Realism 

Tension between nostalgia for a rustic way of life and the contemporary 

reformation of the social life of the French peasantry, and between the desire to 

communicate certain timeless truths while creating a compelling representation of 

observed reality had earlier led Breton, who always considered the real and the ideal 

when formulating his aesthetic, to infuse his realism with classicism or with aspects of 

contemporary naturalism and impressionism.  And yet, the overt sentimentality of The 

Song of the Lark, made realism and the French rural genre seem almost incompatible.  

With its allusions to traditional values rendered in a rather traditional composition by a 

well-established artist, who only one year later would be the first artist associated with 
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Realism to be elected to the Institut de France, the painting appeared, in 1885, as a 

remnant of the past.  That the young woman should so obviously connote the fecundity of 

the harvest, religious piety, and a link to the nation’s earliest inhabitants, suggests that 

any perceptible realism was merely one of effect.  Any critical links between Breton and 

Realism were articulated out of habit, for he was now a recognized master of the rural 

genre and the most prominent participant in the first phase of Realism still alive.  What 

did The Song of the Lark mean for the legacy of Realism as the “representation of objects 

visible and tangible,” as opposed to Naturalism’s “truth in balance with science” and the 

“full idealism” of Impressionism?158 

The Song of the Lark upheld an idea of tradition and the past that far exceeded 

Breton’s earlier, more realist works, academic in finish as they were.  By overlaying the 

peasant type with so many references to an idealized ancestral past and by refining the 

treatment of the landscape to foreground a symbolically pregnant moment, the harvester 

could no longer be seen as an individual, nor was the plain recognizable as that of Artois.  

Although Breton had based his image on a real peasant and on the conditions of a 

particular hour and season, viewers apprehended a country idyll, rather than a mimetic 

representation of a young woman of the fields.159  Chantavoine’s statement that the artist 

had sought the ideal and the truth is significant, also, for its conspicuous omission of the 

real.160  In 1865, Maxime du Camp reasoned that in spite of a grandiose style, the 

peasants of Breton’s pictures were real peasants.161  An American critic appraising one of 

the solitary peasants painted in 1873 also insisted on the realistic quality of the 

representation, even as it suggested something beyond the visible or tangible: “Jules 
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Breton’s peasants are not idealized.  He paints them as they are – brown skinned, strong-

limbed, coarse-featured, and bare-footed.  Yet he also shows us something of their inner 

life.”  In 1885, however, there was a palpable change in the dynamic tension between real 

and ideal that had sustained his images.  To viewers of The Song of the Lark, the 

harvester only signified beyond her reality, and her inner life was either inconceivable or 

too overdetermined by the artist’s values.162  Breton continued in this vein for the 

remainder of his career, but his attempt to fix an enduring image of rural life with the 

stylistic techniques of academic realism was inadequate to the task of meeting 

contemporary expectations for the representation of modern life, and his realism 

increasingly faded from critical view. 
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Figure 2.1 
Jules Breton 
The Weeders (Les Bineuses), 1861 
Oil on canvas 
37 x 66 1/2 in. 
Joslyn Art Museum, Omaha, Nebraska 
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Figure 2.2 
Jules Breton 
The Rapeseed Harvest (Le Moisson de Colza), 1860 
Oil on canvas 
37 x 54 in. 
National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C. 
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Figure 2.3 
Jules Breton 
The Fire (Le Feu), 1860 
Oil on canvas  
Dimensions unknown 
Present location unknown 
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Figure 2.4 
Jules Breton 
Evening (Le Soir), 1860 
Oil on canvas 
35 1/2 x 44 in. 
Musée d'Orsay, Paris 
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Figure 2.5 
Jules Breton 
The Gleaner (La Glaneuse), 1877 
Oil on canvas 
90 1/2 x 49 in. 
Musée des Beaux-Arts, Arras 
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Figure 2.6 
Jules Breton 
The Turkey Tender (La Gardeuse de Dindons), 1864 
Oil on canvas 
32 1/2 x 40 in. 
Private collection 
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Figure 2.7 
Jules Breton 
The Song of the Lark (Le Chant de l'alouette), 1884 
Oil on canvas 
43 1/2 x 33 3/4  
The Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 
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Figure 2.8 
Jules Breton 
Woman with a Taper (Femme avec une bougie fine), 1873 
Oil on canvas 
21 1/4 x 15 3/4 in. 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts 
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Figure 2.9 
Jules Breton 
The Wine Shop Monday (Le Lundi), 1858 
Oil on canvas 
24 5/8 x 36 9/16 in. 
Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum, Washington University, Saint Louis, Missouri 
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Figure 2.10 
Jules Breton 
The Close of the Day (La Fin de la journée), 1865 
Oil on canvas 
25 13/16 x 19 1/8 in. 
Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, Maryland 
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Figure 2.11 
Jules Breton  
Grape Harvest at Château-Lagrange (Vendages à Château-Lagrange), 1864 
Oil on canvas 
37 1/2 x 67 in. 
Joslyn Art Museum, Omaha, Nebraska 
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Figure 2.12 
Jules Breton  
“Woman Carrying a Basket of Grapes on her Head,” Study for Grape Harvest at 
Château-Lagrange (Vendages à Château-Lagrange), 1862-64 
Graphite on paper 
6 x 9 in. 
Breton archives, Paris 
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Figure 2.13 
Jules Breton 
Grape Harvest at Lagrange, Bordelais, c.1863 
Oil on canvas 
9 3/5 x 14 in. 
Private collection 
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Figure 2.14 
Jules Breton 
Sketch of The Turkey Tender (La Gardeuse de Dindons) with accompanying verse in the 
artist’s hand for L’Autographe, 1864 
Graphite on paper 
8 x 10 in. 
Musée d’Orsay Archives and Documentation, Paris 
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Figure 2.15 
Jules Breton 
Woman Bathing (Une Baigneuse), 1862 
Oil on canvas 
88 9/10 x 54 9/10 in. 
Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, Havana 
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Figure 2.16 
Jules Breton 
“Nude Woman” and “Woman Minding Turkeys,” Studies for The Turkey Tender (La 
Gardeuse de Dindons), 1862-64 
Graphite on paper 
6 x 9 in., each 
Breton archives, Paris 
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Figure 2.17 
Jules Breton 
“Woman Minding Turkeys,” Study for The Turkey Tender (La Gardeuse de Dindons), 
1862-64 
Graphite on paper 
6 x 9 in. 
Breton archives, Paris 
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Figure 2.18 
Jules Breton 
“Woman Minding Turkeys,” Study for The Turkey Tender (La Gardeuse de Dindons), 
1862-64 
Graphite on paper 
6 x 9 in. 
Breton archives, Paris 
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Figure 2.19 
Jules Breton 
“Seated Peasant Woman,” n.d. 
Albumen print 
Private collection 
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Figure 2.20 
Jean-François Millet 
The Gleaners (Les Glaneuses), c. 1865 
Graphite on paper 
14 3/4 x 11 1/2 in. 
The Frick Museum, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
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Figure 2.21 
Jules Breton 
Study for The Gleaner (La Glaneuse), 1877 
Oil on canvas 
21 4/5 x 14 2/5 in. 
Musée des Beaux-Arts, Arras 
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Figure 2.22 
Jules Breton 
“Peasant Woman,” n.d. 
Albumen print 
Private collection 
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Figure 2.23 
Jules Breton 
“Peasant Woman,” n.d. 
Albumen print 
Private collection 
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Figure 2.24 
Jules Breton 
“Peasant Woman Carry a Sheaf of Corn,” n.d. 
Albumen print 
Private collection 
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Figure 2.25 
Jules Breton 
“Gleaners,” n.d. 
Albumen print 
Private collection 
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Figure 2.26 
Jules Breton 
Morning (Le Matin), 1883 
Oil on canvas 
32 x 61 in. 
Present location unknown 
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Chapter 3 

A Peasant Painter  

 

 

“Le peintre qui n’est pas réaliste, à un certain degré, n’est pas un véritable artiste.”  

— Lucien Solvay, Revue de Salon de 18751 

 

 

With images at once idealized and grounded in close observation of nature, the work 

of Jules Breton was well received by traditionalists and progressive critics.  As already 

discussed, truth in nineteenth-century art was conceived in terms real and ideal.  

Consequently, the truthful character of Breton’s representations was attributed to his 

familiarity with the reality of the conditions of the peasantry and his ability to imagine 

and project something of their greater significance, both because of his close proximity to 

their daily lives.  From the debut of his earliest rustic pictures, the mythos of the life of 

Jules Breton formed a necessary and consistent background to the critical appreciation of 

his realist vision.  It is certainly telling that his second memoir published in 1896 

appeared under the title, Un Peintre Paysan, and that a significant portion of the text was 

devoted to recollections of his life in the country.  Biographers and art critics too 

consistently invoked his rural upbringing and life in Courrières as evidence of his deep 

understanding of rural life.  Louis Énault wrote, “Retired in his hermitage of Courrières, 

he lives there in the company of the peasants whom he has so profoundly studied, whom 
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he knows better than anyone, and whom he reproduces with a fidelity that never excludes 

artistic idealization.”2  The idea that Breton knew his subjects and identified with them 

was a common theme: “He knows that sympathy is the best method of study and 

criticism,” Garnet Smith concluded in an English language article entitled, “Jules Breton: 

Painter of Peasants,” and published in the London and New York City based Magazine of 

Art.3  Richard Heath insisted that as a resident of the Pas-de-Calais, a rich and populous 

agricultural department, Breton found “his highest happiness in sympathy with his kind,” 

and that each of his works showed evidence of the acceptance of common life, even as 

the facts of Breton’s own life did not always accord.4  Indeed, certain ambiguities in the 

social position of Breton’s family as rural bourgeoisie made “peasant painter” and 

“painter of peasants” seem at times, even if superficially, like equally appropriate 

descriptions.  His father, a landowner, managed a significant estate for the duke of Duras 

and served for some time as an assistant judge for the canton and as mayor of the village.  

As I outlined in the first chapter, the Breton family was beset by financial difficulties at 

the death of their patriarch, forcing Breton to abandon his formal studies and return 

home.  In his memoirs, Breton described his sense of fraternity with the peasants in light 

of his reduced standing and implied that this empathetic relationship carried through to 

his paintings.5  However precarious the Bretons’ financial standing may have been in the 

years following the Revolution of 1848, there is no doubt they enjoyed an elevated social 

position within the community.  Breton remained in his native village throughout his life, 

and its landscape and people remained his object of contemplation and subject of artistic 
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interpretation, though the degree to which he truly identified with them requires further 

consideration. 

Reflecting on his long career at the time of his election to the Institut, Breton offered 

a summation of his life and work, which reads as quite humble in its direct and 

confessional quality and rather self-conscious in its very elegant articulation of a personal 

ethos:  

 

I am a peasant who paints peasants.  I paint them because I love them.  My friends 

tell me that there is a little poetry in my painting and a little painting in my poetry.  

In each there is a lot of love – I mean love of nature and of the truth.  I do not see 

everything as beautiful, to be sure, but I am so often moved by what I see of the 

secret being of man and the inner nature of things, and that is what moves me 

more than anything else.  Is this good or bad?  It is not for me to find out.  It is not 

for me to be a different person.  I would like my art to be beneficial to those who 

come into contact with it.  This is the basis of all my thought.6 

 

These several lines provide valuable insight into Breton’s artistic approach and 

intellectual conceit.  His self-identification as a peasant and as a painter of peasants is 

intriguing, and will be critically examined in this chapter as a sort of founding myth of 

Breton’s oeuvre and as exemplary of the actively willed self that became a hallmark of 

bourgeois male subjectivity in the period of revolutions in France. 
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A painter of peasants, because peasants were ostensibly his subject, and a peasant 

painter, because he maintained a rural studio practice, these pendants were applied by 

Breton and his champions as often as his detractors.  And yet, it is perhaps the distinction 

between these designations that is most critical.  In summarizing the career of Jules 

Breton, Pierre Gauthiez suggested that the artist was “much better placed” than any of his 

contemporaries to be “the master of rustic life”: 

 

…his early childhood had given him, through life in the village, those 

ineffaceable impressions which always brought him back to his native horizon, 

and this was necessary to guard against other influences.  But he had long ago 

abandoned rural life, and it was above all through his literary instruction and the 

cultivation of the habits of a city dweller that he could receive the teachings of the 

soil with a new force and find the hindsight necessary to produce a picturesque 

translation.7   

 

Gauthiez, more than any other critic or historian, either of the time or subsequently, 

grasped the dual aspect of Breton’s aesthetic sensibility and artistic identity.  “Must one 

really say, a peasant painter?” he asked rhetorically, and then rejoined, “Absolutely not, 

but a painter of peasants.  And one sees the difference.”8  This difference is what was at 

stake in Breton’s thematics of self presentation, a primary feature, I will argue, of his 

painting, poetry, and prose, as well as of his performance in photographs and interviews.9  

These titles effectively represent two distinct but potentially overlapping lines of sight, 
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and the concept of parallax is a useful metaphor for the subtle variations in our ability to 

come to terms with Breton and his art.  These issues are most pronounced in some lesser 

studied works: two examples of self-portraiture produced at the earliest and latest dates of 

his active painting career and the unusually oblique and contemplative The Cliff (La 

Falaise) painted in 1874 (figure 3.1), in which a young Brittany woman transfixed by 

nature could well be a stand-in for the artist-observer.  Published autobiographical 

volumes and treatises on painting that were described by one prominent critic as more 

lyrical than historical and the widely reproduced and circulated photographs of Breton 

posing in his studio taken by the Parisian society photographer known as Dornac will also 

contribute to the interpretation of the paintings and to the development of a theory of 

Breton’s self image.  Reading these self representations as such will reveal the artist as 

himself a complex construction of real and ideal conditions and offer a further revision of 

the terms in which his realism has been understood.   

 

The Artist’s Self 

Historians and anthropologists have long since established that the self is a 

mutable object, historically and culturally constituted.  In the twentieth-century, Marcel 

Mauss and Michel Foucault worked to further denaturalize the concept of the self, first by 

defining it as both individuation and the individual’s representation of it, and second by 

insisting that there is no representation that universally obtains.  Significant for the study 

of the self-fashioning of a nineteenth-century painter is historian Jan Goldstein’s theory 

of a “post-revolutionary self.”10  A socially and politically determined idea of the self 
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took on a new and particular saliency in the early nineteenth century in France, a 

phenomenon that Goldstein attributes to the hegemonic influence of the philosophy of 

Victor Cousins in bourgeois life, disseminated through popular and political discourse 

and a nationally instituted educational curriculum.11  In the case of the bourgeois men of 

the first post-revolutionary generation, the Cousinian movement, which insisted upon a 

coherent self, likely confirmed what was already the presumed reality of their social 

position: knowledge and self-reflection solidified and memorialized identity.12  

Consequently, self-reflection was not only encouraged, but was considered a necessary 

component of the education of a certain class of urban and rural men. 

This emphasis on a discrete and recognizable self and an inducement to give that 

self a form of expression was the context for Breton’s early intellectual life.  While there 

are no specific references to Cousin’s philosophies of the self or of art in Breton’s 

published works, it is reasonable to believe that he would have been familiar with this 

material.  Indeed, Cousin’s statement that through art matter takes on a “mysterious 

character that is addressed to the imagination and the soul” and delivers the viewer ever 

closer to the infinite is echoed in Breton’s description of the work of the artist: 

“Knowledge gives clarity, feeling surrounds this clarity with mystery, divines the 

Beyond, pierces the Infinite; and it is for this reason I have said in my verses, Art is 

clarity.”13  While Breton rarely made himself the explicit subject of his painting, his 

writing about his life and his art suggests ways in which the paintings too may be seen as, 

if not autobiographical, then at least indicative of a cultivated self image. 
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Another significant aspect of Breton’s intellectual formation was his relationship, 

maintained primarily through correspondence, with his uncle Boniface Breton.  Boniface 

was an urbane gentleman, who had devoted himself to high culture and self-edification 

while living in Lille as a counter to his formative years as a peasant in Courrières.  When 

Boniface returned to the village, he assumed the role of tutor to Jules Breton and his 

brothers and began writing a History of Courrières, a meticulously documented chronicle 

of the development of the village, which he hoped would serve as an example of progress 

there.14  Impressed by his pupil’s development, he wrote in 1843: “Truly my dear Jules, if 

you continue to follow this path, if you continue to work well, I predict you will bring 

glory to your name.  In the view of the talents with which you are blessed, only the 

professions of painter or priest will suit you.  As you have been allowed to develop free 

from constraints, you will therefore become an artist.”15  Soon after, Jules Breton asked 

his uncle if they might establish a close correspondence as a way of furthering the young 

man’s education.  In the ensuing letters, which Boniface called a “Précis d’Education,” he 

dispensed advice on ethical and social conduct and introduced his nephew to the ideas of 

La Bruyère, Marmontel, Voltaire, Newton, Locke, and Rousseau.  Influenced by 

Enlightenment philosophy, Boniface insisted that man was perfectible and transmitted 

this belief to Jules.16  Their correspondence continued throughout Jules Breton’s 

formative years as an artist, and Boniface offered critical insight and support, always 

emboldening the young painter to pursue truth in his work and to regard classical 

education and everyday life as equally impressive. 
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As the objects under consideration in the sections that follow demonstrate, Breton 

was an artist who indulged in introspection and gestures of self actualization, from 

announcing himself as a peintre paysan to infusing meditations on his life and art with 

the sense that his moral and aesthetic principles were inextricable from one another and 

from his rural origins.  Influenced by the philosophy of the self and by his uncle’s 

extolling of the innate virtues of man, he was engaged in a project across media that 

reified this persona.  Later in life, he increasingly turned away from painting, the 

principal subject of which had been the world he observed, to writing, which while 

ostensibly directed towards descriptions of nature and reflections on the methods of art 

was intensely autobiographical.  By transforming personal experience into historical 

narrative, Breton established, with even greater authority, a very specific idea of the self.  

Critics immediately seized upon the poetry as the written equivalent of the expressions of 

the paintings, while the memoirs were adopted as prologue.  Perhaps the most remarkable 

aspect of this transaction, however, was the public acceptance of the artist’s idea and 

account of the self. 

 

The Artist’s Self-Portrait 

 For an artist whose personal life seemed to infuse his artistic productions as both a 

painter and a poet so thoroughly, it is curious that Breton painted very few self-portraits.  

In fact, within the category of fully realized works, Breton produced only two likenesses: 

The Studio of Jules Breton and Ernest Delalleau (L’atelier de Jules Breton et Ernest 

Delalleau) (figure 3.2), a small but symbolically rich work presenting the artist and his 
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colleague in their first Parisian studio, and My Portrait  (Mon Portrait) (figure 3.3), a 

more conventional self-portrait commissioned by the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in 

Antwerp in which the artist depicted himself at work on one of his final harvest scene 

paintings at Courrières.  The Studio and My Portrait can be conceived as both reflective 

and constructive of the artist’s idea of self, first as a young painter, inchoate and yet 

manifestly of his time, and later, as Jules Breton, painter of peasants.  While one cannot 

substantially argue that self-portraits played a significant role in the evolution of Breton’s 

art, they do serve as valuable indices of his concept of the realist artist at distinct 

historical moments and stages in his own career. 

The history of the self-portrait is marked by the adherence to certain predictable 

tropes and a recognition of the inherent self-referentiality of the genre.  As Omar 

Calabrese once summarized, “memory is the foundation of the portrait, while the 

concrete existence of the person represented is guaranteed by the referential strategy of 

the image.”17  The subjects of the atelier as the site of artistic labor and intellectual 

cultivation and the artist as a professional engaged in his craft were both well established 

models of self-portraiture with antecedents dating back to the sixteenth century.   These 

forms became increasingly ideological during the second half of the nineteenth century in 

their thematisation of identity, the role of the artist, social status, and technical mastery in 

novel ways.  Consequently, these examples of the genre prompt both biographical 

reconstruction, including the fact of Breton’s self-fashioning within well-established 

idioms with a long art historical tradition, as well as a more general contemplation of the 
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definition of the self-portrait within the nineteenth century and within the school of 

Realism.  

 

The Studio of Jules Breton and Ernest Delalleau 

 On May 26, 1849, Breton wrote to his uncle Boniface about the “handsome 

studio” at 53 rue Notre-Dame-des-Champs that he and Ernest Delalleau, a fellow pupil of 

Martin Drolling, had rented.18  Soon after, Breton sent his uncle a small painting 

depicting the two young artists engaged in conversation within their shared workspace.  

More than a modest interior and an early self-portrait, this painting was an announcement 

to his uncle and benefactor, whom he greatly admired, of his confidence in his chosen 

profession.  Several details in the painting allude to the artistic identity that Breton was 

already attempting to cultivate.  With evidence of his academic training, republican 

ideals, and nascent bohemian sensibility, The Studio represents classical, romantic, and 

realist traditions, which appealed to Breton at the time, and which he was attempting to 

reconcile in early works like Misery and Despair and Hunger.  According to his 1896 

memoir, Breton retained this tableau in which he had represented himself and his friend 

Delalleau, and it allowed him to recall a time when the young men were totally engaged 

in the questions of art:  

 

We were both ardent: haunted by dreams of art, anxious about our path, we 

argued, and frustrated, we reconciled and embraced, drunk with color and the 

gray outdoors, we quivered with naive tenderness for the simplicity of Nature or 
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were carried away by the pride of the heights of style; going from Chardin to 

Michelangelo, from Leonardo to Corot, from Primaticcio to Troyon, from Ingres 

to Delacroix, from Rembrandt to Courbet.  We were exhilarated, frantic, 

sometimes with the Romantics, and then with Primitivism, always with a 

beautiful fury against all that smelled of mannerism or decadence: adoration of 

Phidias, but without mercy for the Apollo Belvedere, the Venus of Medici, the 

Romans of David, and the Rococo of Louis XV.  This poor Delalleau, like an 

irresistible hurricane dragged me into his disorderly evolutions.19 

 

This “beautiful moment” described by Breton in Un Peintre Paysan is an evocation of 

youthful inspiration and a testament to the artist’s broad art historical knowledge and 

discrimination.20  And while it does not precisely describe the scene of the painting, nor 

annotate the significant details, it is a fitting pendant to an image that endeavored to 

encapsulate a kind of theory of the studio as a space for the critical exchange of ideas. 

Despite its reference in Breton’s correspondence and memoirs, The Studio of 

Jules Breton and Ernest Delalleau has received only cursory attention in the literature on 

Breton.  Although reproduced in Marius Vachon’s biography, the painting is never 

described in his prose.21  Annette Bourrut Lacouture has characterized The Studio as a 

record of the atelier occupied by Breton and Delalleau from 1849 to 1851 and of their 

current tastes.22  Gabriel Weisberg emphasized the painting’s status as one of the first 

Realist studio compositions and its significance as a document of Breton’s earliest efforts 

in portraiture, history painting, landscape, and possibly even still life.23  Pierre Georgel 
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has suggested that Breton’s Studio, like Courbet’s painting of 1854, might be considered 

a “real allegory,” that is, as a painting in the style of realism that is nevertheless highly 

symbolic.24  Courbet’s painting, the full title of which is The Painter’s Studio, Real 

Allegory Determining a Phase of Seven Years in My Artistic Life (L’Atelier du peintre, 

allégorie réelle determinant une phase de sept années de ma vie artistique) (figure 3.4) 

has been subjected to countless scholarly investigations of its iconographical program 

and may be regarded as a definitive metaphorical representation of the project of 

painting—the composition depicts the act of painting, its context, and the resulting 

artifact—and as a culminating statement of the artist’s artistic position.25  Breton’s studio 

picture predated Courbet’s by five years, and while it is certainly less enigmatic, it can 

also be approached as a statement of artistic intent predicated on a layering of themes: the 

modern artist’s self declaration, the political tensions of the mid-nineteenth century, the 

significance of artistic schools and genres, the expectations established by the Salon, and 

the persistence of academic methods of composition alongside the emergence of plein air 

painting. 

 The Studio of Jules Breton and Ernest Delalleau, which measures 18 1/8 x 21 7/8 

inches, is a modestly scaled and nearly square canvas.  As was the case with most studio 

images of the period, this memento was intended for private reflection rather than public 

display.  The composition is organized around a small stove and a pair of figures: Breton 

in a blue blouse, smoking his pipe, and Delalleau turned towards him in conversation.  

The background wall covered with the work of both artists is dominated by the largest 

canvas suspended just below the roof of their attic studio: Breton’s Misery and Despair, 
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still bearing its entry number at the upper left corner after its display at the Salon of 1849.  

Upon the easel at the far left is a sketch for Hunger, which would debut at the Salon of 

1850.  By Breton’s own admission, these works cast a somber mood over the studio, and 

this is intimated by the blue-gray tone of the overall image, such that the instances of 

bold red draw the viewer’s eye first to the burning stove and then to the mantle.26  The 

scale of the figures, their orientation towards one another, and their placement within the 

space maintain the illusionistic integrity of the world contained within the picture, and yet 

another aspect of the pictorial organization creates a sense of nearness between the room 

and the viewer.  The projection of the corner of the mat that supports an open portfolio of 

Delalleau’s sketches to the bottom-front edge of the canvas effectively extends the 

relationship between the figures to the viewer.  The result is an absorptive image that also 

implicates the viewer in the scene.  This arrangement, which is not characteristic of 

Breton’s more mature realist compositions, might therefore be attributed to the private 

nature of both the subject matter and the intended audience.  

 The putatively realist image also references classical and romantic influences, 

often poignantly juxtaposed with signs of modern life, realism, and republican ideals.  

The antique plaster bust on the mantle, an artifact of the classical tradition, has been 

topped with the bonnet phrygien, a potent republican symbol.  Against the background 

wall, where several sketches have been tacked up, one also confronts the eclecticism of 

the young artists’ work at the time.  A classical figure study at the far left accompanies 

several modern portraits, which surround what may be a study for a tableau 

commissioned by the parish priest of Courrières for a new Stations of the Cross.  At the 
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time, Breton was working on an image of the fourteenth station inspired by Titian’s 

Entombment.27  At the furthest corner of the studio, a mask hangs just to the right of a 

framed painting.  This was a facsimile death mask of Théodore Géricault, acquired by 

Breton and installed so that the young artists might “piously venerate” the great master.28  

This collection of objects emphasizes the degree to which Breton was a student of art 

history and actively involved in contemporary artistic and social debates.   

The painter’s own representation also has historical and contemporary resonances.  

The bold coloration of Misery and Despair, which in the first chapter was aligned with 

certain romantic tendencies, is repeated in Breton’s clothing.  Beyond the use of the same 

shade of blue, the similarity between the style of the artist’s work shirt and that of the 

revolutionary in his painting is unmistakable, explicitly identifying Breton with the spirit 

of the revolution.  Breton also smokes a pipe, a frequent motif in artist self-portraits, 

including contemporary paintings of the artist at work in his studio by Octave Tassaert 

(1845) and Antoine-Jean Bail (1850).  Courbet employed the pipe in several self-portraits 

(figure 3.5) as a kind of emblem of the realist artist, and Courbet scholars have 

considered the homology between the pipe and the brush at length.  As a student of art 

and attendee of the recent Salons, Breton would have been well aware of this convention.  

Through this self presentation amidst so many consciously appointed signs, Breton 

effectively introduced himself: “Un peintre!  C’était un peintre!”29  A painter, but not yet 

the peasant painter. 

 While Breton would not pursue an earnest study of the landscape until 1852, 

when he traveled to Meudon and Clamart, inspired by the writings of the Rodolphe 
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Töpffer, and he would not complete his first rustic painting, The Return of the Harvesters 

(Le Retour des Moissonneurs) (figure 3.6) until 1853, The Studio contains some portents 

of this new direction.  Shells collected from the pond at Versailles can be seen hanging 

on the nearest wall, above the writing desk, and together with a string of chestnuts and 

some sycamore fruits, these are the souvenirs, the artist told his uncle, of happy days 

spent in the sun.30  The straw hat dangling from an exposed pipe at the corner of the room 

and the box of pigments or pastels on the floor next to a pile of landscape sketches also 

suggest the regular practice of working outdoors that would become the true foundation 

of Breton’s rural practice. 

 “Our atelier is an indication of our character,” Breton wrote to his uncle, and this 

sentiment may be extended to its representation, for within this small image, the artist 

was able to identify himself as a modern painter, acquainted with the long art historical 

tradition and with the contemporary currents of realism, proficient in the artistic 

techniques dictated by the Academy and with the utility of the plein air sketch, inspired 

by a classical education and republican causes.31  Over the next several decades, Breton 

would build on this statement of identity in his painted and written works until the idea of 

the peasant painter so fully coalesced, that in the minds of critics, he became inseparable 

from the genre. 

 

My Portrait 

 Breton seems not to have painted or publically exhibited a proper self-portrait 

until nearly the final decade of his life.  The painting was one of several artist portraits 
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requested by the Gallery at Antwerp, according to Léonce Bénédite, in order to rival the 

portrait collections of the Louvre and the Uffizi.32  Entered in the Salon of 1895, the 

canvas was displayed in the galleries of the Champs-Élysées, the site of the exhibition of 

the Société des Artistes Français, under the title My Portrait.  Within the milieu of 

official artists, a schism occurred in 1890, resulting in parallel salons.  The Société 

Nationale des Beaux-Arts first established in 1862 and chaired by Théophile Gautier, was 

revived by a group of artists including Puvis de Chavannes and Ernest Meissonier under 

the auspices of broadening the view of artistic creation and including contributions by 

foreigners.  At the time, the exhibition of the Société des Artistes Français was regarded 

as more traditional and conservative, compared to that of the Société Nationale des 

Beaux-Arts, whose shows were staged at the Champ-de-Mars and reviewed as the “Salon 

de Champs-de-Mars.”  Breton’s portrait was installed alongside a self-portrait by 

William-Adolphe Bouguereau, also commissioned by the Academy in Antwerp, in an 

area of the original Salon dedicated entirely to portraits.  While more recent scholarship 

that addresses contemporary reviews and the registers of paintings purchased by the 

government from the Salons of both organizations has suggested that neither was more or 

less distinguished or arrière-garde, the fact of Breton’s affiliation with the Société des 

Artistes Français and its exhibition of his official portrait in 1890 emphasized his status 

as an established artist whose career and style were rooted in the past.33  A restrained 

portrait, in the eyes of the critic Georges Lafenestre, marked “by the precision of the 

drawing, the simplicity of the pose, and the sobriety of the color,” he concluded that the 

artist had presented himself to the public on good terms.34 
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 By 1895, Breton had been a regular contributor to the Salons for nearly half a 

century.  He had also served on several official juries, been elected a member of the 

prestigious Institut de France, made a commander of the Legion of Honor, and appointed 

a foreign member of the Royal Academy of London.  The portrait also debuted between 

the publication of his two autobiographical volumes: La Vie d’un artitse: art et nature 

(1890) and Un Peintre Paysan: souvenirs et impressions (1896).  Beyond the public 

commission, what was the impetus for Breton’s self representation at this stage in his 

career?  The press for Jules Breton was limited in the 1890s and 1900s, while some 

established critics remained staunch in their support, progressive critics either ignored or 

diminished the works of an artist whom they regarded as resistant to the innovations of 

modern art.   

After the death of Jean-François Millet in 1875, comparisons between the artists 

increased, and indeed, these comparisons offer a valuable basis for judging the status of 

the still living artist at the end of the century.  Henri Marcel believed that Breton was the 

only living artist whose work, through its connection to Millet, perpetuated something of 

the great traditions of Realism and rural painting.35  Marius Vachon admitted that Millet 

was the acknowledged master, but not to the exclusion of Breton, and he upheld the 

complementarity of the two artists’ approaches.36  Joris Karl Huysmans was more 

disparaging in his review of the Salon of 1879: “Millet was an honest artist; after him 

Breton began to play the role of the ‘worthy peasant in painting.’”37  However skeptical 

and derisive, Huysman’s comment that Breton was playing a role was not without merit.  

An analysis of the format of My Portrait suggests it was an effort by the artist to install 
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himself as a great realist painter, and secondarily, as the preeminent painter of the rustic 

genre, at a moment when he was held in high esteem, but no longer commanded as much 

attention in the Salon reviews. 

 My Portrait offers the painter in three-quarter view, poised at his easel.  This 

configuration, as Calabrese has suggested, is a mediation between two types of 

portraiture: the profile and the frontal address, and as such, engages the two 

representational strategies classically defined by Ernst Gombrich as the cartographic and 

the specular.38  The implication for an artist’s self-portrait that invokes both traditions is 

the potential for characterization according to each side of several binaries: concrete and 

abstract, objective and subjective, historical and ahistorical, and finally, real and ideal.  

For Breton, attempting to preserve his visage for posterity, each of these aspects would 

have had some appeal.  Moreover, each may be understood as important features of the 

type of realism for which Breton had been acknowledged in his paintings of individual 

peasant figures: a kind of generalized portraiture that was nonetheless rooted in a close 

observation of nature that produced icons, which were contemporary and timeless. 

Breton chose to represent himself engaged in the act of painting, with a brush in 

hand raised to the canvas before him.  This formula for the self-portrait effectively 

inserted Breton within a canon of prominent artists.  He also represented one of his own 

paintings.  As in The Studio, the later self-portrait also has something of the rhetorical 

character of a painting within the painting.  Here the painting in progress is a symbol of 

the artist’s technique and style.  The coloration and manner of brushstroke of the painting 

within the painting repeats that of the entire composition, most notably in the blending of 
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the indistinct background of the portrait with that of the canvas containing the peasant 

figure.  The homologous treatment of both subjects, the artist and his artwork, effectively 

bound the two together: realist and realism, painter and peasant.  Self-portraiture is an act 

of reflection and representation, thus My Portrait engendered in the viewer a belief that 

Breton saw himself—and wanted to be seen— as inextricable from his art and from the 

appellation of the peasant painter. 

 

A subject becoming an object: Jules Breton, peintre  

 In November 1904, Jules Breton posed in his studio in Paris for a series of 

portraits by Paul François Arnold Cardon, the photographer known as Dornac.  The 

images present the elder artist and poet with the attributes of his professions, and his 

atelier filled with framed portrait studies, paintings propped up on easels, and several 

books near a small writing desk.  Dornac’s series, Nos Contemporains chez eux, was 

undertaken from 1887 to 1917, and it chronicled two hundred prominent intellectual 

figures of the age, including artists, writers, scientists, politicians, critics, and 

philosophers, within the settings of their homes and studios.  Individual photographs were 

printed on a modest scale, affixed to cardboard, and sold by merchants throughout the 

city, while larger prints could be purchased in album format.39  Several of the images 

were published in Le Monde Illustré with descriptive commentary by G. Lenotre.  The 

photographs were also widely reproduced in other illustrated periodicals, including 

L’Illustration, La Revue encyclopédique, Le Soleil du dimanche, Les Arts, and Les 

Annales politiques et littéraires.   
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 Dornac’s technique of depicting subjects chez eux was innovatory.  In contrast to 

staged studio photographs or painted portraits, these images, often described in scientific 

terms, could claim a type of objectivity with special purchase to the truth and afforded 

viewers insight into the private lives of celebrated individuals, only previously known by 

their public personas.  These putatively realist images allegedly portrayed reality as it 

really was, rather than the imagined ideal of the artist.  Using a wide-angle lens, the 

composition shifted emphasis from the sitter to the context of the setting and the moment 

captured, moving beyond the sheer likeness offered by the carte-de-visite to 

communicate something of the character and temperament of the subject as reflected in 

his surroundings.  As the journalist Jules Hoche commented, a photograph of a 

distinguished man within his own home allowed viewers to “decipher his character, his 

tastes, and his passions from all the things around him, in short, by giving his silhouette 

more depth.”40  These were not, however, instantaneous or informal photographs.  While 

Dornac’s approach certainly expanded the field of representation, his method did entail 

careful orchestration.  He did not use a flash, but instead a 30-second exposure time, 

requiring that the sitter remain in position and in proximity to a window, and also that the 

sessions be scheduled at an hour when natural light could best be employed.41  Dornac 

himself claimed to be engaged in an endeavor that was both historical and artistic, 

distinguishing the “truly artistic and documentary character” of his original genre and 

insisting that it was appropriate for the individual “wishing to be represented at home in 

an interesting and successful way.”42   
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 For Gaston Tissandier, the editor of La Nature, who published four articles 

dedicated to Dornac’s project, the photographs were invaluable documents of the subjects 

within their milieus: reality recorded in every detail.  He also emphasized the significance 

of the photographs as a series or a kind human taxonomy to be consulted by future 

generations.43  Tissandier, like many commentators of his time, seems to have overlooked 

the potential for artifice in these portraits, perhaps because accepting them as carefully 

arranged representations might undermine their status as unmediated transcriptions of the 

real.  It is therefore curious that while presenting the images as resolutely scientific, the 

writer also cited the tradition of the relic as an analogous form, writing about the 

photographic prints as “relics of history.”44  The camera, as John Tagg has proposed, 

functioned as a historian, as both history and photography were developed 

epistemologically in the nineteenth century “under the sign of the Real.”45  Is it possible 

that contemporary producers of, and audiences for, these types of photographic images 

could have implicitly understood their, and indeed realism’s, capacity for the real and the 

ideal?  Significantly, Tagg has argued that the nineteenth-century engagement with the 

so-called “reality effect” of photographs as empirical facts was not tantamount to a tacit 

acceptance of the truth or reality as such, but rather the outcome of a series of 

negotiations through which “a photograph can come to stand as evidence... rest[ing] not 

on a natural or existential fact, but on a social, semiotic process.”46  Considering the 

relationship between photographer and sitter, the photographic process, and the networks 

through which photographs were circulated and comprehended in the nineteenth century, 

Dornac’s photographs appear exemplary of dialogical tensions between objectivity and 
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subjectivity.  As Roland Barthes reflected, the photograph “represents that very subtle 

moment when, to tell the truth, I am neither subject nor object, but a subject who feels he 

is becoming an object.”47  Concerning the images of Jules Breton, I want to think about 

the relationship between photography and the self, especially the ways in which the latter 

is articulated and negotiated through the former, and through the agency of the 

photographer as image-maker, but also through the agency of the sitter as performer. 

 With Cousinian philosophy constituting a consensus theory of the self in the later 

nineteenth century, the idea that one’s surroundings might be seen as an extension of 

one’s coherent self-identity seemed even more compelling: “the very frame of a man’s 

intellectual and moral portrait,” as described in an essay for La Vie élégante.48  The 

expectation that a picture should convey the self in its truest sense and beyond mere 

features already had a long tradition in the history of portraiture—in the sixteenth 

century, Giorgio Vasari had distinguished the act of imitating (imitare) from the act of 

portraying (ritirare)—and in the nineteenth century, there was a concern for analogical 

veracity and introspective truthfulness.  Within the discourse of photography, the former 

was presumed to preside over the latter, and yet Dornac’s realist proclivities insisted upon 

both. 

 While Breton maintained studios in Paris and Courrières, the Dornac photographs 

document his Parisian atelier at 136 rue de Longchamp.  It was Dornac’s practice to stage 

several images of the same individual, capturing different corners of the room, and 

occasionally highlighting different aspects of familiar figures.  In the case of Breton, each 

of three photographs portrays the artist in different positions throughout the lower level 
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of his studio, but with a consistently thoughtful expression.  Captioned simply, “Jules 

Breton, peintre,” the images may nonetheless be explored, like the painted self-portraits, 

as statements of an idea of the self.  Roland Barthes’s description of the portrait-

photograph apparatus is instructive: 

 

The portrait-photograph is a closed field of forces.  Four image-repertoires 

intersect here, oppose and distort each other.  In front of the lens, I am at the same 

time: the one I think I am, the one I want others to think I am, the one the 

photographer thinks I am, and the one he makes use of to exhibit his art.  In other 

words, a strange action: I do not stop imitating myself…49 

 

Acknowledging the conditions and methodology of Dornac’s image-making process and 

reflecting upon Breton’s self-identification as un peintre paysan, one can conceive of the 

set of relations outlined by Barthes obtaining in the hours of their portrait session. 

In one photograph, Breton stands at the base of a grand staircase, leaning against 

the wall (figure 3.7).  He wears wool trousers, a square waistcoat, and dark coat, typical 

of late nineteenth century dress, and is distinguished by a full beard and wire-rimmed 

glasses.  While not engaged in the act of painting nor presumably dressed for actual work 

in the studio, Breton holds a paintbrush and pallet.  In this context, the tools appear like 

emblems of the trade, emphasizing the sitter’s vocation, though perhaps undermining the 

supposed naturalism of the scene.  Breton’s gaze is directed into the studio, rather than 

towards the photographer/viewer, recalling the poise of his iconic gleaners who look 
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beyond the viewer’s position into imagined fields.  His expression too, appears similarly 

contemplative.  Within the frame there is also evidence of Breton’s double occupation as 

painter and poet and of the multiple uses of the space: a wall of framed portrait studies 

suggests the studio was a place for the display of Breton’ work, perhaps like an informal 

gallery available to potential buyers and critics; a writing desk covered with papers and a 

chair piled with books and pamphlets underscores Breton’s status as a man of letters.  

This characterization is reiterated in a second photograph (figure 3.8), in which Breton 

sits holding an open book on his lap, while the connection between his painting and 

poetry is implied in his act of reading amidst his own works.  Other details of the 

environment intimate his activities and tastes at this date.  A wall of shelves supports 

smaller canvases, likely variations or répliques of his earlier Salon pictures, which the 

artist produced for collectors in Europe and the United States during the later years of his 

career.50  A plaster bust, barely visible above an armoire, recalls the one represented in 

his early studio painting and is a sign of the academic training that remained the 

foundation of his artistic practice.   

Perhaps the most unusual artifacts are the more fully realized paintings set on 

easels.  A nude female figure set in an Acadian landscape is visible in two of the 

photographs (figures 3.8 and 3.9), as are two different formal portraits of bourgeois 

women, one likely a painting of the artist’s daughter, Virginie Demont-Breton (figure 

3.9).51   These works reflect a different sort of painter, for the viewers of these 

photographs were presumably familiar with Breton’s oeuvre and with his proclivity for 

rural subjects and the realist style.  Barthes proposed that in photography, “the power of 
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authentication exceeds the power of representation.”52  The impression of Jules Breton 

portrayed in Dornac’s photographs is of a serious artist.  His well-appointed studio 

testifies to the level of success he had achieved, and his assured postures demonstrate 

confidence in his status.  However, there is also a certain degree of ambivalence in the 

characterization, manifest in the disconnect between the presentation of the artist in these 

images and the persona Breton had cultivated in his own works.  These photographs were 

reproduced in several tributes and obituaries dedicated to the “peasant painter-poet” and 

the master of a “sincere rustic vision.”53 

The space between “peasant painter” and “painter of peasants,” or simply 

“painter,” might also be a function of a duality of the self that can be detected beneath the 

surface of narrative in each of Breton’s memoirs, a distinction predicated on a life 

between Paris and Courrières.  The titles of these volumes, La Vie d’un artiste and Un 

Peintre Paysan introduced a coherent artistic identity, but the course of each reveals an 

artist always in two states: urban and rural, academic and realist, painter and peasant 

painter.  The organization of his first memoir is indicative of such a divide, beginning 

with a meditation on a childhood in the fields and concluding with a review of the 

Universal Exposition.  The interim narrates a life dominated by the contemplation of 

nature and its representation while in Courrières punctuated by brief but significant stays 

in Paris on the occasions of each Salon.  Perhaps what Dornac captured, or authenticated, 

in these studio photographs, was the artist as he existed in the Parisian artistic milieu.  

The “peasant painter” was perhaps best intimated, then, in a less apparently biographical 

artifact. 
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The Cliff 

Typical of the solitary peasant portraits of Breton’s mature period, and yet utterly 

unique in the position and scale of the figure, The Cliff was described by critics in almost 

contradictory terms: realist and poetic, immersive and intimate, primitive and refined, 

exemplary of both photographic naturalism and grand painting.  In his review of the 

Salon of 1874, Louis Gonse considered the style of The Cliff somewhere between the 

submissions from the Academic painters and those from the Naturalists, describing it as a 

realist painting “of a more indeterminate kind.”54  That the subject of the image, a Breton 

peasant woman, faces away from the viewer, and indeed, shares the viewer’s gaze out 

across the sea, further complicated the attempts at description.  Some critics elaborated 

on the available visual information to tell a story, such as the fisher-maiden awaiting the 

return of her husband’s ship, and others perceived the peasant woman as suspended in 

awe of nature.  Nestor Paturot accepted the latter interpretation but found aspects of the 

form and the content to be incompatible: “A Breton woman contemplating the distant sea, 

by Jules Breton.  What is surprising in this painting is the somewhat too realistic position 

in which the painter has placed the one to whom he gives the poetic occupation of 

contemplating the movement of the distant waves.”55  This sentiment was also expressed 

in a cartoon with the caption “The Sea in Short,” which appeared in L’Illustration (figure 

3.10).  In Bertall’s image, a young woman, the foreshortening of whose body has been 

dramatically exaggerated, has covered her eyes, presumably blind to the grandeur of the 

sea.56  A 1906 sale catalogue of the Galerie Georges Petit reproduced the painting with 

the title Waiting (L’Attente) and described the fisherman’s wife looking out hopeful for 
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the appearance of a sail on the horizon.57  An American illustrated review of recent 

paintings explained The Cliff, on display at Goupil in New York in 1884, as both a 

narrative depiction of a young woman who has left her daily toils, cast aside her knitting, 

and abandoned herself to her dreams as well as a statement from one of the foremost 

painters of France: “the artist has interfused his simple composition with the very soul of 

nature.”58  That this canvas could provoke such opposite descriptions, occasionally by the 

same critic and within the same review, underscores the confounding nature of the 

painting and its aberrant status within Breton’s vocabulary of rural characters and scenes.   

Breton’s sole entry at the Salon of 1874, the eight-foot long canvas was a 

continuation of his aspirations towards monumental art, but with the figure almost totally 

absorbed into the vast marine landscape, it is also distinct from the noble peasant images 

of the preceding decade and from the commanding archetypes that followed from The 

Gleaner of 1877.  In a particularly sensitive and nuanced article, Jean-Paul Clarens 

counted The Cliff among a group of paintings from the early 1870s that appeared both 

meditative and iconic, as Breton strove to represent the profundity of introspection.59  

And yet, even contextualized by Young Woman Minding Cattle (Jeune fille gardant des 

vaches) (figure 3.11) and Young Woman Spinning (Fileuse) (figure 3.12), images that 

also intimate private reflection, The Cliff appears both more universal, by virtue of its 

submission of the identity of the figure, and more personal, in its unification of the sight 

and the experience of the painted subject with that of the viewer.60 

In contrast to the other images of young Brittany women, which in their refined 

features and classic poses recall the latent historicism of The Turkey Tender of 1864, the 
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shepherdess of The Cliff assumes a less self-conscious posture without any pretenses or 

affectations to grandeur.  The handling of paint is also distinguishable from that of the 

contemporaneous Brittany paintings.  The broad, vigorous brushstrokes enliven the 

surface of the canvas and further separate the painting from the classical and Renaissance 

sources to which the other Brittany pictures were compared. 

The young woman of Brittany is presented lying down flat along a rock that 

protrudes over the sea.  Barefoot and dressed in simple work clothes with her skein of 

wool and knitting needles by her side and her chin supported by her hand, there is no 

sense of awareness that she is being observed.  Nor does the figure dominate the canvas, 

rather she is incorporated into a vast marine seascape, with the horizon line far above her 

head.  The scale, both the overall size of the canvas and the proportion of the figure to the 

landscape, creates a sense of physical as well as psychological immersion.  The color 

association between the woman’s garments and her surroundings is carefully orchestrated 

to heighten the effect, as her skirt, blouse, and bonnet are rendered in pigments of only 

slight tonal variations of the rock, sea, and sky.  The relationship between the individual 

and nature ,which was the principal subject of Breton’s painting, poetry, and even his 

memoirs and theses on art, is perhaps nowhere more poignantly articulated. 

Grounding his biographical essay in a consideration of Breton’s art in all its 

forms, Pierre Gauthiez insisted that Breton maintained a theory all his own, that was, 

however, most evident in the paintings of his second period, which he marked from the 

1860s to the early 1880s.  For there, he claimed,  
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The composition, broader and more rhythmical, is arranged with more dignity, 

shows more intention and more elevation.  Sometimes a solitary female figure by 

a fountain, or some child listening with upturned face to the warbling of a skylark, 

gives us a glimpse of that spirit of poetry which Jules Breton sees clinging to the 

skirts of rural nature, because he himself has conjured it up. 

His style, in fact, like that of all true artists, is himself, translated by means 

of paint.  The rhythmic harmonies of his scenes, the character of his figures, are 

inspirations of his own instincts enwrapping the models he has placed before 

him.61 

 

Gauthiez, like other contemporary critics, saw Breton’s painting as illustrative of his own 

experiences of nature and beauty, projected onto his subjects.  Yet his peasants, this and 

other reviews seemed to insist, always maintained something of their own subjectivity, 

never fully becoming mere objects of the viewer’s gaze.   

In The Cliff, the viewer is able to identify with the peasant subject in a manner 

that is more sincere and more complete than in any other of Breton’s paintings, and the 

nearest analogy may not be in previous paintings of solitary figures before impressive 

landscapes but in meditations on nature voiced by Breton himself, such as those in his 

memoirs and poems.  In his review for the Gazette des beaux-arts, Louis Gonse 

concluded that the most fitting description of The Cliff was to be found in verses from 

Breton’s poem of 1873, “Fleur de Sable.”62  While Breton’s poems were often employed 

as descriptions or companions to his paintings, it is interesting that Gonse should select a 
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poem in which the first stanzas describe the effects of light and the cascading waves in 

the present tense and from a vantage conceivably belonging to the peasant looking out 

over the cliff: 

 

Une exquise vapeur de lilas tender rode 

Dans de vagues remous mollement s’allongeant 

Sur la côte, et la mer prend un reflet changeant 

D’améthyste, d’opale et de pale émeraude. 

 

L’Océan reposé, muet, traine ses flots 

Que çà et là déchire une roide nageoire, 

Indolemment, ainsie que de longs plis de moire, 

Et se soulève à peine aux rochers des ilots. 

 

A peine si l’on voit remuer la bouée. 

Mélancoliquement, sur le miroir uni; 

Aux mates profondeurs d’un ciel d’argent bruni, 

Par instants, le soleil essaie une trouèe. 

 

Une lame, parfois, accourt, jette un bruit clair, 

Déroule son collier de perles sur la grève, 

Et, tourbillon, subtil et confus comme un rêve, 
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S’éparpille, s’étale et retourne à la mer. 

 

 

An exquisite vapor of tender lilac rode 

In vague waves softly lengthening 

On the coast, and the sea takes on a changing reflection of 

Amethyst, opal and pale emerald. 

 

The rested ocean, silent, trails its waves 

That here and there are pierced by a stiff fin, 

Indolently, as long folds of moire, 

It barely rises to the rocks of the islets. 

 

One hardly sees the buoy moving. 

Melancholically on the smooth mirror;  

At the most profound depths of a sky of burnished silver, 

At times, the sun attempts a way through. 

 

A wave, sometimes, rushes in, makes a clear sound, 

Unfurls its necklace of pearls on the beach, 

And swirling, subtle and confused as a dream,  

Dissipates, spreads out and returns to the sea.63 
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These lines seem to effectively translate the imagined experience of the peasant subject, 

who can just make out a promontory at the edge of the water, where the sea meets the 

sky, and watches the waves roll against the rocks, appreciating the sound as if consumed 

by a daydream.  They also conjure the artist, already transforming the natural world into 

paint.  “Amethyst, opal, and pale emerald,” vividly evoke the Brittany coast and the 

painter’s pallet, for “the name of the color,” as Roland Barthes proposed, “outlines a kind 

of generic region within which the exact, special effect of color is unforeseeable; the 

name is then the promise of a pleasure, the program of an operation: there is always a 

certain future in complete names.”64  The poem, then, like the painting it seems to 

anticipate, can be understood to be of two voices and visions aligned, the painter and the 

peasant, inspired by nature laid out before them.   

While critics of The Song of the Lark would doubt the harvester’s capacity to 

contemplate nature in its broader or more abstract sense, the majority of responses to The 

Cliff can be characterized as empathetic.  Ernest Duvergier de Hauranne’s appraisal is, in 

fact, more typical than Paturot’s: “she is part of nature, whose eternal mystery she seems 

to question.”65  The peasant of The Cliff, I suggest, may then be conceived as embodying 

the artist himself.  Something that while no critic ever explicitly stated at the time, is 

almost implied in the constant recourse to biography and to an innate belief in Breton’s 

unique understanding of what one writer described before the painting as “the peaceful 

harmony that reigns between man and nature.”66  It was also due to the confident and 
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personal nature of the painting that Breton assumed a recognizably different style and 

found himself singled out as a Realist between the old and new guards. 

 

The Salon of 1874 

 There were 3,657 entries in the livret of the Salon of the year 1874, presided over 

by a new Minister of Fine Arts, the Marquis de Chevennières.67  Ernest Duvergier de 

Hauranne, a journalist, critic, and conservative politician, wrote one of the most 

comprehensive reviews of the exhibition.  For Duvergier de Hauranne, the eclecticism of 

the art of the Salon of 1874 constituted a “living representation of the ideas of the time,” 

in all their differences and variety, marked, he lamented, by a lack of coherence, 

discipline, or fixity in tradition.  Galvanized by what he perceived as a “moment of crisis 

when art is dispersed in all directions,” the critic attempted to organize artists and their 

works into aesthetic and subject matter based categories.68  Grand art was a 

commendation that he bestowed upon academic, romantic, and some realist painting.  

Breton, who he felt had the innate ability to elevate simple realities to the sensibilities and 

proportions demanded of the grand style, was a rustic poet, whose realism was eminently 

distinguishable from that of both Courbet and Manet.69  “If there is a master of the Realist 

School, it is certainly him,” Duvergier de Hauranne insisted, “and we very much suspect 

him of being indifferent to the theories which are attributed to him.”70 

 The critic’s use of Courbet and Manet as exemplary of the degrees of realism is 

typical of the time, for the two artists were implicated in the shift from Realism to 

Naturalism, which while evident in 1863, was only really articulated in criticism after the 
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emergence of Impressionism.  Although these stylistic categories were not entirely 

discreet, indeed the words realism and naturalism were used interchangeably throughout 

the nineteenth century, viewers were beginning to distinguish between images of 

everyday life imbued with ideological significance and those characterized by 

randomness, fragmentation, and detachment.   

 The looser handling of paint, more casual pose, and concentration on light, color, 

and ambience in The Cliff might be conceived as Breton’s response to contemporary 

trends in painting and acquiescence to critics, like Paul Mantz, who in 1872 wrote that his 

compositions would benefit from “a higher coloration and more generous and more 

energetic application of paint.”71  Hollister Sturges has argued that Breton’s tendency 

towards naturalism in the 1870s was merely stylistic, and that the artist would never play 

the role of the scientific observer, as intimated in Zola’s definition of Naturalism.72  This 

seems a limited interpretation of Breton’s approach in The Cliff, the naturalistic 

appearance of which, I believe, may be attributed to Breton’s freedom and confidence in 

executing such a personal image.  Although still firmly a realist painting, The Cliff does 

fulfill the naturalist impulse to challenge the conventions of entrenched styles and to 

affect meaning through a glimpse of real life.  The result, as Albert Boime wrote on other 

naturalist paintings of this era, is that the beholder is forced to “read the more incoherent 

naturalist image primarily in terms of psychological complexities,” an apt description of 

the process of beholding engendered by The Cliff.73 
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Recognition in Douarnenez  

 Why would Breton choose the Brittany coast rather than his home in Artois as the 

setting for such an introspective painting?  His reflections written after several extended 

stays in the region reveal both the adoption of the popular view of Brittany as depicted in 

contemporary literature and art, for by this time stereotypical images of the province had 

become part of France’s shared cultural imagination, as well as an intuitive sense of his 

connection to the place.  After describing several signs of the religious fervor of the 

region, from rough-hewn crosses to peasants in their strange costumes, Breton concluded, 

“this monastic rusticity, this mystic wildness, evoked in my mind confused and far-off 

recollections, more remote than any I retained of my native Artois.  And I felt that I was 

indeed a descendant of the Bretons.”74 

Distinctions between the different French provinces were only clearly defined 

after the Revolution of 1789.  Initiatives of the new government, continued under the 

Consulate and the Empire, endeavored to describe the physical organization of the 

countryside, the economic, social, and demographic structures of the population, and the 

linguistic, religious, and cultural customs of village communities.  With respect to the 

Brittany region, these studies foregrounded archaic religious practices and characterized 

the Breton people as savage and superstitious.75  Olivier Perrin’s illustrated account of a 

young peasant of the Quimper region published in 1808, Galerie des moeurs, usages, et 

costumes des Bretons del’Armorique, is exemplary of the more specific regional accounts 

that followed from a work like Jacques Cambry’s Voyage dans le Finistère ou État de ce 

department, illustrated by the history painter François Valentin and published in 1798.76  
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The creation of specific regional peasant identities within the genre of history was soon 

followed by their elaboration in popular fiction, as in Honoré de Balzac’s Les Chouans 

(1827) and Les Paysans (1844).  Strong kinship ties, strange institutions, and a 

generalized primitivism that distinguishes it from that of civilized French culture mark 

the world of Balzac’s Breton peasants.  In the visual arts, more innocent and pious scenes 

supplanted haunting images of an archaic Breton society during the years of the Second 

Empire.77  These images of the Breton peasant, in history and in the arts, amounted to 

what James Lehning has described as a “French discourse about the countryside.”78  

Breton’s works were influenced by, and indeed participated in, this discourse. 

Breton made his first trip to Brittany in the late summer of 1865, and after his 

second visit in 1868, he continued regular summer visits that extended through the fall 

and rented a studio in the Place du Chamo-de-Bataille so that he might finish large scale 

pictures based on the sketches made outdoors.  While Breton admired the intimate images 

produced by Adolphe Lelux, a realist who was recognized for his picturesque scenes of 

Breton life, he believed he had “only skated over a genre which demanded deeper 

study.”79  The women who frequented the wells and public washing places intrigued 

Breton, but as is evidenced in letters to his uncle, he had already cast the figures bearing a 

water jug or bundle of linen on their heads into the familiar tropes of Antiquity before 

even commencing with sketches.80  Breton also believed he had found two types of 

women in Douarnenez, one he identified with Gallic and Roman ancestry, the other with 

features he perceived as of the Orient.81  Breton’s recognition of a preserved and antique 

culture in Brittany was, at least in part, conditioned by a preconceived idea about the 
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place.  Yet this was tempered by a sincere appreciation and a desire to comprehend this 

“universe to be painted.”82 

In Brittany, Breton was overwhelmed by impressions of views and subjects.  He 

recalled:  

 

I made my studio there.  I filled my notebooks with sketches of it.   

But I would have liked to paint everything all at once—the people, the 

rocks, the sea, the sky, the backgrounds. 

What should I give up?  And why should I give up anything? 

And I began to plan, to turn over, to mix up a hundred different 

compositions, always hoping to put in everything, never succeeding, and ready to 

begin over again the next day.83 

 

In this place that compelled him to paint everything, it was perhaps most fitting that 

Breton should paint his vision of the infinite.  There are no sketches or preparatory 

studies to trace the development of this painting, but another passage from La Vie d’un 

artiste, edited from notes in the artist’s diary, may provide a glimpse into the structuring 

of such a view: “I continued to paint and design in my dream; and again I saw those 

wonders, whirling before me in greater confusion than ever, and I thought that I had 

grasped at last the sorcerer of the bay.”84  While Breton produced many landscape 

paintings of the Brittany coast that could be seen as illustrations of these meditations on 

the Protean nature of the sea, including Bay of Douarnenez; view of the Plomarc’h (Baie 
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de Douarnenez; vue des Plomarc’h) (figure 3.13) and Marine (Marin) (3.14), only The 

Cliff illustrates the act of seeing, or even dreaming, as it was described in the artist’s 

memoir.  The peasant of The Cliff resonates as the peasant painter. 

 

Un Peintre Paysan 

If The Studio of Jules Breton and Ernest Delalleau functioned as a kind of 

allegory of the life and interests of the young realist painter, then My Portrait confirmed 

the artist’s self identification as the established painter of peasants.  This characterization 

was effectively authenticated, albeit through conscious construction, by the studio 

photographs taken by Dornac.  Jules Breton also offered his audience insight into his 

personal and artistic development with his published autobiographies, volumes of poetry, 

and assessments of the laws of painting and his fellow painters.  The Cliff, however, 

marked the replacement of Breton’s literal image with a metaphorical self-representation, 

an attempt to combine artist and subject, painter of peasants and peasant, into a single 

embodied form with a single vision of the natural landscape.  This would not be possible 

if Breton had not also sought empathy with the peasants he depicted.  As Maxime du 

Camp wrote,  

 

The peasants of Breton are real peasants, even though they have a grandiose style 

that makes them admirable personages.  In spite of their reality, they are epic, and 

one feels in them that their task is as grand and as noble as anyone else’s.  In 
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effect, today they are not only men, they are equals, and it is thus that Breton 

understands them.85   

 

While, as Gauthiez argued, “painter of peasants” was certainly a more appropriate 

appellation than “peasant painter,” one glimpses, especially in The Cliff, Breton’s 

aspirations towards the latter, inspired by the both the real and the ideal, for he 

recognized both in the peasant.  In Un Peintre Paysan, Breton asked rhetorically whether 

the rustic beauty he perceived and portrayed had been the material of a “chimeric dream.”  

It was real, he maintained: “Far from having embellished nature, I am far from having 

expressed the rapture of my soul and my eyes.”86  This rapture, which Breton believed he 

shared with his peasant subjects, could only truly be conveyed in a work that induced the 

viewer, too, to contemplate nature. 
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Figure 3.1 
Jules Breton  
The Cliff (La Falaise), 1874 
Oil on canvas 
64 1/2 x 99 1/2 in. 
Private Collection 
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Figure 3.2 
Jules Breton  
The Studio of Jules Breton and Ernest Delalleau (L’atelier de Jules Breton et Ernest 
Delalleau), 1849 
Oil on canvas 
18 1/8 x 21 7/8 in. 
Private collection 
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Figure 3.3 
Jules Breton  
My Portrait (Mon portrait), 1895 
Oil on canvas 
29 x 24 1/2 in. 
Museum van de Academiekers, Antwerp 
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Figure 3.4 
Gustave Courbet  
The Painter’s Studio, Real Allegory Determining a Phase of Seven Years in My Artistic 
Life (L’Atelier du peintre, allégorie réelle determinant une phase de sept années de ma 
vie artistique), 1855 
Oil on canvas 
142 x 235 inches 
Musée d’Orsay, Paris 
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Figure 3.5 
Gustave Courbet  
The Man with a Pipe (L’Homme à la pipe), 1848-49 
Oil on canvas 
17 1/2 x 14 1/2 in. 
Musée Fabre, Montpellier 
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Figure 3.6 
Jules Breton  
The Return of the Harvesters (Le Retour des Moissonneurs), 1853 
Oil on canvas 
62 1/2 x 77 in. 
Private Collection 
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Figure 3.7 
Dornac (Paul François Arnold Cardon)  
Jules Breton, Painter (Jules Breton, peintre), 1904 
Albumen print 
8 x 10 in. 
No. ALLA 7851, Archives Larousse-Giraudon, Paris 
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Figure 3.8 
Dornac (Paul François Arnold Cardon)  
Jules Breton, Painter (Jules Breton, peintre), 1904 
Albumen print 
8 x 10 in. 
No. ALLA 7853, Archives Larousse-Giraudon, Paris 
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Figure 3.9 
Dornac (Paul François Arnold Cardon)  
Jules Breton, Painter (Jules Breton, peintre), 1904 
Albumen print 
8 x 10 in. 
No. ALLA 7852, Archives Larousse-Giraudon, Paris 
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Figure 3.10 
Bertall (Charles Albert d'Arnoux)  
The Sea in Short (La Mère en Raccourci), 1874 
L’Illustration: journal univsersel, vol. 63, no. 1628, May 9, 1874 
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Figure 3.11  
Jules Breton 
Young Woman Minding Cattle (Jeune fille gardant des vaches), 1871  
Oil on canvas 
53 x 68 in. 
Private collection 
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Figure 3.12 
Jules Breton  
Young Woman Spinning (Fileuse), 1872 
Oil on canvas 
63 x 42 in.  
Denison Museum, Denison University, Granville, Ohio 
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Figure 3.13 
Jules Breton  
Bay of Douarnenez; view of the Plomarc’h (Baie de Douarnenez; vue des Plomarc’h), 
1870 
Oil on canvas 
19 x 23 in. 
Private Collection 
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Figure 3.14 
Jules Breton  
Marine (Marin), c. 1880 
Oil on canvas 
18 x 25 ½ in. 
Musée des beaux-arts, Ghent 
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Conclusion 

 

 

“L’oeuvre d’art est la réalité mise au point.” 

— Albert David-Sauvageot, Le Réalisme et le Naturalisme dans la littérature et dans 
l’art, 18901 

 
 

 

In 1877, Samuel G. W. Benjamin, an art historian and theorist dedicated to a 

Hegelian notion of the indelible impression of national characteristics upon art, 

proclaimed, “popular and artistic opinion is more united in favor of the merits of Jules 

Breton than upon any other living French painter.”2  Yet by the final decades of the 

century, many critics characterized Breton, his rustic canvases, and his realist style as 

inconsequential anachronisms.3  This shift in the perception of Breton’s work might be 

attributed, at least to some degree, to significant reconfigurations of the legacy of 

Realism, initiated with the publication of Edmond Duranty’s La Nouvelle Peinture in 

1876 and cemented by the reframing of the works of Gustave Courbet and Jean-François 

Millet in retrospective exhibitions mounted in 1882 and 1887, respectively.  Between 

these events, Realism was first made over, separated from its period-specific social and 

political history and subsumed into a broader narrative of French art, and then effectively 

concluded.   

Duranty’s essay was intended as an introduction to the catalogue of the 

Impressionist exhibition of 1876, but it evolved as more of a theory to encompass certain 
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trends in contemporary painting and drawing than a critique of the works on view: 

“Therefore it is more the cause and the idea than the present show that I mean to 

consider.”4  This theory, which would elucidate the direction of modern painting by 

distinguishing it from earlier nineteenth-century avant-garde art, namely Realism, was 

the imminently readable image.  Duranty opened his essay by citing Eugène Fromentin’s 

recent assessment of the new school and its goal to confront viewers with “striking, 

textual images, easily recognized for their truth, stripped of artifice.”5  From this, he 

extracted a useful definition of the “new painting”: marked by accuracy, detail, and 

legibility, the image framed an acute, and even fragmented, field of vision and amounted 

to a literal text of modern life.  It was both an extension of the midcentury Realist project 

and a revolution of its broader concepts towards something more specific and intimate, 

something Duranty would describe in lowercase as “realist.”  Duranty’s view of the 

painting of the 1870s is especially significant for the course of the avant-garde precisely 

because of his integral role in the Realism of the 1850s and 1860s.  By citing Courbet’s 

painting as a kind of prehistory of the new realistic art, of which Degas was the most 

emblematic, Duranty worked to detach the style and mode of realism from the politically 

and ideologically charged context of the invention of the Realist movement.  If realism 

was not to be forever rooted in the events surrounding 1848, how might it be understood? 

Another key feature of Duranty’s text was his claim that Diderot should be 

considered the progenitor of nineteenth-century realism.  Duranty quoted Diderot’s 

“Essai sur la peinture,” at length:  
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I have never heard a figure accused of being badly drawn as long as its exterior 

organization clearly manifested its age and its habits and its ability to fulfill daily 

tasks.  These tasks determine both the overall size of a figure and the true 

proportions of each of his limbs and the relationship between them: it is out of 

that that I see the child, the adult, and the old man emerge; as well as the wild and 

the civilized man, the magistrate, the solider, and the porter alike.  If there is a 

figure difficult to find, it is that of a twenty-five-year-old man who has suddenly 

been born out of the clay of the earth and who has so far done nothing; but this 

man is a chimera.6 

 

This passage outlined what Duranty perceived as the critical contrast between the realist 

physiognomy, that of the modern individual in his milieu, and the academic treatment of 

the human body.  Like Diderot, Duranty’s anti-academic stance, and that of the great art 

of his time, could be traced to these words.  “This extraordinary man,” Duranty 

concluded, “was at the back of all that the art of the nineteenth-century realized.”7  The 

conclusion of Duranty’s exercise also recalled Diderot’s famous text with a meditation on 

the genre of history painting and his desire for an art to express the general life of the 

country.  In modeling his own piece of criticism after that of the eighteenth-century 

philosopher, Duranty had authored a liberal discourse that could be connected to a pre-

revolutionary tradition.  He repeated the eighteenth-century’s demands for serious and 

significant painting, suggesting the tenets of realism existed throughout history rather 

than merely in the specific historical moment associated with the radicalism of 1848 and 
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Courbet.  The latent nationalism of such an equivalence is also instructive.  Certainly the 

“new painting” was, for Duranty, predicated on newness and contemporaneity, but, by 

attaching realism to a history of national culture, Duranty also emphasized its decidedly 

French character.  With recourse to Diderot, Fromentin, and Champfleury, La Nouvelle 

Peinture neutralized realism and recapitulated it to a style that could be both of its time 

and of a longer French tradition.  Any concerns about social issues, about the degree to 

which the realist artist painted what he saw or structured his vision according to his own 

worldview, were subsumed within a less pointed debate about how realism could reflect 

French ideals for art.  This conception reflected an emerging genre of criticism that 

claimed national culture as the basis for style and it would also inform the retrospective 

exhibitions of the great Realist painters in the next decade. 

The official exhibition of the works of Gustave Courbet opened at the École des 

Beaux-Arts on May 1, 1882.  Organized by Jules-Antoine Castagnary and Antonin 

Proust, under the direction of Paul Mantz, the moderate Republican art critic and newly 

appointed Directeur général de l’administration des beaux-arts, the retrospective was a 

calculated effort to inscribe Courbet—and Realism—into the history of French painting.  

In 1882, Courbet’s works no longer incited extreme reactions, and questions of artistic 

merit replaced those of his political leanings.  One critic described the effect of the 

display: “As politics is not a concern here, but rather art, I do not feel embarrassed to 

admit that the result of this first day was a new statement of fact concerning the talent of 

the artist.”8  While Realism had been completely legitimized, and indeed, historicized by 

1882, a full understanding of Courbet’s—and the Realist—project did not achieve 
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consensus.  Was Courbet’s Realism merely a transcription of the world he observed, 

governed entirely by the real?  Or was his Realism to be understood as the product of an 

individual vision, an ideal of the world he perceived?  This apparent contradiction 

remained unresolved.  In the catalogue essay, Castagnary argued that Courbet’s art 

exceeded the prescriptive limits of Realism because his skill and mentality expanded its 

scope:  

 

He only painted what he saw.  This doctrine, which excluded in a single blow the 

past and the future, would have been fatal to any other; with him, it only helped 

the two faculties that essentially distinguish him and that, in sum, are quite close 

to constituting all of painting: an exquisite sensibility and an incomparable craft.  

This is the fortunate counterpoint that corrects the narrowness that theory seems 

to have.  If Courbet only painted what he saw he saw admirably, he saw better 

than any other.9   

 

Castagnary thus seems to have absolved Courbet of any strict adherence to a single 

theory of Realism, and implicitly, accepted the internal tensions of Realism, which 

coalesced around the real and the ideal. 

When the exhibition of the works of Jean-François Millet opened at the state art 

school in May 1887, Realism had faded from critical view and any coherence the style 

might have maintained in the early 1880s was finished.  The show was intended, Paul 

Mantz explained in the catalogue essay, to be at once a rehabilitation and an apotheosis of 
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the artist who had been unfortunately subjected to the injustices of the Salon jury and 

system.10  “In the tolerant hours when the modern artist has conquered the freedom of his 

ideal and his word, it is good to remind the new generation that these franchises were not 

obtained without combat,” Mantz wrote, conceding that La Bataille Réaliste was now a 

part of history.  As André Michel described the new reception,  

 

Happily we begin to get rid of the cumbersome terminology which for too long 

has inflamed quarrels, muddled questions of art, and made both sides expend so 

much unnecessary eloquence.  The words realism, naturalism, and idealism no 

longer exert on the mind their sterilizing despotism.  Rather, it would have done 

justice to Millet’s work, if it had been better understood and loved, if it had been 

approached with a freer mind and without the preoccupations of militant 

aesthetics, which have not less often misguided his admirers than his opponents.  

Let us now define, as he himself wanted, the goal he proposed.11 

 

Several other critics agreed that the exhibition prompted an evaluation of Millet’s oeuvre 

beyond the concerns of Realism.  As the American Theodore Child wrote, 

 

What Millet has given us is the drama of rural life, with its gestures, its attitudes, 

and its actions noted exactly, reduced to their simplest expression, and idealized 

in so far as the vision of the artist inclined him to see the peasants of Barbizon in 
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the light of ministers performing, as it were, the sacred rites of nature, and 

therefore, always instinct with a certain dignity, solemnity, and melancholy.12   

 

The exhortation to evaluate Millet’s work in this manner, that is detached from any of the 

social, political, historical, or even aesthetic questions that occupied the critics at 

midcentury, put Realism decisively in the past.   

Breton lived until 1906 and continued to produce rustic pictures, largely from the 

same ideological and stylistic point of view.  While he enjoyed the prestige afforded a 

master artist and considerable commercial success, particularly in the United States, his 

work no longer appeared to capture the realities of contemporary life and his realism was 

regarded as a historical style.  Recent publications and exhibitions of the late nineteenth-

century had forwarded an account of realism as a style evolved over the course of history, 

rather than a movement peculiar to a set of historical circumstances.   Although Breton’s 

work had always foregrounded the internal tensions of Realism that now seemed to be 

more explicitly acknowledged, it had only historical and not contemporary currency.  

That he outlived his peers, and indeed, outlived Realism, meant that he could not be the 

subject of a career exhibition during this period of re-evaluation.  For many years, the last 

word on Breton would be drawn from criticism that viewed his representations as outside 

of the reality of contemporary life and the ideals of modern art.  

In retrospect, Jules Breton practiced a type of Realism that might have been more 

thoroughly understood in the context just outlined.  And yet, at the turn of the century, 

Breton’s application of the belief that a representation of modernity could be derived 
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from traditional artistic approaches no longer seemed a compelling formula for history 

painting.  Still, in the period dominated by Realism, it was Breton’s artistic endeavors 

that always seemed to nearly resolve this paradox by inviting the real and the ideal.  In 

The Recall of the Gleaners, Breton combined memory and observation to effect a truthful 

representation of the traditional practice of gleaning as it unfolded in the fields of 

Courrières.  With his solitary female figures, he mobilized portraiture and type to produce 

icons at once of their moment and of an imagined historical moment.  Finally, by sharing 

his personal beliefs and experiences in several venues, he encouraged the viewers of his 

paintings to adopt his rural vision.  Breton’s Realism, which always evidenced so many 

of the seemingly irresolvable tensions of the doctrine, made him its most typical 

practitioner.  In a historiography of Realism that marked real and ideal at opposite poles 

and, in many instances, failed to detect the ambivalence of much of the period literature, 

Breton’s efforts were marginalized.  This dissertation has attempted to bring the 

complexities of Breton’s Realism into greater relief. 
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